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For Immediate Release
January 7, 2021
Contact: Dottie Barnes, University Communications, Grand Valley State University, (616) 446-3981
MEDIA NOTE: Audio bites and Long’s survey can be found at this Dropbox link:
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/bfkcd0sppvf5jy4/AACusNlPS5hIeovS50Yl7vhKa?dl=0

GVSU economics expert: West Michigan recovery picks up steam
GRAND RAPIDS, Mich. — The West Michigan industrial economy ended 2020 on a positive note, said
Brian G. Long, director of Supply Management Research in Grand Valley State University’s Seidman
College of Business.
Long said so far, the resurgence of COVID-19 cases has not dampened the industrial economy in West
Michigan.
“By mandating face masks, dividing work areas for social distancing and devoting crews to perpetual
cleaning, many of our local firms have resumed near-normal operations,” said Long. “The incoming
Biden administration is inheriting an economy headed in the right direction, so it is unlikely we will see
any immediate changes inhibiting the recovery.”
Long said employers continue to complain that supply chains, both foreign and domestic, are still far
from getting back to normal. He said trucking companies are still reporting shortages of trucks and
drivers, and delays in the inspection of incoming overseas containers are still being reported.
The success of recently shipped vaccines has boosted morale, but Long said there is universal agreement
that the problem posed by the pandemic will not go away until vaccines reach a large portion of the
population.
Long surveyed local business leaders and his findings below are based on data collected during the last
two weeks of December.
The survey's index of business improvement (new orders) jumped to +31, up from +19. The production
index bounced to +33, up sharply from +2. The index of purchases closed out the year at +26, up from
+9, and the employment index rose to +11, up from +4.
The Institute for Supply Management survey is a monthly survey of business conditions that includes 45
purchasing managers in the greater Grand Rapids area and 25 in Kalamazoo. The respondents are from
the region's major industrial manufacturers, distributors and industrial service organizations. It is
patterned after a nationwide survey conducted by the Institute for Supply Management. Each month,
the respondents are asked to rate eight factors as "same," "up" or "down."
For more information, contact Brian Long at (269) 870-0428.

MEDIA ADVISORY

GVSU economist to unveil local findings
Paul Isely, associate dean and professor of economics at Grand Valley State University, will release his
benchmark survey of the regional economy during the West Michigan Economic & Commercial Real
Estate Forecast: Virtual Edition.
The virtual event will be held January 14 from 9-10:15 a.m. Register for the free event at:
https://events.r20.constantcontact.com/register/eventReg?oeidk=a07ehfq5dt4df964793&oseq=&c=&c
h=
Isely will talk about employment, sales, export growth, consumer confidence and the overall effects of
COVID-19 on the local economy.
His benchmark survey for the greater Grand Rapids economy (Kent, Ottawa, Muskegon, and Allegan
counties) was conducted in November and December of 2020. The survey was mailed to CEOs and
business leaders of nearly 1,000 organizations based on a representative sample reflecting different
sectors of the regional economy and the geographic diversity of the area.
The event is co-sponsored by Colliers International. An overview will be given regarding the effects of
COVID-19 on the real estate market, along with the forecast for the West Michigan market.
Attendees will be able to submit questions ahead of time as part of the registration process, or during
the event via the chat feature on Zoom.
For more information, visit http://www.forecastcollierswestmi.com/p/4

EMBARGOED until 8 a.m. Friday, January 8, 2021
MEDIA NOTE: to arrange interviews, contact: Michele Coffill, University Communications,
coffillm@gvsu.edu

GVSU researchers find mental health outcomes for Michigan residents worsens despite more access
to health insurance
GRAND RAPIDS, Mich. — Health economics researchers at Grand Valley State University found more
Michiganders have access to health care and health insurance, yet mental health outcomes for residents
have worsened.
Research findings were detailed January 8 during the 12th annual Health Check report, which analyzed
health risks and trends for Kent, Ottawa, Muskegon and Allegan (KOMA) counties and compared data to
statewide and national figures. The report was part of the virtual West Michigan Health Care Economic
Forecast, sponsored by Grand Valley's Office of the Vice Provost for Health.
The Health Check report was written by Erkmen Aslim and Daniel Montanera, assistant professors of
economics in GVSU's Seidman College of Business.
"We discovered that while people have better access to health insurance for primary care and routine
checkups, mental health outcomes were worse," Aslim said.
Residents in KOMA and the Detroit region were asked how many days in a month their mental health
was "poor." Researchers found a slight uptick among KOMA residents (14.1 percent of population in
2018) reporting poor mental health days, compared to 13.4 percent of Detroit residents. Other health
risk factors are detailed below.
The percentage of populations without health insurance in both regions dropped in 2018 to about 6
percent. Nearly 90 percent of the KOMA population reported having access to routine care, compared
to about 85 percent of the Detroit population.
Telehealth visits saw a sharp increase in the Detroit region in 2019 compared to 2018, Montanera said
and suggested this low-cost health care service proves as beneficial in suburban and urban areas as it
does in rural areas.
Researchers also studied the impact of COVID-19 on health care and social spending. During the spring
quarantine period, they found a 60 percent decline in health care and social spending in Michigan.
Aslim said while there was an increase in health care/social spending after passage of the federal
stimulus package in mid-April, the decline could be troublesome if people continue to defer medical
procedures until a time they perceive hospitals as safe.
Other health risk factors are noted below, using 2018 as the latest reporting year:
• Deaths from suicide in both regions rose in 2018 from 2017 to about 14 deaths per 100,000
individuals.
• KOMA saw a rise in the number of adult cigarette smokers to 18.5 percent of the population, while
the number of smokers in the Detroit region dropped slightly to 19.1 percent of the population.

•

About two-thirds of residents in both regions were obese or overweight, researchers noted this
compares to national statistics.

The entire report will be available January 8 online at gvsu.edu/vphealth; it is supported with grants
from Blue Cross Blue Shield of Michigan, Blue Care Network, and Priority Health.

For Immediate Release
December 28, 2020
Contact: Mary Eilleen Lyon, University Communications, Grand Valley State University, 616-560-2548
MEDIA NOTE: Photos of Myers and Aaron can be found at this Dropbox link:
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/n2uoaj8703zdbew/AAA9cJhP-EypTtnWf0giGsBpa?dl=0
Governor appoints two attorneys, alumnae to GVSU Board of Trustees
Gov. Gretchen Whitmer announced the appointment of two attorneys from opposite sides of the state
to fill two open seats on the Grand Valley State University Board of Trustees. Their eight-year terms will
begin January 1, 2021.
Noreen K. Myers, an attorney in private practice from East Grand Rapids, and Mikyia S. Aaron, a labor
attorney from Detroit, may live in different regions of the state, but they are both GVSU alumni who say
they have a passion for Lakers and the university’s future.
This will be Myers second time serving as a trustee on Grand Valley’s board. She was appointed by Gov.
Granholm in 2005 for her first term. She is looking forward to the chance to serve Grand Valley and its
students a second time.
“As the first alumna to serve on the GVSU Board and the first alum to chair the board, I'm grateful to
have the opportunity to once again serve this remarkable institution,” said Myers. “GVSU President
Philomena Mantella has appropriately characterized the university as ‘...an institution confident of what
it is and not struggling with what it wants to be.’ I share her opinion and it is with confidence that I look
forward to working with an outstanding group of board colleagues, educators and administrators to
effectively impact and enhance Grand Valley's outstanding ability to deliver a high-quality liberal arts
education.”
Aaron said she is elated about the appointment and eager to spread the word in Detroit of what a Grand
Valley degree can bring. She cites her excellent experience at GVSU as an undergraduate and how it
prepared her for law school and her career. She found Grand Valley to be an inclusive place, and right
now she wants to be part of its vision.
“I am most looking forward to being a part of the university at a time when changes need to be made
because of the state of the world,” said Aaron. “I’m excited to be part of that change. I want to be
helpful to students in the digital era when higher education is changing and GVSU is leading.”
Myers and Aaron will replace Mary Kramer and John Russell, whose terms expire at the end of this year.
Their appointments are subject to the advice and consent of the Michigan State Senate.
Grand Valley State University attracts more than 23,300 students with high-quality programs and stateof-the-art facilities. Grand Valley is a comprehensive university serving students from all across Michigan
and dozens of other states and foreign countries. Grand Valley offers 95 undergraduate and 43 graduate
degree programs and has campuses in Allendale, Grand Rapids and Holland. The university offers
programming and classes from outreach centers in Battle Creek, Detroit and Traverse City; the Robert B.
Annis Water Resources Institute and the Muskegon Innovation Hub are located in Muskegon. The
university is dedicated to individual student achievement, going beyond the traditional classroom
experience, with research opportunities and business partnerships.

For Immediate Release
January 14, 2021
Contact: Dottie Barnes, University Communications, Grand Valley State University, (616) 446-3981
MEDIA NOTE: Isely’s full report, video soundbites and his photo are at this Dropbox link:
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/xk3p37eofg8kvls/AAB5Z3TvnnWZIVK2GpxrfMcJa?dl=0

Solid growth expected for West Michigan economy, business leaders optimistic, says GVSU economics
professor
GRAND RAPIDS, Mich. — Improving business confidence, along with strong employment growth and
sales growth, are expected for the West Michigan economy in 2021, said Paul Isely, associate dean and
professor of economics in the Seidman College of Business at Grand Valley State University.
Isely unveiled his benchmark survey of the regional economy January 14, during the 2021 West
Michigan Economic and Commercial Real Estate Forecast - Virtual Event, cosponsored by Colliers
International.
Isely said the biggest takeaway from the survey is that business owners are nowhere near as pessimistic
as they were during the 2001 or 2009 recessions.
Data shows 2021 will provide a strong comeback from the COVID-19-driven recession for both the West
Michigan and U.S. economy, with much of that growth occurring in the second half of the year, Isely
said.
“We have 48 percent of firms saying they are going to be back to pre-COVID times by the middle of
2021. But, we have more than 20 percent saying they will not be there by the end of the year,” said
Isely. “So, we see the sense of haves and have-nots in the economy, and that is being driven by how the
fear or danger of the virus has affected their individual businesses.”
There are sectors of the economy that are still in recession, said Isely, particularly anything dealing with
the hospitality industry. “We have parts of the economy that are just being devastated, but we have
other parts of the economy, such as real estate, where people are buying houses as fast as they were
before,” he said.
Two sectors of manufacturing in Michigan will likely still face headwinds: aerospace and the office
furniture industry. Isely added that one-in-five jobs in Michigan is still directly or indirectly related to the
automotive sector and the fact that automotive came back so quickly and so strongly means Michigan
will continue to move forward.
Over the year following COVID-19’s first effects on the U.S. economy, which began in March of 2020,
Isely said the federal government is expected to pump a total of about $3 trillion into the economy.
“This has minimized the negative economic effects of COVID-19 and has set the economy up for a fast
recovery,” he said.

Key findings for 2021:
• The Current Business Confidence Index for 2020 is 72.7 percent, higher than during the last two
recessions;
• The Forecast Business Confidence Index for 2021 is 73.9 percent, showing improved expectations for
2021;
• Employment is expected to grow by 2.3 to 3.9 percent in 2021, showing a strong improvement over
the end of 2020;
• Overall nominal sales are expected to increase by 1.1 to 2.0 percent for 2021, reflecting slower
growth than was anticipated at the beginning of 2020;
• Exports are expected to be flat in 2021;
• All indicators signal the West Michigan economy will show solid growth in 2021 after the 2020
recession.
The economic survey of the greater Grand Rapids economy (Kent, Ottawa, Muskegon and Allegan
counties) was conducted in November and December of 2020. The survey was mailed to nearly 1,000
organizations based on a representative sample reflecting different sectors of the regional economy and
the geographic diversity of the area.
The West Michigan economic survey was conducted by Isely, along with staff members from the West
Michigan Regional Small Business Development Center, housed in the Seidman College of Business.

For immediate release
January 13, 2021
Contact: Mary Eilleen Lyon, GVSU University Communications, lyonme@gvsu.edu, (616) 560-2548
MEDIA NOTE: Photos of all presidents are available to download at http://gvsu.edu/s/1zq

Four GVSU presidents condemn violence in Washington, offer future roundtable meetings for campus
and public
ALLENDALE, Mich. — Philomena V. Mantella, the president of Grand Valley State University, and her
three predecessors made a joint statement on January 13 denouncing last week's violence at the U.S.
Capitol and announcing a new presidential roundtable series to discuss the Constitution, democracy and
elections.
The series will be open to the public; dates for the virtual meetings have yet to be determined.
The series is in partnership with the Gerald R. Ford Foundation and these GVSU departments:
Hauenstein Center for Presidential Studies, College of Liberal Arts & Sciences, Brooks College of
Interdisciplinary Studies, Padnos/Sarosik Civil Discourse Program in the Meijer Honors College, and the
Office of Student Life.
The entire campus statement — from Mantella, Arend D. Lubbers, Mark A. Murray and Thomas J. Haas
— is below:
Dear Campus Community,
Last week’s events in our nation’s capital remain front and center in national and international
discourse. The storming of the Capitol building, the iconic symbol of our democracy, was shattering to
our perspective of our nation. I am reminded of a different day in Washington, in 1974, when the
favorite son of Grand Rapids, Gerald Ford, assumed the presidency under extraordinary circumstances.
“This is an hour of history that troubles our minds and hurts our hearts,” said Mr. Ford to a nation that
was living through events once thought unimaginable. Those words seem just as applicable today.
President Ford told us that the guardrails of democracy had held firm through the Watergate scandal
when he said: “Our Constitution works; our great Republic is a government of laws and not of men. Here
the people rule.” Mr. Ford’s unshakeable belief in democratic institutions was rooted in that of the
Founders. It was Thomas Jefferson who told us, “The people are the only sure reliance for the
preservation of our liberty.”
An important question arises: Where do we go from here? We must strengthen our commitment to
principled leadership, civility and democracy, no matter the difference in our views and politics. We
must work together, as we move forward from chapters already written in history, through today’s
defining moments into a future of greater promise.
Our GVSU community is fortunate to have generations of faculty and institutional leadership working
together to advance our mission. Emblematic of this distinctive Grand Valley ethos, my esteemed

predecessors — Thomas Haas, Mark Murray and Arend Lubbers — join me today in condemning the
assault on the nation’s capital and spurious attempts to void the results of a fair and free election.
In further response, we are creating and will jointly host a Presidential roundtable series, called “The
Constitution, Elections and Democracy,” with support from the Hauenstein Center for Presidential
Studies, the College of Liberal Arts & Sciences, Brooks College of Interdisciplinary Studies, the
Padnos/Sarosik Civil Discourse Program in the Meijer Honors College, the Office of Student Life, and the
Gerald R. Ford Foundation. We will, as members of an academic community, seize this moment to
explore the divisions straining our civil discourse. Grand Valley is defined by fair, rigorous and open
intellectual exchange offered with respect for the rule of law, democracy and the inclusion of people of
all backgrounds. Profound pain delivers to us the opportunity to strengthen ourselves, our community
and our nation. Careful examination of the Constitution, voting rights and procedures, journalism, social
media and other related subjects will bring focus to this undertaking.
We know our campus community can pull together during this ongoing time of unique trial to be a
model of the best humanity has to offer. This series is one such way. We invite you to join us at our
roundtable, and also to pursue your own engagements and strengthen the national conversation to
build a stronger America through constructive dialogue and by embracing personal responsibility to
each other.
Sincerely,
Philomena V. Mantella, GVSU President
Thomas J. Haas, President 2006-2019
Mark A. Murray, President 2001-2006
Arend D. Lubbers, President 1969-2001

For Immediate Release
January 25, 2021
Contact: Dottie Barnes, University Communications, Grand Valley State University, (616) 446-3981
MEDIA NOTE: Photos of Janes, Radzicki and Johnston can be found in this Dropbox link:
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/fk7myuzi4gqa6fq/AACNEwTwrk1V555iuGzKOWYia?dl=0

GVSU student research helps struggling Michigan tourism industry
GRAND RAPIDS, Mich. — The COVID-19-driven recession has ended for some businesses, but not for the
hospitality industry.
Patty Janes, professor of hospitality and tourism management, said Michigan’s tourism industry has
been devastated by the pandemic. She challenged students in her HTM research course to help rebuild
the state’s tourism industry by conducting visitor research for Convention and Visitor Bureaus (CVBs)
across the state.
“CVBs are responsible for marketing destinations to visitors,” explained Janes. “It’s crucial to have
detailed insight about their visitors, the way in which they travel and their travel behaviors and patterns.
And, it’s especially important to know how COVID-19 has impacted travel.”
Janes reached out to all of Michigan’s CVBs and more than half asked for the help. “From the Keweenaw
Peninsula to Houghton Lake, and from Saugatuck to Frankenmuth, students conducted 18 visitor
research studies for Michigan destinations,” she said.
Students worked directly with CVB executives to modify survey questions, collect data, analyze findings
and report results, both verbally and in extensive reports. Overall, nearly 18,000 visitors responded to
the research questionnaires prepared and sent by students.
Bridget Radzicki, a sophomore and HTM major, worked with a team of students for Discover Kalamazoo,
the CVB in downtown Kalamazoo, to create a customized survey that was sent to previous visitors.
“We included questions about COVID and asked how the virus has impacted their travel experiences,
what would make them feel more comfortable traveling and what would incentivize them to return
during these times,” said Radzicki.
The students also worked to add questions unique to Kalamazoo. “Kalamazoo is known for its trails. We
asked which trails are most popular, and how the visitor experience could be improved,” Radzicki said.
Taylor Johnston, a senior and HTM major, worked with the Saugatuck-Douglas Area CVB. She helped
design a survey that was sent to more than 1,000 people.
“We sought to understand several objectives, including the demographic and geographic profile of a
visitor,” said Johnston. “We also wanted to understand how COVID has impacted their life and travel
habits.”

Johnston said through the responses they gained key insights into whether or not people had been
traveling or are planning to travel. She said data showed people are wanting a get-away and are willing
to travel to places that follow CDC guidelines.
“This real-world experience was very rewarding. Hypothetical situations or simulations can be helpful,
but this required getting on a Zoom call regularly with a real client who had real needs and was tackling
real issues. It was awesome,” Johnston said.
Janes said for some CVBs, it was the first time they received such a comprehensive report. She said
some lack the internal expertise, while others have experienced a cut in staff and budget dollars.
As part of the project, Grand Valley’s Dorothy A. Johnson Center for Philanthropy completed a GIS
analysis of visitor zip codes so destinations better understand where their visitors came from.
As a result of the students’ work, Janes is continuing visitor research studies this semester. In addition,
she is also combining the visitor responses and analyzing content themes to help the entire industry.
“They have agreed to allow me to combine like questions and share collective findings with others in the
industry,” said Janes. "Learning collective feedback from so many visitors will help the myriad of tourism
organizations including attractions, venues, festivals and events, restaurants, and lodging organizations."
For more information about the GVSU HTM program, visit www.gvsu.edu/htm

For immediate release
February 2, 2021
Contact: Peg West, University Communications, Grand Valley State University, ensingm1@gvsu.edu

The strongest predictor of who will get COVID-19 vaccine? How vulnerable someone feels about
contracting the virus, GVSU researcher finds
ALLENDALE, Mich. -- As the COVID-19 vaccination rollout continues and people contemplate if they are
going to get the vaccine, research by a Grand Valley psychology expert has found the strongest predictor
of whether someone will get vaccinated is how vulnerable they feel about contracting the virus.
That emotional response to the health threat outweighed other conventional predictors of people's
attitudes toward vaccines, such as whether they had received a flu shot, said Amanda Dillard, associate
professor of psychology. It also overrode more practical reasons for getting immunized, such as one's
belief about the probability of getting the virus.
"Emotions can be more powerful than reason when deciding on whether to get a vaccine," said Dillard,
who studies the roles of emotion and risk perception in motivating health behaviors.
A paper on the study results has been accepted for publication in the Journal of Public Health, Dillard
said.
Dillard said she and her co-researchers surveyed 1,000 adults from across the nation to find the best
predictors of people's attitudes toward the COVID-19 vaccine. They asked participants about their
intentions: How likely is it that you will get a COVID-19 vaccine when one is available to you?
The finding that the perceived feeling of vulnerability was the strongest predictor of getting a vaccine
surprised her colleagues, though Dillard said she had seen indications of that phenomenon in a smallerscale study she had conducted earlier with GVSU students.
That means empirical data such as the higher probability of contracting the virus or having complications
may not sway someone in that category to get vaccinated if they don't feel vulnerable, Dillard said. In
contrast, someone who is lower risk -- such as someone steadfastly isolating -- may still feel deeply
vulnerable and eager to receive a vaccine.
Factors affecting that perception include political views, cultural influences and media habits, Dillard
said. Also, the unpredictability and contagiousness of the virus along with information saturation can
especially boost feelings of vulnerability, she added.
This information from the study is important because it can help health professionals and
communicators understand people's motivations for getting a vaccine and craft messaging accordingly,
Dillard said.
"Since vulnerability is emotional, a narrative about someone's else's experience may work better than a
message that just presents facts about objective risk," Dillard said.

For Immediate Release
February 2, 2021
Contact: Dottie Barnes, University Communications, Grand Valley State University, (616) 446-3981
Kristi Evans, news director, Northern Michigan University, kevans@nmu.edu, (906) 227-1015

GVSU, NMU agreement offers direct admittance to GVSU public health graduate program
Agreement addresses shortage of public health professionals in northern Michigan, Upper Peninsula
GRAND RAPIDS, Mich. — A new partnership agreement between Grand Valley State University and
Northern Michigan University in Marquette creates a pipeline for NMU undergraduates to GVSU’s public
health graduate program.
The articulation agreement, developed by GVSU’s Department of Public Health and NMU’s School of
Health and Human Performance, allows Grand Valley to recruit and directly admit up to five students
from NMU’s community health programs to Grand Valley’s Master of Public Health program.
Ranelle Brew, chair of the Department of Public Health at Grand Valley and director of the Master of
Public Health Program, said, overall, there is a shortage of public health professionals in northern
Michigan and the Upper Peninsula.
“It is our intention to recruit students from that area, but also for graduate students to return to work in
northern Michigan,” said Brew. “This will help grow the field of public health in underserved
communities.”
Up to five NMU students who major in applied exercise science and health with a concentration in
community health will be eligible for preferential admission into Grand Valley's MPH program each year,
provided they meet the criteria and are recommended by NMU's School of Health and Human
Performance (SHHP).
"Establishing this agreement with GVSU gives Northern students a direct link to a quality public health
program that will meet the needs of Michigan and the country as a whole," said Liz Wuorinen, associate
dean and director of Northern's SHHP. "There is a need for more health educators in the Upper
Peninsula, and it is our hope that some of the students will return to serve in the rural communities that
need them."
Brew said there is also strong interest in preparing public health trained individuals for work in tribal
communities.
“GVSU Public Health has previously connected students to tribally focused, practicum placements in
northern Michigan, which have turned into fruitful full-time positions for alumni of the program,” she
said.
Brew added both GVSU and NMU hope to offer additional graduates for tribal community partners
through this direct admit partnership.
Grand Valley is currently recruiting for fall 2021.
Find out more about Grand Valley’s Master of Public Health program.

For Immediate Release
February 1, 2021
Contact: Dottie Barnes, University Communications, Grand Valley State University, (616) 446-3981
MEDIA NOTE: A photo of Peter Secchia and photos of GVSU student veterans can be found at this
Dropbox link: https://www.dropbox.com/sh/jp5cwki14bf1z5t/AACH410LwCdfWlsLmmbTBXUUa?dl=0

Grand Valley State announces The Peter Secchia Military and Veterans Program
Family’s gift will help expand university initiatives for veterans
ALLENDALE, Mich. — Active-duty military and veterans will receive enhanced support to pursue their
educational goals at Grand Valley State University, thanks to a significant gift from the family of the late
former ambassador to Italy, Peter F. Secchia.
The Peter Secchia Military and Veterans Program will expand student support and programming at
Grand Valley; provide career support, including the transition from military to civilian careers; and
support the development of multifunctional spaces, including a presence in downtown Grand Rapids.
After his own military service, Secchia became a noted entrepreneur and philanthropist in Grand Rapids,
and this latest gift will allow the university to further expand its programs for those who have served in
uniform.
Charlie Secchia, Peter’s son, said: "Dad would have been very pleased that our family can support these
men and women who have given so much for all of us. We are excited about Grand Valley’s plans for the
future and excited to be a part of it
Grand Valley will now be able to combine the majority of its resources for military and veterans into one
comprehensive program that will optimize current offerings and help expand programming with new
initiatives for veterans, including spouses and dependents, whether they are students or alumni.
“Because of the Secchia family, Grand Valley will be able to provide our military and veteran students
with the additional support they need to accomplish their personal, educational and career goals,” said
President Philomena V. Mantella. “We thank them for their generous support.”
The gift will help build on Grand Valley’s historical commitment to veterans and its reputation as the
Midwest leader for veterans’ education.
In November 2020, Mantella announced the GVSU Veteran Promise. This initiative, the first-of-its-kind in
the nation, guarantees admission to Grand Valley for enlisted 2021 Michigan high school graduates.
Also in 2020, the university hired Jill Wolfe, an Army veteran and GVSU alumna, to serve as Grand
Valley’s military and veterans resources manager. The position was created to support the more than
400 military or student veterans currently pursuing their degrees, as well as help hundreds more as they
translate their military skills into careers as civilian leaders and entrepreneurs.
“We know nearly 200,000 service members become veterans each year and about 115,000 of those
veterans are in a college classroom within seven months of separation from the military,” said Wolfe.

“Grand Valley has a history of successful educational programs and support for student veterans and we
will now be able to share these opportunities with many more, thanks to the Secchias.”
Peter Secchia, who died in 2020, was a longtime supporter of the university and served as director of the
Grand Valley University Foundation for decades. He had a distinguished military career, including service
during the Cold War. He was a sergeant in the U.S. Marine Corps from 1956-1959, and was inducted into
the Michigan Military and Veterans Hall of Honor.
Secchia was a distinguished businessman, community and political leader and prominent philanthropist.
He was the CEO of Universal Forest Products in Grand Rapids, Michigan, and the architect of its early
growth and success. He was the friend and confidante of U.S. presidents, including Gerald R. Ford and
George H. W. Bush. Secchia served as Ambassador to Italy from 1989-1993.
Grand Valley is the Midwest leader for veterans’ education with these unique initiatives and
programs:
• GVSU Veteran Promise (gvsu.edu/vetpromise) guarantees admission to Grand Valley for enlisted
2021 Michigan high school graduates.
• Student Veterans Network (gvsu.edu/veterans) provides support for veterans, active service
members and dependents in successfully progressing to degree completion, and moving on to postmilitary careers.
• TRIO Veterans Upward Bound program (gvsu.edu/vub) provides free academic support services to
low-income veterans who want to complete degree programs.
• Peer Advisors for Veteran Education (PAVE) is a peer support program that connects incoming
GVSU student veterans with other student veterans who are trained as Peer Advisors. These
“mentors” help new students navigate college life, address challenges they may face, refer them to
appropriate resources on and off campus and provide ongoing support.
• Michigan Veteran Entrepreneur-Lab (gvsu.edu/mve) gives veterans and military families the skills,
knowledge and opportunities they need to develop and launch a business.
• Military Police Basic Training Program (gvsu.edu/cj/policeacademy) was created for military police
veterans interested in transitioning to civilian policing.
Grand Valley has a long-standing reputation as a world-class, military-and veteran-friendly university.
• In U.S. News & World Report's 2021 Best Colleges rankings, Grand Valley is listed as a Best for
Veterans among Midwest universities.
• Grand Valley was named a Military Friendly School for 2020-2021 by Military Friendly.
• In 2020, Grand Valley was named as a gold level "military friendly" university by the Michigan
Veterans Affairs Agency for the fifth year.

For Immediate Release
January 28, 2021
Contact: Nate Hoekstra, University Communications, GVSU, (616) 318-3673, hoekstna@gvsu.edu

Johnson Center for Philanthropy releases annual "11 Trends in Philanthropy" report
Report stresses critical need to address societal questions raised in chaotic 2020
GRAND RAPIDS, Mich. — The Dorothy A. Johnson Center for Philanthropy at Grand Valley State
University has released its fifth annual "11 Trends in Philanthropy" report, identifying trends that will
shape the philanthropic and nonprofit sectors in the coming months and years.
In 2020, long-running themes from previous reports manifest in critical social issues that led experts at
the Johnson Center to identify trends for the sector that they said must be addressed "more forcefully."
The trends report includes essays from industry and thought leaders in the philanthropic sector and the
nonprofit sector sharing ideas on trends they see for 2021.
According to Johnson Center experts, some of the most critical issues to address include:
• the sprawling impacts of wealth inequality;
• significant declines in public trust in institutions and in each other;
• the bright and dark sides of technological proliferation; and
• the systemic racism permeating so many aspects of our society and democracy.
The report further identified other important trends to watch in 2021, including how data is coming of
age in the nonprofit sector, how philanthropy and government are increasingly playing overlapping roles
in the public sphere, and how it's getting harder and harder to distinguish between philanthropy and
business.
Read the full report online here: https://johnsoncenter.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/01/11-Trendsfor-2021-WEB.pdf
About the Johnson Center:
The Dorothy A. Johnson Center for Philanthropy is a global leader in understanding, strengthening and
advancing philanthropy. It is an academic center within Grand Valley State University's College of
Community and Public Service.
The center strives to help build a world shaped by smart, adaptive and effective philanthropy that helps
to create strong, inclusive communities. The center provides competency-based professional
development, applied research and evaluation, and resources and tools to transform communities for
the public good.
For more information, visit www.gvsu.edu/jcp
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Statement from GVSU regarding the death of Taylor DeRosa
ALLENDALE, Mich. — The investigation into the death of Grand Valley State University student Taylor
DeRosa has been completed, and the medical examiner ruled her death accidental. Grand Valley Police
Chief Brandon DeHaan reinforced his earlier statement that there was never, and is not now, any safety
risk to the campus associated with this sad event
A jogger discovered Taylor’s body near the intramural fields on the Allendale Campus shortly before
10:30 on the morning of December 12, 2020.
“Taylor’s death is a terrible tragedy for her family and all those close to her,” said GVSU President
Philomena V. Mantella. “We are a caring community and our hearts go out to all who knew and loved
Taylor. Our routines during COVID have put physical space between us, but we should work to stay
emotionally connected, especially as we grieve the loss of a promising young woman who was part of
our campus community.”
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Two GVSU vice presidents to retire in June
ALLENDALE, Mich. - President Philomena V. Mantella has announced the June retirements of Vice
President and General Counsel Tom Butcher, and Vice President for University Development Karen Loth.
She called them both builders of today’s Grand Valley State University.
“Tom and Karen have both been major contributors as this university has grown and become more
prominent,” Mantella said. “So many of us have benefited from Tom’s legal advice and wise judgment as
the university tackled new projects and managed challenges along the way. And Karen’s ability to
explain the vision of the university and the stories of our students served as a catalyst for our supporters
to help Grand Valley and its community. Tom and Karen haven’t left the university yet, but this is the
time to make transition plans and extend words of gratitude for their exemplary service.”
After nearly four decades of service to Grand Valley, Butcher will be retiring at the end of June. He
joined Grand Valley in 1982 as assistant to the personnel officer and legal affairs assistant. He moved up
the ranks to become Grand Valley’s first in-house general counsel in 1989.
Butcher has provided legal advice and assistance across the university and worked with faculty
governance, the Student Senate and supported three presidential searches for the Board of Trustees. He
guided hundreds of personnel matters and was responsible for the creation of numerous trustee and
administrative policies. Butcher is a Fulbright Fellow who helped lead Grand Valley through many
milestones, which include real estate transactions for the Health Campus and in every city GVSU has a
campus or building. He has played a significant role in chartering schools across Michigan. His leadership
also includes representing the university in numerous professional organizations and on boards across
the state. He received the prestigious award for Distinguished Service from the National Association of
Colleges and University Attorneys in 2007.
Butcher is the first to give credit to everyone else for the work that has been accomplished during his
time at the university. “You can’t get much done without people seeing the common purpose,” said
Butcher. “I’m so proud of how well we all worked together to create what Grand Valley is today. We
have always remained student centered and community focused. I was just part of the team.”
Also giving credit to the team is Karen Loth who, along with being vice president for Development,
serves as executive director of the Grand Valley University Foundation. She will be retiring at the end of
June. Loth joined the university in 2000, rising to her current position in 2012.
During her 20-year tenure in Development, she helped raise more than $350 million for Grand Valley
students through a wide variety of projects and led the Development Division and GVU Foundation to
new levels of donor support. Loth’s leadership in the university’s Laker Effect comprehensive campaign
raised a record-setting $132 million from more than 35,000 donors. The Laker Effect Campaign included
funding for the expansion of Grand Valley’s Health Campus, including Raleigh J. Finkelstein Hall and the

Daniel and Pamella DeVos Center for Interprofessional Health. Other projects, such as the Innovation
Design Center for engineering and the Keller Black Box Theatre, were among the campaign’s successful
projects. The campaign also increased support for scholarships and student support programs.
“We would not be able to do what we do at Grand Valley without our donors,” Loth said. “My career at
the university has been enriched by the relationships I have with donors across the Grand Valley
community and within the foundation. The university’s role as a talent engine for this region and the
state, and our ability to transform students’ lives would not be possible without our steadfast
supporters. I know we can count on them in the future, as we have in the past, and I am so grateful.”
The retirement of Butcher and Loth is creating some reorganization within the university. Patricia Smith,
associate vice president and deputy general counsel, will be appointed the university’s general counsel
at the end of June and report to President Mantella. Smith is a 20-year veteran at Grand Valley and
brings a wealth of experience and continuity to the position. A national search will begin soon for the
next vice president for University Development and executive director of the GVU Foundation.
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GVSU offers tuition-free program for qualified students from six Michigan counties
-- Grand Valley Pledge opens doors to students from low-income backgrounds
ALLENDALE, Mich. — Leaders at Grand Valley State University are committed to opening access to
higher education and have announced a tuition-free program for students from low-income
backgrounds who live in six Michigan counties.
The Grand Valley Pledge awards full undergraduate tuition (renewable for four years) to qualified
students from counties where the university has a physical presence: Kent, Ottawa, Muskegon, Grand
Traverse, Calhoun and Wayne.
Students must be admitted to Grand Valley, beginning in the fall 2021 semester, and have a family
income of less than $50,000. See a list of criteria and more information online at gvsu.edu/gvpledge.
President Philomena V. Mantella said this program demonstrates the university's commitment to its
communities.
"It is another way of assuring that we create opportunity and advance equity in the communities in
which we live and teach, as well as inspire a broader movement of making higher education accessible
to all," Mantella said.
B. Donta Truss, vice president for Enrollment Development and Educational Outreach, said the Grand
Valley Pledge aligns with the university's strategic enrollment management plan.
"GVSU educates learners to shape their lives and the Grand Valley Pledge ensures that many of these
learners will not be left out," Truss said. "This is a great start to eliminating equity gaps at GVSU. By
removing financial barriers to college, deserving students can enroll and be ready to start their path to a
degree."
Michelle Rhodes, associate vice president for Financial Aid, said the Grand Valley Pledge is a wonderful
opportunity for qualified students to invest in their futures. Rhodes added the program alleviates the
complexities of filling out multiple financial aid forms.
"We wanted to make it as simple as possible," Rhodes said. "Students who meet the financial criteria
according to the Free Application for Federal Student Aid (FAFSA) will have their tuition covered for the
four years they are at Grand Valley."
Questions about the Grand Valley Pledge can be directed to the Financial Aid Office at (800) 748-0246 or
finaid@gvsu.edu.
-----

About Grand Valley State University:
Grand Valley State University attracts nearly 25,000 students with high-quality programs and state-ofthe-art facilities. Grand Valley is a comprehensive university serving students from all 83 Michigan
counties and dozens of other states and foreign countries. Grand Valley offers undergraduate and
graduate degree programs in 300+ areas of study from campuses in Allendale, Grand Rapids, and
Holland, and from regional centers in Detroit, Muskegon, and Traverse City. The university is dedicated
to individual student achievement, going beyond the traditional classroom experience, with research
opportunities and business partnerships.
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GVSU economics expert: Local recovery hits a peak
GRAND RAPIDS, Mich. — The West Michigan economy jumped into 2021 on a very positive note. Typical
of most recession recoveries, nearly all statistics reflect the pent-up demand created over these past
months, said Brian G. Long, director of Supply Management Research in Grand Valley State University’s
Seidman College of Business.
“This month’s spectacular statistics are the result of pent-up demand and should not be taken to mean
we are entering a new wave of economic euphoria,” said Long. “Also, keep in mind that there are still
many firms not sharing in the recovery.”
Long surveyed local business leaders and his findings below are based on data collected during the last
two weeks of January.
The survey's index of business improvement (new orders) jumped to +57, up from +31. The production
index bounced to +52, up sharply from +33. The index of purchases closed out the year at +26, up from
+9, and the employment index rose to +20, up from +11.
Long said President Biden’s administration has issued many new directives that so far have not had any
direct impact on the current pace of the recovery for auto parts producers or the office furniture
industry. He said if the new stimulus package addresses the problems of the airline industry, it will be
good for the long-term survival of local aerospace firms in West Michigan.
The Institute for Supply Management survey is a monthly survey of business conditions that includes 45
purchasing managers in the greater Grand Rapids area and 25 in Kalamazoo. The respondents are from
the region's major industrial manufacturers, distributors and industrial service organizations. It is
patterned after a nationwide survey conducted by the Institute for Supply Management. Each month,
the respondents are asked to rate eight factors as "same," "up" or "down."
For more information, contact Brian Long at (269) 870-0428.
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First GVSU Presidential Roundtable to address January 6 Capitol attack, Constitutional issues
GRAND RAPIDS, Mich. — Grand Valley State University's four most recent presidents will gather
February 24 to host a roundtable discussion regarding the U.S. Constitution and the insurrection at the
U.S. Capitol on January 6.
The event will feature Jeffrey Rosen, president and CEO of the National Constitution Center, along with
GVSU President Philomena V. Mantella and former presidents Thomas Haas, Mark Murray, and Arend
Lubbers.
The discussion will focus on the role of the U.S. Constitution, and how Americans can move forward
from the violent attacks on the Capitol to heal the pain suffered by many.
GVSU Presidential Roundtable: The Constitution
Featuring Jeffrey Rosen, President and CEO, National Constitution Center
February 24, 7 p.m.
Virtual Event; RSVP required via this link
This is the first in a series of Presidential Roundtable discussions, prompted by the January 6
insurrection. Future topics will include elections and democracy.
"We, as members of an academic community, will seize this moment to explore the divisions straining
our civil discourse," said Mantella. "Grand Valley is defined by fair, rigorous and open intellectual
exchange offered with respect for the rule of law, democracy and the inclusion of people of all
backgrounds."
"Careful examination of the Constitution, voting rights and procedures, journalism, social media and
other related subjects will bring focus to this undertaking. We know our campus community can pull
together during this ongoing time of unique trial to be a model of the best humanity has to offer. This
series is one such way."
The Presidential Roundtable Series is presented by Grand Valley State University, the Hauenstein Center
for Presidential Studies, and the Gerald R. Ford Presidential Foundation, assisted by the GVSU College of
Liberal Arts & Sciences, the Brooks College of Interdisciplinary Studies, the Office of Student Life, the
Frederik Meijer Honors College and its Padnos/Sarosik Civil Discourse Program.
The National Constitution Center is a nonpartisan nonprofit organization whose mission is to educate
the public about the U.S. Constitution. The Center engages millions of citizens as an interactive museum,
national town hall, and provider of nonpartisan resources for civic education. Rosen became president
and CEO in 2013 and has developed its acclaimed Interactive Constitution, which brings together the top
conservative and liberal legal scholars in America to discuss areas of agreement and disagreement about
every clause of the Constitution. The online resource has received more than 30 million hits since
launching in 2015.

For more information on the roundtable series, visit the Presidential Roundtable website.
Grand Valley State University attracts more than 23,300 students with high-quality programs and stateof-the-art facilities. Grand Valley is a comprehensive university serving students from all across Michigan
and dozens of other states and foreign countries. Grand Valley offers 95 undergraduate and 43 graduate
degree programs and has campuses in Allendale, Grand Rapids and Holland. The university offers
programming and classes from outreach centers in Battle Creek, Detroit and Traverse City; the Robert B.
Annis Water Resources Institute and the Muskegon Innovation Hub are located in Muskegon. The
university is dedicated to individual student achievement, going beyond the traditional classroom
experience, with research opportunities and business partnerships.
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GVSU president receives national award
Philomena V. Mantella recognized as champion for veterans in higher ed
ALLENDALE, Mich. — Grand Valley State University President Philomena V. Mantella received a national
award for her efforts to improve higher education for student veterans.
Mantella received the 2020 William Pearson Tolley Champion for Veterans in Higher Education award
from the Student Veterans of America, which has more than 1,500 chapters at universities across the
country and world. The award recognizes a university or college, a higher education organization or an
individual, who has improved higher education for student veterans.
Mantella was honored during the SVA National Conference held virtually February 20. The conference
was attended by more than 5,000 people, including first lady Jill Biden.
In her acceptance speech, Mantella said it was “a very special honor” to be recognized by the Student
Veterans Association.
“This is an incredible organization with an admirable and noble vision, empowering student veterans to
lead and live their best lives,” she said.
Mantella said it is her hope that other institutions of higher education emulate programs like the GVSU
Veteran Promise, which guarantees admission for enlisted 2021 Michigan high school graduates.
“It enriches our campuses to have these dedicated, disciplined students who bring a variety of
experiences to their fellow students,” she said. “It is our absolute privilege to provide space,
programming and support for those who put service before self.”
Mantella thanked student veteran Cameron Zbikowski, president of Laker Vets, and other leaders who
have worked hard to move the university forward on behalf of the 400 student veterans on campus.
Zbikowski was one of the top 10 finalists nationally for Student Veteran of the Year from more than
1,500 chapters in all 50 states and four counties. He participated in a national panel discussion, “How to
Advocate for Your Chapter and Yourself."
Zbikowski, a senior with a double major in international business and human resources management,
said he and other leaders have worked to make GVSU's student veterans organization more inclusive.
“We are expanding the scope of Laker Vets to serve not only veterans but active and reserve military
and their dependents, as well as students who just want to support the organization,” he said. "It has
been rewarding to create a closer connection to university leadership to establish stronger support for
student veterans."

Read more about GVSU programs to support student veterans:
GVSU Veteran Promise
Student Veterans Network
TRIO Veterans Upward Bound program
Peer Advisors for Veteran Education
Michigan Veteran Entrepreneur-Lab
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GVSU graduate has line of motivational greeting cards at big-box retailer
GRAND RAPIDS, Mich. — Within the greeting card industry, Grand Valley State University alumna
Shannon Cohen has made it to the show.
Cohen, ’99 and ’01, is the principal of Shannon Cohen Inc., which includes her line of Tough Skin Soft
Heart (TSSH) greeting cards and other inspirational products. Grocery stores, boutique shops and other
retailers throughout Michigan and 15 other states carry Cohen's products.
And now Cohen, a Detroit native who now lives in Grand Rapids, can add 1,700 big-box retail stores to
the list. Greeting cards designed by Cohen will be prominently displayed in national stores through
March.
Cohen launched TSSH five years ago. Her cards, stickers and other products carry messages like "Girl,
You Have Greatness in Your Bones," "When You Lead, People Flourish," and "Shine on Sis." The
distinctive messages are one reason an American Greetings executive expects Cohen's cards will do well
nationally.
"Shannon's line is unique, fresh and relevant," said Kelly Ricker, chief creative officer for American
Greetings. "Her messages are empowering to women at a time when we need it in our society. Hers is a
voice we need within our products."
Cohen said her cards will give people hope during an uncertain time.
"People are hurting in the aftermath of COVID-19 and the year that 2020 was. My hope is that the
messages of my TSSH greeting cards meet people at their greatest point of need," she said.
"Creating products that nourish the soul is what we do exceptionally well."
Ricker met Cohen at the 2019 National Stationery Show in New York City. Hundreds of independent
makers like Cohen purchase booths to display products at the trade show with companies like Hallmark
and American Greetings in an attempt to make connections with retailers and buyers.
To get to the Stationery Show, Cohen combined family savings with the first-place prize money she won
at the Michigan Women Forward Dolphin Tank pitch competition held at GVSU. The competition for
women entrepreneurs is similar to TV's "Shark Tank."
It was an emotional moment for Cohen to see her cards at a national retailer.

"I thought about our son, who was 15-months-old at our first photoshoot, of my friends who served as
models when I couldn't afford to pay anyone, and I thought about my husband, who has invested in this
idea from the start," she said.
"The tears came from the sacrifices my family has made. But they were happy tears."
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GVSU to develop pedestrian mall on Grand Rapids campus, expand K-12 virtual learning program
GRAND RAPIDS, Mich. — Grand Valley State University will transform Mount Vernon Avenue in
downtown Grand Rapids into a pedestrian campus, featuring a pathway, green space and a bike trail.
During its February 26 virtual meeting, the GVSU Board of Trustees approved the redevelopment of
Mount Vernon Avenue between Fulton and Watson streets on the Pew Grand Rapids Campus.
The board also heard about the success of a GVSU virtual tutoring program, K-12 Connect, that has
served more than 1,800 students statewide.
Mount Vernon Redevelopment
The Mount Vernon redevelopment project will include a new pedestrian pathway with tables, benches
and a non-motorized bike trail. The pathway will connect four GVSU buildings: Peter F. Secchia Hall,
Winter Hall, the L. William Seidman Center and the Bicycle Factory.
There will also be plaza areas with raised planters, seat walls, art walls and green space for student
recreation and university events.
Grand Valley owns all properties adjacent Mount Vernon. The $3.9 million project is scheduled to be
finished by August and will be funded through the Strategic Capital Reserve Fund.
K-12 Connect
More than 1,800 K-12 students already received more than 7,500 hours of virtual tutoring. K-12
Connect, part of GVSU President Philomena V. Mantella’s Networks of Support, began in March 2020 in
response to learning loss during the pandemic.
“The K-12 learning loss during COVID has been pronounced and we’ve been working in a variety of ways
to answer the need,” said Mantella. “Grand Valley responded with passion and creativity.”
During the past year, WGVU joined with the Charter Schools Office to create Laker Lessons, online
videos for K-12 educators shifting their instruction online. The College of Education worked with CSO to
provide teachers across the state with free educational resources and access to webinars that focus on
literacy instruction.
Partner schools include Godwin Heights Public Schools, Byron Center Charter School, Godfrey-Lee Public
Schools and Battle Creek Public Schools.

Other board action/discussion:
Board members approved a master’s degree in recreational therapy for fall 2021. The degree is a threetrack program, focusing on advanced-practice issues and competencies. It will be offered as a hybrid
program with the majority of coursework online.
The board approved the expansion of a Grand Valley charter school, Michigan Preparatory Virtual
School, to include grades K-6 in addition to its current offerings of grades 7-12. The board also approved
appointments and reappointments of charter school board members.
Former board members Mary Kramer and John Russell were recognized for their years of service to
Grand Valley.
Kramer was honored for her eight years of service; she was only the second alumna to be elected chair
of the Board of Trustees. She was recognized for her commitment to an inclusive process, especially
when the university conducted a presidential search for the first time in 13 years. The board thanked her
for ensuring a smooth transition from the presidency of Thomas J. Haas to Philomena V. Mantella.
Russell served on the board for eight years and was chair of the Finance and Audit Committee. He was
recognized for his leadership, counsel and commitment to transparency in the execution of the
university’s financial and endowment activities. Russell’s commitment to leadership excellence at
Consumers Energy led to the establishment of the company’s leadership training center bearing his
name on the university’s Pew Grand Rapids Campus.
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GVSU expands reach in K-12 schools, announces idea accelerator
ALLENDALE, Mich. -- Grand Valley State University and innovation have become synonymous when it
comes to student equity, learning and success. President Philomena V. Mantella introduced a new
accelerator for K-12 students and showcased the success of a virtual tutoring program at the university’s
February 26 Board of Trustees meeting.
Mantella announced NextEd Accelerator, which will house programs designed to address issues around
equity and opportunity, such as the university’s K-12 Connect. This GVSU program was implemented last
summer and has already served more than 1,700 learners with more than 7,000 hours of virtual
tutoring.
“NextEd Accelerator will create space and synergy for initiatives such as K-12 Connect, which is a great
model of a low-cost, high-impact program,” said Mantella. “These initiatives deserve to be supported
and scaled, and not just the project of the moment. The learning gaps created by COVID will deepen
inequality and have devastating impacts for years to come, unless we move quickly and boldly.”
The university’s bold move is to build an infrastructure dedicated to meeting the mounting needs of the
nation’s K-12 students. NextEd Accelerator will provide support to education entrepreneurs who want
to create programs that will quickly impact students who need help the most.
“NextEd Accelerator is designed so innovative ideas that push public education forward can be
implemented,” said Mantella. “Its programs will use novel ways to engage vulnerable students and
enable equity in education. NextEd aligns with our deep commitment to inclusion, our communities and
social justice. We will be able to test ideas and rapidly expand those that work, so we can have a
profound impact on access and learning outcomes. This concentrated effort will advance the public
good in Michigan and around the country.”
Grand Valley is a proven leader with innovations that change lives. The drivers of the K-12 Connect
initiative are fielding inquiries from other institutions and those who want to replicate the success of
GVSU’s statewide virtual tutoring program.
Associate Vice President Rob Kimball will expand his role to oversee NextEd. He believes the space to
launch new ideas is the best way to ensure equity and student success, as well as the future of higher
education.
“Our students’ diverse and evolving needs compel us to activate ideas across our communities and
region,” Kimball said. “NextEd Accelerator is one way GVSU can further distinguish itself and provide
leadership to support diverse learners in these increasingly complex times.”

GVSU’s College of Education will be a key partner in NextEd’s work, as programming evolves to better
support educators and learners.
“Our faculty and staff are committed to keeping learners at the center of our work,” said Sherril Soman,
dean of the College of Education at Grand Valley. “NextEd provides an incredible opportunity for us to
strengthen existing K-12 partnerships, create additional alliances, and support faculty interested in
design thinking, social justice and a project-based approach to learning.”
Grand Valley is working on scaling up programs and securing meaningful partnerships, both with
education leaders and the philanthropic community. No tuition dollars will be used in this initiative.
Grand Valley State University attracts more than 23,300 students with high-quality programs and stateof-the-art facilities. Grand Valley is a comprehensive university serving students from all across Michigan
and dozens of other states and foreign countries. Grand Valley offers 96 undergraduate and 43 graduate
degree programs and has campuses in Allendale, Grand Rapids and Holland. The university offers
programming and classes from outreach centers in Battle Creek, Detroit and Traverse City; the Robert B.
Annis Water Resources Institute and the Muskegon Innovation Hub are located in Muskegon. The
university is dedicated to individual student achievement, going beyond the traditional classroom
experience, with research opportunities and business partnerships.
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Virtual and in-person celebrations planned for GVSU’s class of 2021
ALLENDALE, Mich. — Grand Valley State University’s 2021 graduates have two ways to celebrate this
year: A virtual commencement along with an in-person opportunity the next day to cross a stage and
have their picture taken.
The virtual commencement ceremony will be held Friday, April 30 at 7 p.m. An in-person Laker
Graduation Celebration is planned for Saturday, May 1, in the Fieldhouse Arena on the Allendale
Campus.
During the April 30 virtual ceremony, President Philomena V. Mantella and Maria Cimitile, provost and
executive vice president for Academic and Student Affairs, will confer the degrees and lead students in
turning their tassels. The academic deans will welcome each individual college and the names of
graduates will be displayed.
“Our graduates have exemplified hard work and persevered through current challenges,” said Mantella.
“Although we would have loved to offer the full tradition of commencement, we are grateful that this
year we have the opportunity to preserve the time-honored commencement tradition of graduates
crossing the stage in front of their supporters, in-person and virtually.”
For the May 1 in-person celebration, graduates will be assigned a time slot during which they can walk
through the arena and cross the stage and have their picture taken. Each graduate will be allowed to
have four guests attend in-person. There will be a livestream of the celebration, so others can join
remotely.
“The ceremony is the culmination of the students’ educational experience and a testament to their
curiosity and hard work for which they should take enormous pride,” said Cimitile.
To be invited to participate in the Laker Graduation Celebration, students must apply for graduation by
March 26. More than 3,000 students are eligible to graduate. Regalia is available for purchase, but not
required for either event. Diplomas will be mailed to graduates within six weeks of final grades being
posted.
Current plans assume the GVSU Alert Level remains at Level 2. GVSU will monitor COVID-19 guidance
from the CDC, State of Michigan and local public health officials. Plans will be adjusted as needed to
address new orders, guidance and data.
For more information about GVSU's commencement, visit gvsu.edu/commencement.
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GVSU economics expert: West Michigan recovery stabilizes
GRAND RAPIDS, Mich. — The West Michigan economy remains on a positive footing, although time will
likely show January was the peak of the COVID-19 recession recovery, said Brian G. Long, director of
Supply Management Research in Grand Valley State University’s Seidman College of Business.
Long said most industrial firms have returned to near-full operations, although a number of challenges
remain.
“Although the automotive parts suppliers represent many of the recovered jobs, parts shortages are
inhibiting auto assembly schedules,” Long said.
Most other industries are beginning to show signs of stabilizing, said Long. “Shipping schedules,
especially from overseas suppliers, are still disrupted,” he said. “Prices are rising and recovering these
higher costs from customers is difficult.”
Because of unemployment benefits, Long said some firms are reporting difficulty getting previous
employees back to work, even by offering higher wages.
“The markets are still buoyed by pent-up demand, which should keep our statistics positive for most of
2021,” Long added. “Like many recessions, many jobs were lost. Unlike other recessions, at least some
new jobs were also created. It will take some time to sort out exactly where we stand.”
Long surveyed local business leaders and his findings below are based on data collected during the last
two weeks of February. The survey's index of business improvement (new orders) remained strong, but
retreated to +33 from +57. The production index remained positive, but backtracked to +28 from +52.
The index of purchases moderated to +23 from +32, and the employment index jumped to +31 from
+20.
The Institute for Supply Management survey is a monthly survey of business conditions that includes 45
purchasing managers in the greater Grand Rapids area and 25 in Kalamazoo. The respondents are from
the region's major industrial manufacturers, distributors and industrial service organizations. It is
patterned after a nationwide survey conducted by the Institute for Supply Management. Each month,
the respondents are asked to rate eight factors as "same," "up" or "down."
For more information, contact Brian Long at (269) 870-0428.
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Computer science training offered to help teachers sharpen skills, learn best practices
ALLENDALE, Mich. -- Pervasive remote work and learning this past year have reinforced that digital
literacy is crucial for all students to equip them for their futures, from potential high-demand jobs to
everyday life.
To help with that goal, Michigan middle and high school teachers have an opportunity for professional
training to hone computer science skills and learn about best practices for teaching the discipline while
also receiving curriculum resources.
The professional development is part of a partnership between Grand Valley State University, which
leads coordination of K-12 computer science education in the state, and Code.org, a nonprofit computer
science organization that provides curriculum and training resources. The effort helps carry out the
mission of the MiSTEM Network, the state initiative to strengthen STEM education, officials said.
With a 2020 State of Computer Science Education report indicating that only 37% of Michigan high
schools are teaching computer science, this outreach is important for the state’s students, said Larry
Wyn, MiSTEM Network CS program manager.
“Through our learning opportunity, all educators have an opportunity to teach computer science,” Wyn
said. “We need to equip our students with computer science concepts to prepare them for post
secondary education and the workforce.”
Applications are open now to register for a virtual summer conference as well as quarterly one-day
workshops. Participants can choose between one summer session: July 19-23 or August 2-6. The dates
for quarterly sessions will be determined later. Visit Mi-coding.com to apply.
Teachers whose districts commit to teaching the Code.org curriculum receive the professional training
at no cost, Wyn said.
Preparing students for their future with technology also opens potential career paths, as computer
science and information technology occupations remain in Michigan’s Hot 50 for high-wage, highdemand jobs. The demand to find employees to fill these roles continues to accelerate, said John Vancil,
director of professional services for Open System Technologies (OST), based in Grand Rapids.
“It is almost impossible to find any job today that is not strongly linked to using technology, and
someone needs to envision, write, implement and support all of that technology,” Vancil said. “That
someone will have computer science and technical skills. Computer science and technology career
development, whether based on a collegiate curriculum or pursued as a trade, will only become more
important in the job market over time.”
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GVSU health professions graduates staying, working in northern Michigan
TRAVERSE CITY, Mich. — Jay Gillespie earned a master's degree in physician assistant studies from
Grand Valley State University in December, passed his state certification exam in January and began
working at a northern Michigan clinic in late February.
He joined some familiar faces at the Crystal Lake Health Center, which has 11 locations in five counties
surrounding Traverse City and treats more than 40,000 patients annually. Gillespie is the seventh
physician assistant graduate from Grand Valley to be hired by the clinic.
It's been six years since Grand Valley established a satellite PAS program in Traverse City. Amanda
Reddy, affiliate PAS faculty and co-chair of clinical education, said the program is accomplishing its
mission of training and graduating physician assistants who will then stay and work in northern
Michigan.
"Prior to opening our Traverse City program, most students would end up practicing in the greater
Grand Rapids area, where they did the majority of their clinical rotations, regardless of where they were
originally from," Reddy said.
Reddy said more than two-thirds of PAS Traverse City alumni are now working in northern Michigan and
80 percent of those people work in a rural or underserved area.
Gillespie earned a bachelor's degree in physiology from Michigan State University and worked as a nurse
assistant in Traverse City before enrolling in Grand Valley's PAS program. Because of the COVID-19
pandemic, Gillespie completed three clinical rotations at Crystal Lake Health Center.
"I enjoyed all my rotations but family medicine really drew me in," he said. "I'm looking forward to
developing a rapport with patients and their families, similar to what my family had with our doctor."
Jennifer Gilbert, who earned a master's degree in nursing from Grand Valley, is the administrator at
Crystal Lake's Benzonia clinic. Gilbert said PAS students from Grand Valley have served clinical rotations
at the health center for almost all six years of the program.
"We have always been open to having students," Gilbert said. "We're growing new people into their
careers; there is great reward in that."
Gilbert also said PAS students who complete rotations at a Crystal Lake location come to an interview, or
possibly even a job, with a sense of confidence and knowledge.

Lindsey Bankston graduated from Grand Valley in 2017, the first graduating class for the PAS program in
Traverse City, and began working for the health center at the Frankfort location. Bankston has served as
preceptor to several Grand Valley students.
"If I would have completed the program in Grand Rapids and done clinicals there, it would have been
harder to get a job up here," Bankston said.
Reddy agreed and said the health center has been a great program partner. "Without clinical partners
like the Crystal Lake Health Center, students would be unable to stay and learn in their communities,"
she said. "This is important so that they can then continue to work and serve their community’s needs.
They make connections to local health care systems and see the impact they can have on their
communities as a practicing physician assistant."
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Panelists at GVSU event to discuss pandemic's impact on education
GRAND RAPIDS, Mich. — Grand Rapids area higher education presidents will join state leaders for a
panel discussion March 5 on the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic on K-12 and higher education.
The Health Forum of West Michigan event, "COVID-19 and Education: Challenges and Adaptations," will
be held virtually Friday, March 5, from 8-9:30 a.m. Register online prior to noon on March 4 to receive a
Zoom invitation.
Panelists are Philomena V. Mantella, GVSU president; Bill Pink, president of Grand Rapids Community
College; Sheila A. Alles, chief deputy superintendent for the State of Michigan; and Elizabeth Hertel,
director of the Michigan Department of Health and Human Services.
This is the last Health Forum of West Michigan event for the semester. The series is sponsored by Blue
Cross Blue Shield of Michigan; partnering with Grand Valley's Office of the Vice Provost for Health are
the Midwest Interprofessional Practice, Education and Research Center; MSU College of Human
Medicine; and the Michigan Center for Clinical Systems Improvement.
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Latest auto trends to be revealed at GVSU Michigan Automotive Suppliers Symposium
GRAND RAPIDS, Mich. — The most up-to-date industry forecasts and trends will be revealed at the 22nd Michigan
Automotive Suppliers Symposium, hosted by the Van Andel Global Trade Center at Grand Valley State University.
With the theme “Driving Forward,” the event will bring together senior management, business owners and
decision-makers from all tiers of the automotive industry.
The virtual event will be held March 11 from 8 a.m.-noon; For a link to the event, register at
https://www.gvsu.edu/vagtc/event-index.htm.
Main presentations will be livestreamed. An “Auto Supplier toolbox,” featuring presentations from industry
experts, will be provided to registrants leading up to the event. There will be an opportunity for live Q&A with the
Auto Supplier Toolbox presenters during breakout sessions.
Sonja Johnson, VAGTC executive director, said attendees will have the ability to network about the ever-changing
auto industry.
“The virtual event will allow the audience to benchmark with others to understand how they have been able to
keep driving forward despite the increased challenges of the past year,” said Johnson. “Suppliers are managing
COVID-19 operations with a stressed global supply chain and increased competition for materials, all while
managing traditional internal combustion engine programs and adapting for electric vehicles.”
Keynote speakers include:
• Michael Smuts, vice president of finance for Lucid Motors. Smuts helps manufacturers and financial firms
evaluate and understand the auto industry, as well as provides in-depth analysis of vehicle markets and
trends. He spent 25 years at Ford Motor Company where he was CFO for Ford’s business in Southeast Asia
with financial oversight for operations in more than 20 countries.
•

Sabreen Akarah-Mere, manager of early career programs at Rivian, an electric vehicle manufacturer. AkarahMere spearheaded the University Recruiting program for the company in 2019, taking the company from 50
interns to 250 in 2021. She studied pre-law and data analytics at Syracuse University.

•

Mike Wall, executive director of automotive analysis at IHS. Wall has more than 25 years of financial analysis,
forecasting, consulting and manufacturing experience. Prior to joining IHS Markit he was director of
forecasting at IRN, Inc.

For a list of panelists and additional event information, visit https://www.gvsu.edu/vagtc/event-index.htm
Van Andel Global Trade Center
The Van Andel Global Trade Center (VAGTC) was founded in 1999 as an outreach unit of Grand Valley State
University. Jay Van Andel, cofounder of Amway Corporation, saw the opportunity to provide local businesses with
access to valuable international resources that he himself required during the early years of developing his
business. VAGTC seeks to strengthen the community through helping companies increase their international
business and become more competitive in the global marketplace.

Located in the heart of Grand Rapids Michigan, the Van Andel Global Trade Center has helped thousands of
business people achieve their goals. In 1999, VAGTC became the grantee-administrator for the Kent-OttawaMuskegon Foreign Trade Zone.
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Mental health discussion, rural health awards presented during Health Forum of Northern Michigan
event hosted by GVSU
TRAVERSE CITY, Mich. — Leaders from Grand Valley State University and Northwestern Michigan
College will host a panel discussion about mental health and present awards to rural health partners
during a virtual Health Forum of Northern Michigan event.
"Protecting Our Mental Health" is set for Thursday, March 18, from 8-9:30 a.m. Register online by noon
on March 17 to receive a Zoom invitation. The event is free and open to the public.
Panelists are Nick Ceglarek, superintendent for Traverse Bay Area Intermediate School District; Dr. Curtis
Cummins, medical director for Northern Lakes Community Mental Health Authority; Allen Jansen,
deputy director, Behavioral Health and Developmental Disabilities Administration, State of Michigan;
and Shoba Ryan, nurse practitioner, psychiatry, for Munson Health.
During the program, GVSU will present its Rural Health Awards, which recognize the accomplishments of
outstanding organizations and practitioners serving northern Michigan communities.
David Jahn, president and CEO of War Memorial Hospital in Sault Ste. Marie, will accept the 2021 Rural
Healthcare Organization Award. Jean Nagelkerk, GVSU vice provost for health, said the hospital is
dedicated to serving northern Michigan by providing comprehensive, quality care to individuals, families
and communities.
"War Memorial Hospital has been an exceptional clinical partner for Grand Valley's physician assistant
studies students," Nagelkerk said. "Practitioners, administrators and staff demonstrate a commitment to
patient care, community service and education of health professional students."
Dr. Marilyn Conlon, from Wellspring Psychiatry in Traverse City, will receive the 2021 Rural Health
Practitioner of the Year Award. Conlon is an expert in behavioral health, serving as a guide and resource
for many individuals in northern Michigan, Nagelkerk said.
"Dr. Conlon has the ability to teach, educate, support and counsel each client in a way that has yet to be
replicated," Nagelkerk said. "She provides individualized care to her clients, provides community
education on mental health resources, and mentors health professional students in her practice."
The Health Forum of Northern Michigan is offered in the fall and spring of each year. It is a collaboration
between the GVSU Office of the Vice Provost for Health, GVSU Traverse City Regional Center, and
Northwestern Michigan College. The event is sponsored by Blue Cross Blue Shield of West Michigan.
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GVSU among nine institutions in country honored for supplier diversity programs
ALLENDALE, Mich. — Grand Valley State University was among nine colleges and universities to be
recognized March 10 nationally for taking proactive steps to support minority-owned businesses
through its supplier diversity program.
"Insight Into Diversity Magazine," the nation's oldest diversity and inclusion publication in higher
education, presented its Jesse L. Moore Supplier Diversity Award to Grand Valley, stating the university
was selected based on its efforts to engage and retain suppliers from underrepresented groups.
The other eight institutions to receive the award are Clemson University, Drexel University, Illinois Public
Higher Education Cooperative at the University of Illinois, Metropolitan Community College of Kansas
City (Mo.), Miami University, University of Connecticut, University of Houston and University of South
Florida.
Valerie Rhodes-Sorrelle, vendor relations manager for Procurement Services, said supplier diversity
plays a key role in the university's overall commitment to inclusion and equity.
"This is a university commitment and it takes all of us to make sure it happens," Rhodes-Sorrelle said. "It
might take more planning to cast a wider net of suppliers, but new vendors bring in new ideas and when
students see more diversity represented on campus, that's a win for everyone."
Rhodes-Sorrelle said Grand Valley's goal is to increase participation with women- or minority-owned
businesses through expanding business opportunities when requesting quotes, bids or formal proposals.
The amount of university money spent with diverse suppliers rose slightly in 2020 from 2019. In 2020,
the total supplier spend was $106.3 million and 6.8 percent went to diverse suppliers, up from 6 percent
in 2019.
Kim Patrick, director of Procurement Services, said cultivating a robust supplier diversity program makes
good business sense and adds value to a region's economy.
"Diverse businesses typically face barriers such as access to capital and networking opportunities, and
effective supplier diversity strategies can alleviate these pain points," Patrick said. "Minority-owned
businesses have to do it faster, cheaper and more efficiently to survive in the marketplace."
Rhodes-Sorrelle, now in her 31st year at Grand Valley, works in the community, educating vendors on
how to establish relationships with the university. She also educates campus departments on identifying
diverse suppliers and creating awareness of the value of inclusive purchasing.
"There is value in supporting our local and regional business owners. GVSU can have an effect on our
local and regional economies," she said.
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Next GVSU Presidential Roundtable to examine elections and the role of media
GRAND RAPIDS, Mich. – Two national reporters join the next Grand Valley State University Presidential
Roundtable that will focus on the media’s role in elections. The event is hosted by the university’s four
most recent presidents and is the second in a series examining the Constitution, elections and
democracy.
The discussion on elections will feature Astead W. Herndon, national politics reporter at The New York
Times and a political analyst for CNN, and Lisa Desjardins, who covers the U.S. Capitol as a
correspondent for PBS NewsHour. They will join GVSU President Philomena V. Mantella and former
presidents Thomas Haas, Mark Murray and Arend Lubbers.
The event is March 22 at 7 p.m. It is a virtual event. RSVP is required via this link.
"This past election cycle put a spotlight on the profound effect the growth of media has had on our
democratic elections and our national discussions," Mantella said. "As a university, it’s critical we
provide opportunities for deep examinations of society’s most pressing issues. We’ll have two noted,
national journalists guiding our discussion about the current state of journalism and the public’s faith in
our election process. I’m looking forward to what our community brings to the topic. We have much to
debate and learn.”
Both journalists joining the conversation recently covered seismic events in the political world. Herndon
was on the ground covering Georgia, while the nation awaited the results of two special elections that
would determine control of the U.S. Senate. Desjardins reported from inside the U.S. Capitol during the
January 6 attack.
The Presidential Roundtable Series is presented by Grand Valley State University, the Hauenstein Center
for Presidential Studies, and the Gerald R. Ford Presidential Foundation, assisted by the GVSU College of
Liberal Arts & Sciences, the Brooks College of Interdisciplinary Studies, the Office of Student Life, the
Frederik Meijer Honors College and its Padnos/Sarosik Civil Discourse Program. For more information on
the roundtable series, visit the Presidential Roundtable website.
###
Grand Valley State University attracts more than 23,300 students with high-quality programs and stateof-the-art facilities. Grand Valley is a comprehensive university serving students from all across Michigan
and dozens of other states and foreign countries. Grand Valley offers 95 undergraduate and 43 graduate
degree programs and has campuses in Allendale, Grand Rapids and Holland. The university offers
programming and classes from outreach centers in Battle Creek, Detroit and Traverse City; the Robert B.
Annis Water Resources Institute and the Muskegon Innovation Hub are located in Muskegon. The
university is dedicated to individual student achievement, going beyond the traditional classroom
experience, with research opportunities and business partnerships.
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Final GVSU Presidential Roundtable: Bringing America together
GRAND RAPIDS, Mich. – Has America ever been this torn apart? Can the country come back together
again? Two authors have explored the nation’s history and will join the next Grand Valley State
University Presidential Roundtable to discuss how the nation forges a path back to a society that values
community.
This conversation is the final roundtable in a series hosted by the university’s four most recent
presidents examining the Constitution, elections and democracy.
Authors Robert Putnam and Shaylyn Romney Garrett will provide historical perspective on how America
has successfully worked through troubled times before. Their new book is titled, "The Upswing: How
America Came Together a Century Ago and How We Can Do It Again." They will join GVSU President
Philomena V. Mantella and former presidents Thomas Haas, Mark Murray and Arend Lubbers.
The event is April 6 at 7 p.m. It is a virtual event. RSVP is required via this link.
"It is hopeful for us to end this series by examining how this country has pulled together after other truly
challenging times," Mantella said. "These roundtables have been intellectually stimulating, but also
hopeful, as we see how our institutions have held together. We are fortunate to hear from these
acclaimed authors who can share their research and insights with us on how to move forward from
polarization and deep divisions."
In their book, Putnam and Garrett used storytelling and statistical analysis to show the arc of more than
a century of history while highlighting the lessons from earlier eras when Americans faced divisions and
challenges.
The Presidential Roundtable Series is presented by Grand Valley State University, the Hauenstein Center
for Presidential Studies, and the Gerald R. Ford Presidential Foundation, assisted by the GVSU College of
Liberal Arts & Sciences, the Brooks College of Interdisciplinary Studies, the Office of Student Life, the
Frederik Meijer Honors College and its Padnos/Sarosik Civil Discourse Program. For more information on
the roundtable series, visit the Presidential Roundtable website.
###
Grand Valley State University attracts more than 23,300 students with high-quality programs and stateof-the-art facilities. Grand Valley is a comprehensive university serving students from all across Michigan
and dozens of other states and foreign countries. Grand Valley offers 96 undergraduate and 44 graduate
degree programs and has campuses in Allendale, Grand Rapids and Holland. The university offers
programming and classes from outreach centers in Battle Creek, Detroit and Traverse City; the Robert B.
Annis Water Resources Institute and the Muskegon Innovation Hub are located in Muskegon. The
university is dedicated to individual student achievement, going beyond the traditional classroom
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GVSU nursing graduate program recognized as a top program in the nation
GRAND RAPIDS, Mich. — Grand Valley State University’s Doctor of Nursing Practice program has been
ranked as one of the best in the nation by U.S. News & World Report.
The DNP program is recognized in the 2022 Best Graduate Schools rankings by U.S. News, which include
in-depth evaluations of academic disciplines using a variety of statistical data, as well as surveys of
academic peers.
Offered through the Kirkhof College of Nursing, the DNP program is designed for nurses seeking a
terminal degree in nursing practice. It is the only program of its type in West Michigan. The curriculum is
delivered in a hybrid format with a focus on the national agenda to transform American health care
through interprofessional collaboration, health care policy advocacy, patient-centered care,
quality/safety initiatives and use of informatics.
Other Grand Valley graduate programs recognized in the rankings include: part-time MBA, occupational
therapy, physical therapy, physician assistant studies, nonprofit management, public health, public
administration, social work, and speech-language pathology.
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GVSU to open 'game-changing' immersive housing options in Grand Rapids
GRAND RAPIDS, Mich. — Four new housing options will open for first-year or transfer students at Grand
Valley State University this fall, offering an immersive experience that puts them in the heart of Grand
Rapids and close to classes, faculty members and resources.
President Philomena V. Mantella called the Grand Rapids Living-Learning Communities (LLCs) a gamechanger for Grand Valley's housing options, adding they will attract students who may prefer to live in
the city, rather than the university's main campus in Allendale.
"This community-based living experience allows students to collaboratively explore academic
opportunities, learn from each other and, perhaps, discover new academic paths," Mantella said. "Being
in the heart of downtown Grand Rapids will give students greater access to internships, jobs and other
networking opportunities."
Three of the four LLCs are for students who have chosen to major in social work, engineering or
business. The fourth — Momentum House — is geared toward students who are undecided or have
selected a different major. All LLCs will be located in Winter Hall, one of two living centers on the Robert
C. Pew Grand Rapids Campus.
Diana Lawson, dean of the Seidman College of Business, said the three academic LLCs (social work,
engineering and business) will integrate experiential learning and engagement within their respective
professional communities.
"In LLCs, learning takes place in the classroom, with peers in living spaces, and through experiential
opportunities that integrate classroom learning with the professional communities within and across
disciplines," Lawson said.
Kyle Boone, director of Housing and Residence Life, said the Grand Rapids LLCs are based on six
successful communities on the Allendale Campus, adding research has shown that living in a community
has a strong impact on student learning and achievement.
"Students are living on the same floor and taking similar classes," Boone said. "Living-learning
communities at Grand Valley, by design, connect the academic and the student experience directly.
Spontaneous study groups will happen and faculty members are right there to answer questions.
"Students on the Pew Grand Rapids Campus will have access to resources and services just as they
would on the Allendale Campus."
Grand Rapids LLCs are designed for 200 students, apply online now to reserve a spot.

Learn more about the Grand Rapids LLCs online at gvsu.edu/GRLLC. Questions can be directed to Kyle
Boone, director of Housing and Residence Life, at booneky@gvsu.edu.
——
Captions
At right, Winter Hall, on the Pew Grand Rapids Campus, will be home to four new living-learning
communities for new students in the fall semester. (Amanda Pitts)
Winter Hall with the heart of Grand Rapids in the background. (Amanda Pitts)
The Rapid's Laker Line takes students among the Allendale, Pew Grand Rapids and Health campuses.
(Kendra Stanley-Mills)
Holly Cookson-Martinez is a senior who works as a resident assistant in Winter Hall. (Amanda Pitts)
Gerardo Vasquez, who is a social work major, stands on the Blue Bridge in Grand Rapids. Social work is
among the professional LLCs that will be established at Winter Hall in the fall. (Kendra Stanley-Mills)
Students in Winter Hall gather in the common room, which includes a pool table and full kitchen.
(Amanda Pitts)
mp4 video: features sound bites Diana Lawson, dean of Seidman College of Business, and Kyle Boone,
director of Housing and Residence Life, in addition to b-roll of downtown Grand Rapids and Pew Grand
Rapids campus.
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GVSU agreement with HBCU creates pathway for students to advanced STEM degrees, helps diversify
area workforce
ALLENDALE, Mich. — Leaders at Grand Valley State University signed an agreement with an Historically
Black College/University (HBCU) in Georgia that will support students in a master's degree program in
engineering/computing and help diversify the talent pipeline for West Michigan employers.
Representatives from GVSU and Fort Valley State University met April 8 to finalize the agreement that
creates a pathway for FVSU students to earn a bachelor’s degree from FVSU combined with a master's
degree in engineering or computer science at GVSU in as little as five years.
GVSU President Philomena V. Mantella said this is the first of similar collaborative agreements with
HBCUs, an initiative that broadens Grand Valley's student population and responds to industry needs for
a diverse workforce.
"This agreement allows Grand Valley to build on the successes of the Padnos College of Engineering and
Computing and offer a rigorous advanced degree curriculum to FVSU students in addition to the
resources that will enable them to succeed, graduate and find jobs," Mantella said.
FVSU President Paul A. Jones said: “This collaboration will allow our students to benefit from the best
strengths of both universities — receiving a solid foundation in science and technology and exposure to
specialized courses, research and connections. We are immensely proud and excited to partner with
GVSU in this opportunity to further our long-standing commitment of preparing students for successful
careers in STEM.”
B. Donta Truss, GVSU vice president for Enrollment Management and Educational Outreach, has a goal
to establish partnerships with more HBCUs and said he is a strong believer in these institutions. Truss,
who worked for FVSU before joining GVSU, said this agreement will create a pipeline for student success
between two great institutions and provide even more opportunities for the students who will be
served.
"The students coming from an HBCU to Grand Valley State University will continue to succeed and help
contribute to the diverse culture on our campus," Truss said.
Details about GVSU/FVSU agreement:
Beginning as soon as the Fall 2021 semester, FVSU students can earn GVSU master's degrees in various
engineering disciplines, computer science, cybersecurity, or data science and analytics.

Paul Plotkowski, dean of GVSU's Padnos College of Engineering and Computing, said this agreement is
an extension of the college's internal combined degree programs and offers FVSU students support and
resources to help them achieve success.
"HBCUs offer students a supportive environment to begin their college career," Plotkowski said. "Many
provide a strong foundation in science, mathematics, computing and engineering courses, but few offer
undergraduate degree programs in engineering or computing. We are pleased to work with a great
partner in FVSU to offer this program to students."
FVSU students will have access to scholarship and financial support, student support and retention
services, Michigan in-state tuition rates, and opportunities to visit GVSU before enrolling.
About GVSU: Grand Valley State University attracts more than 23,300 students with high-quality
programs and state-of-the-art facilities. Grand Valley is a comprehensive university serving students
from all across Michigan and dozens of other states and foreign countries. Grand Valley offers 96
undergraduate and 44 graduate degree programs and has campuses in Allendale, Grand Rapids and
Holland. The university offers programming and classes from outreach centers in Battle Creek, Detroit
and Traverse City; the Robert B. Annis Water Resources Institute and the Muskegon Innovation Hub are
located in Muskegon. The university is dedicated to individual student achievement, going beyond the
traditional classroom experience, with research opportunities and business partnerships.
About FVSU: Fort Valley State University is a talent incubator for students who believe in their brilliance.
Located in the heart of Georgia, FVSU combines the personal attention and family feel of a small, private
college with the resources and research found at large public universities. Located on the second-largest
acreage of any Georgia university, it is the only university in the world which at once is a University
System of Georgia institution, a historically black university, and an 1890 land-grant institution, with a
directive to use knowledge to improve the lives of students and non-students alike. Historically referred
to as “the light in the valley,” FVSU’s legacy is built upon the belief that every human being is entitled to
limitless learning and the benefits of knowledge. Leveraging the reputation for excellence FVSU has built
since 1895, the university is preparing students to embrace their genius as future global leaders and
enabling discovery which will make real that which is only now imagined. That’s why our motto and
tagline is “empower the possible.” Visit FVSU.edu
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GVSU economics expert: Local recovery strengthens
GRAND RAPIDS, Mich. — An old adage declares that a rising tide floats all boats. As the world economy
continues to recover from the COVID-19 recession, the West Michigan economy has joined the parade,
said Brian G. Long, director of Supply Management Research in Grand Valley State University’s Seidman
College of Business.
Long said although the 2021 economy is poised to grow at the fastest rate in more than 60 years,
questions about the 2022 and 2023 economies are beginning to emerge.
“So far, the current wave of industrial inflation has not spilled over to the consumer market, which has
allowed the Federal Reserve to hold interest rates at near record lows,” said Long. “Consumer inflation
has been partially held at bay by foreign competition. However, with prices simultaneously rising all over
the world, it is questionable if the same rule will continue to hold.”
Long said although economic stimulus packages have seldom been very effective in the past, multitrillion-dollar spending is boosting economic activity all over the world and will continue to do so for
some time.
“When the money finally runs out, economic activity will decline,” he said. “We just don’t know by how
much. Despite the unprecedented borrowing by the federal government, the U.S. dollar continues to
hold its value in the world currency markets.” Long surveyed local business leaders and his findings
below are based on data collected during the last two weeks of March.
The survey's index of business improvement (new orders) rose to +51 from +33. The production index
edged up to +33 from +28. The index of purchases jumped sharply to +51 from +23, and the
employment index rose to +40 from +31.
The Institute for Supply Management survey is a monthly survey of business conditions that includes 45
purchasing managers in the greater Grand Rapids area and 25 in Kalamazoo. The respondents are from
the region's major industrial manufacturers, distributors and industrial service organizations. It is
patterned after a nationwide survey conducted by the Institute for Supply Management. Each month,
the respondents are asked to rate eight factors as "same," "up" or "down."
For more information, contact Brian Long at (269) 870-0428.
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Battle Creek seniors earn scholarships to GVSU through partnership with W.K. Kellogg Foundation
ALLENDALE, Mich. — Nearly 20 seniors from Battle Creek Central High School received partial or full
scholarships to attend Grand Valley in the Fall 2021 semester, spurred by the continuing partnership
among the university, Battle Creek Public Schools and the W.K. Kellogg Foundation.
This is the second cohort of students to receive the BCPS Health and Teacher Education Pipeline
Scholarships. In 2019, Grand Valley received a $15.5 million grant from the W.K. Kellogg Foundation to
partner with BCPS and transform education in the district. Funding for the scholarship program comes
from WKKF as additional support for students.
Students have expressed interest in pursuing education, nursing or health profession careers. Elias
Dunakin, Abdul-qadir "Quadri" Jubril, Nani Leakehe, Eduardo Romero, Zadia Torres and Anahi Villeda
received funding to cover tuition, fees, housing and dining, plus a book stipend for eight semesters.
Eleven other students received partial, renewable scholarships: Andrea Balcazar, Alaysha Cannon, Kelci
Coy, O'marion Davis, April Duran, Santiago Guardian, Aamia Lawson, Moalasiasosi Leakehe, Janely
Lemus, Magdalice Rosas and Megan Wright.
Jean Nagelkerk, vice provost for health, said she is pleased to offer scholarships to such a large group of
students.
"The first cohort of students from Battle Creek Central High School enjoyed their academic and cocurricular experiences at Grand Valley last year, despite challenges from the pandemic," Nagelkerk said.
"These students, too, will be successful because of the services and resources in place to make sure that
all incoming students are set up to flourish."
A review committee selects students for the BCPS Health and Teacher Education Pipeline Scholarship.
Noah Hollander, executive principal of BCCHS, said the scholarships open access to higher education.
"For many of our scholars, this scholarship offers them the opportunity to tackle the college degree that
they have the educational capacity to attain but may not have the financial capacity to fund," Hollander
said.
Eduardo Romero plans to major in education and has aspirations of becoming a teacher for Englishlanguage learners. "It's going to be a great experience since I just have to focus on my academics to be a
teacher," Romero said. "I want to help students and other English language-learners, like my parents, in
their education. GVSU will help me achieve this goal."
Grand Valley Pledge
Qualified high school students in Calhoun County can receive financial assistance to attend GVSU
through the Grand Valley Pledge. The program, announced in February, awards full undergraduate

tuition (renewable for four years) to qualified students from counties where the university has a physical
presence: Kent, Ottawa, Muskegon, Grand Traverse, Calhoun and Wayne.
Students must be admitted to Grand Valley, beginning in the Fall 2021 semester, and have a family
income of less than $50,000. See a list of criteria and more information online at gvsu.edu/gvpledge.
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GVSU audiology graduate students serve patients in new, on-campus clinic
GRAND RAPIDS, Mich. — Graduate students earning a Doctor of Audiology degree at Grand Valley State
University are now able to serve patients in a newly opened clinic on the Health Campus in downtown
Grand Rapids.
The Community Hearing Clinic, located in Raleigh J. Finkelstein Hall, is a collaboration between Grand
Valley and an outside company, where students are able to run the clinic and assess patients each week.
Dan Halling, professor and chair of the Communication Sciences and Disorders Department in the
College of Health Professions, said audiology students offer patients a broad range of services, all while
under the supervision of audiology faculty members.
“The doctoral students have an opportunity to gain clinical experiences and interact with the
community” said Halling. “Students are assisting underserved populations in West Michigan, helping
those who cannot receive hearing services due to financial reasons or because the services are just not
available.”
Students offer everything from a basic hearing diagnostic to hearing aid selection fitting to special
testing and assessments.
Cameron Katkic started the Doctor of Audiology program right after earning a bachelor’s degree in allied
health sciences from Grand Valley in 2020. She said working with patients at the new clinic has given her
more confidence.
“This experience is helping us learn how to interact with patients. It’s a skill you can only learn by doing,”
said Katkic. “It’s been extremely beneficial working with the equipment and technology, instead of just
reading about it.”
Katkic said getting real-world, professional hands-on experience, especially during the pandemic, has
made her feel more self-assured.
“Before the clinic opened, I was nervous anticipating seeing patients. Now, when I go to my first
placement, it won’t be my first time seeing patients,” she said. “Gaining these skills before placements is
vital.”
Halling said students are performing tinnitus (ringing in the ears) assessments, which aren’t done in very
many places in West Michigan.

“Our basic diagnostic is an hour-and-a-half evaluation, very different from what patients would receive if
they went to a doctor’s office or to a private practice,” said Halling. “Students are conducting special
testing, like for auditory processing disorder, which no one else in the community is able to do.”
The appointment-only clinic is open weekdays. Most patients come by way of physician and community
referrals.
For more information about the clinic, call 616-706-4745 or visit www.communityhearingclinic.com
For more information about GVSU’s audiology program, visit https://www.gvsu.edu/acad/audiologyaud.htm
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GVSU World Trade Week Conference to focus on global sales
GRAND RAPIDS, Mich. — Amplifying global sales will be a main focus at the 35th Michigan World Trade
Week Business Conference, sponsored by the Van Andel Global Trade Center at Grand Valley State
University.
The virtual event will be held May 5, from 1:30 to 4:15 p.m. To register for the Zoom, visit
https://www.gvsu.edu/wtw/2021-michigan-world-trade-week-virtual-business-conference-41.htm
The virtual trade conference will offer resources to promote international sales growth despite the
pandemic.
Sonja Johnson, executive director of the Van Andel Global Trade Center, said: “As the business
community continues to find ways to overcome the challenges of doing business, whether it's protecting
data in this increasingly virtual world or dealing with increased costs and wait times in supply chains, the
conference will provide resources to help overcome these challenges.”
The U.S. Commercial Service Office in Grand Rapids founded Michigan World Trade Week. Director
Kendra Kuo said, “Whether you are new to export or more experienced, the Michigan World Trade
Week online business conference will provide participants with forward thinking strategies and
invaluable resources to help expand their global sales.”
Jeff White, executive vice president of North America Sales for Gordon Food Service, will give a keynote
address, "Gordon Food Service Journey of International Sales."
Other topics to be discussed include:
• China & Global Trade: Responding to tariff dodging and enforcing a level playing field
• Global sales best practices
• Using digital sales strategy to increase sales (eCommerce & social media)
• Cyber protection
This year’s event will offer attendees exclusive access to The Digital Briefcase, which provides attendees
the opportunity to dive into specific topics and learn from industry experts on how they can assist in
growing international business.
Michigan World Trade Week works collaboratively with many other partner organizations who also hold
events which focus on global topics, including The Economics Club of Grand Rapids, World Affairs
Council of West Michigan, and the West Michigan World Trade Association.
For more information, visit https://www.gvsu.edu/wtw/2021-michigan-world-trade-week-virtualbusiness-conference-41.htm
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Philanthropic Michigan couple gives additional $52 million to help college students
DETROIT — A Michigan couple is contributing millions in support of their commitment to change lives
through education.
Bob and Ellen Thompson believe in education’s ability to make a significant difference in someone's life.
Their latest gift of $52 million is to support Thompson Working Families Scholarships (TWFS) at four
institutions that partner with the Thompson Foundation. The Thompsons already have contributed $33
million to TWFS and the additional $52 million means more than 5,200 students will receive support.
The Thompsons have partnered with Grand Valley State, Saginaw Valley State and Michigan
Technological universities and the Thompsons' alma mater, Bowling Green State University, in Ohio,
according to John Cleary, CEO of the Thompson Foundation. Each partner university provides matching
funds.
It was Ellen’s idea to help what she termed as “working families" when the TFWS program was
established in 2011. When working with university representatives, Ellen recognized a gap in financial
support for students.
The students who receive Thompson Working Families scholarships must maintain a specified grade
point average and commit to community service hours. Universities agree to provide resources to
maintain high cohort graduation rates.
Bob Thompson has a message for scholarship recipients: "You can do things to help others, one-on-one,
and make it happen. You're almost obligated by me to do that. Do what you can and someday I hope
you'll look back and say, 'This changed my life.'"
About the Thompsons
Bob Thompson was born in 1932 on a small farm in Jonesville, Michigan. He attended Bowling Green
State University on a football scholarship and earned his teaching degree in 1955.
Ellen (Bowen) Thompson was born in Cleveland, Ohio, and graduated from Bowling Green State
University in 1954 with a teaching degree. She taught at elementary schools in both Michigan and Ohio.
The college sweethearts married in 1955 and will celebrate their 66th wedding anniversary this year.
They moved to Michigan to take teaching positions in Detroit.

The business success of the Thompsons began with $3,500 in savings from Ellen’s teaching position that
the couple, along with Thompson's uncle, Wilford McCully, used to start the Thompson-McCully Co., a
contract road paving company, in 1959. The couple established the Thompson Foundation in 1999 and
Thompson Schools Foundation in 2002.
Individual Universities:
• BGSU: Since 1981, 1,093 students have received Thompson scholarships, with funding to date totaling
$32,727,806. Bob and Ellen Thompson’s lifetime giving to BGSU is $46,849,095.
In 2020, Bowling Green State University received the largest gift in its history from alumni and
philanthropists Robert and Ellen (Bowen) Thompson to expand the Thompson Working Families
Scholarship and their other scholarship programs at the university. The $27 million gift provides
thousands of future students with greater access to a BGSU education through scholarships that support
those from working families, military backgrounds and high-potential students who have significant
financial need. This transformational commitment from Bob and Ellen Thompson also makes them the
university’s largest and most generous philanthropists to date. Both Bob and Ellen Thompson hold
honorary doctorates from BGSU.
“We are exceptionally grateful for the continued generosity of alumni Bob and Ellen Thompson, who
have been incredible supporters of BGSU for decades,” said BGSU President Rodney K. Rogers. “They
have made an immeasurable impact on hundreds of BGSU students, and with this unprecedented gift,
we will be positioned to ensure a BGSU education is accessible and affordable for many deserving
students.”
Previous stories:
BGSU Celebrates Naming of Bowen-Thompson Quadrangle
Who are the Thompsons?
Lifetime Achievement Award
• GVSU: Since 2008: 1,158 students have received Thompson scholarships, with funding to date totaling
$11,476,753. This is the largest private scholarship program at Grand Valley State University.
President Philomena V. Mantella: “At Grand Valley, we have many students who are the first in their
families to attend college, and we know education is a game changer, well, so is the incredible
generosity of Bob and Ellen Thompson. Because of their focus on hard-working families and students,
more young people are receiving the support they need to prepare for their future.”
Lynn “Chick” Blue, special advisor to the president: “Bob and Ellen Thompson are truly making a
difference for our students. They are taking away a roadblock and lifting a burden by allowing students
to concentrate on their studies and college activities without so many financial worries.”
GVSU student Landyn Teachout, communication studies major from Grandville, Michigan: "It has always
been my goal to pay for the majority of my college experience through working and obtaining
scholarships. During the summer, I work at Target full time, and during the school year, I am a resident
assistant here at GVSU. I feel fortunate to be on the receiving end of the Thompsons' generosity."
Previous stories:
June 2020: Graduates give credit to Thompsons

Oct. 2019: Thompson Scholar reception
Winter 2020 GVM issue: Thompsons help students from working families realize dreams
Scholars Website: https://www.gvsu.edu/thompsonscholars/
• SVSU: Since 2016, 379 students have received Thompson scholarships, with funding to date totaling
more than $3.4 million.
Saginaw Valley State University will increase scholarship opportunities for hundreds of students through
the generosity of Robert and Ellen Thompson. Their $6 million gift is the largest single gift in SVSU
history, and it builds upon partnerships with the Thompson Family Foundation that began in 2016.
“We deeply appreciate the Thompsons’ profound generosity and their show of faith in students from
working families,” said Donald Bachand, SVSU president. “They have provided hope and opportunity to
many capable students who thought a college degree might be out of reach financially. By supporting
scholarships for four years, they provide motivation and support for those students to complete degrees
and pursue meaningful careers.”
“This scholarship helped me immensely,” said Emily Wahl, a native of Bad Axe, Michigan, who worked as
the business manager of The Valley Vanguard, SVSU’s student newspaper. She graduated from SVSU in
December 2020 with a degree in professional accountancy. “I haven’t had to take out a loan at all, and
I’m really thankful for that opportunity.”
Media Availability
Each institution will have Thompson Scholarship recipients and institutional spokesperson available for
interviews.
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GVSU president says university is positioned well for the future; update given on plan for racial equity
and inclusion
ALLENDALE, Mich. — Grand Valley State University is stronger and positioned well for the future after
facing challenges brought on by the COVID-19 pandemic, President Philomena V. Mantella said during
an April 30 virtual Board of Trustees meeting.
“There has been exceptional work to bring a higher level of admits to Grand Valley,” said Mantella, “and
we expect to welcome a higher enrolling class in the fall.”
Mantella said an essential element in getting back to “more normal” operations is vaccination.
“We need all of our students, all of our faculty and all of our staff to get their vaccines so we can come
back together and have an experience renewed and energized and safe,” she said.
The president said one of the most important efforts underway at the university is a plan for equity and
racial justice. In response to the killing of George Floyd last summer, Mantella issued a 15-point charge
for racial equity and inclusion.
Jesse Bernal, chief of staff to the president and vice president for Inclusion and Equity, is leading the
initiative. He said while Grand Valley has a longstanding and ongoing strategic plan for inclusion and
equity, efforts over the past 11 months have focused on a better understanding of and responding to
the experiences of GVSU’s Black and African American community members.
Key commitment areas include access, success and equity; inclusive campus climate; teaching and
learning; and organizational and leadership development.
Bernal said just a few accomplishments to date include the development of an enrollment task force,
the establishment of a racial equity scholarship, the hiring of an ombuds officer, a general education
curriculum review and a universal eLearning module for employees.
Bernal said a campus climate survey is scheduled for fall; he said all of these efforts will help realize
positive change and impacts for all underrepresented communities.
In other board action/discussion:
• Newly appointed trustees Mikyia Aaron and Noreen Myers were welcomed to their first board
meeting.
• Mychal Coleman was introduced as associate vice president of Human Resources. Coleman
previously served as vice president of Human Resources at the University of the Bahamas. He begins
at Grand Valley May 1.
• Karen Loth, vice president for University Development, and Tom Butcher, vice president and
university counsel were recognized for their years of service at Grand Valley. Loth was named vice
president emeritus for her 20 years of service. Butcher was named vice president emeritus for his 38
years of service. They are both retiring June 19.

•

The board approved the reauthorization of five charter schools, and the appointment or
reappointment of charter school board members. The board also approved a learning pod school
location for Michigan Preparatory Virtual School and a name change to PrepNet Virtual Academy
(Statewide Cyber).
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GVSU winter semester graduates will be honored at ceremony, celebration
ALLENDALE, Mich. — More than 3,030 students have qualified to participate in Grand Valley State
University's Winter Semester Commencement ceremony.
A virtual commencement ceremony will be live-streamed on Friday, April 30, at 7 p.m. on Grand Valley's
Facebook and YouTube channels. President Philomena V. Mantella and Provost Maria C. Cimitile will
address graduates and confer degrees. The deans of each academic college will give remarks and a list of
graduates will be featured.
For the first time during the COVID-19 pandemic, an in-person celebration will be held Saturday, May 1,
in the Fieldhouse Arena on the Allendale Campus. The Laker Graduation Celebration will run from 10
a.m.-5:30 p.m., with graduates processing throughout the day, according to their assigned times. More
information is online at gvsu.edu/commencement. All COVID-19 safety protocols will be followed.
MEDIA NOTE: About 2,200 graduates will participate in the May 1 celebration at the Fieldhouse Arena.
Students will process through the lower level of the arena in small groups, in five-minute increments.
President Philomena V. Mantella will be on stage for socially-distant photos. Family/supporters (no
more than four) will be allowed inside with their graduate.
MEDIA NOTE: The following students, who will attend the May 1 celebration, present interesting stories.
To interview these students, contact Michele Coffill, (616) 634-7870, coffillm@gvsu.edu.
Mother and son earn advanced degrees
Cordell Zachery and his mother, Alena Zachery-Ross, have a lot to celebrate. Cordell will earn a master's
degree from GVSU in communications; he earned a bachelor's degree in advertising/public relations
from Grand Valley in 2016. Alena will earn a doctoral degree in educational leadership from Michigan
State University; she earned a bachelor's degree in education from Grand Valley in 1995.
Now the superintendent for Ypsilanti Community Schools (after serving in top posts at Muskegon
Heights and Okemos school districts), Alena is an active Laker, serving on the Alumni Association Board
of Directors for two terms and as a current Alumni Ambassador.
While at Grand Valley, Cordell had an internship at Steelcase Inc.; after graduation, he was hired as a
diversity recruitment specialist for the company.
"My capstone presentation tied to my current work. I created a diversity guide book for the corporation
that we're now using," he said. "I really appreciate my employers allowing me flexibility to get to classes
when they were in-person and the time necessary to complete a master's degree."
Brother in Navy will surprise graduate
Isabella Harris, who will earn a bachelor's degree in psychology, will be surprised at the event by her
brother, who is a lieutenant in the Navy. The siblings haven't seen each other in more than a year.

Joshua Denney, who graduated from the U.S. Naval Academy and lives in Seattle, will arrive separate
from other members of the Harris family around 4:35 p.m., when Isabella will process through the lower
level of the Fieldhouse.
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GVSU economics expert: Economy continues to grow, employment better in sectors
GRAND RAPIDS, Mich. — West Michigan's April employment rate continues to lag in some sectors but
the overall economy continues to grow, according to Brian G. Long, director of Supply Management
Research in Grand Valley State University’s Seidman College of Business.
Long's monthly business trends report showed the West Michigan employment rate at +23, down
drastically from the +40 reported in March, which was a 10-year high rate, according to Long.
"Except for numerous pockets of weakness in the office furniture business, the West Michigan industrial
economy market remains on a roll," Long said. "The major segments of COVID-19 unemployment in
West Michigan remain in the entertainment and hospitality industries, not the industrial firms."
Long added that 2 percent of American workers dropped out of the workforce at the start of the
recession and are not counted as unemployed. Michigan's unemployment rate for March (the latest
reporting month available) edged down to 5.1 from 5.2 percent.
Overall, the economy continues to improve, Long said, as it's fueled by low interest rates, stimulus
packages and unprecedented borrowing.
"By almost any standard, 2021 will be a historic year for the U.S. economy. The average estimates of
annual growth are running between 7 and 9 percent, which will be the fastest growth rate in more than
60 years," Long said.
April's survey index of business improvement (new orders) was +46, down slightly from +51. The
production index fell to +29, down from +33. The index of purchases was also down, +44 from +51; the
employment index fell to +23 from +40.
The Institute for Supply Management survey is a monthly survey of business conditions that includes 45
purchasing managers in the greater Grand Rapids area and 25 in Kalamazoo. The respondents are from
the region's major industrial manufacturers, distributors and industrial service organizations. It is
patterned after a nationwide survey conducted by the Institute for Supply Management. Each month,
the respondents are asked to rate eight factors as "same," "up" or "down."
For more information, contact Brian Long at (269) 870-0428.
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Grand Valley receives gold status from national sustainability group
ALLENDALE, Mich. -- The Association for the Advancement of Sustainability in Higher Education (AASHE)
has awarded Grand Valley a STARS gold rating in recognition of the university's sustainability efforts.
STARS, the Sustainability Tracking, Assessment and Rating System, gauges the progress of colleges and
universities toward sustainability in all sectors, including education and research, innovation,
administration and operations.
Grand Valley's STARS rating this year was 74.9, up from 70.8 in 2019.
Yumiko Jakobcic, director of the Office of Sustainability Practices, said the rating acts as a benchmark for
the university, and helps to shed light on where advancements can be made.
"We are always trying to take steps to improve our campuses as a living-learning lab for sustainability,
giving students an opportunity to become fully immersed in sustainable practices throughout their time
at Grand Valley," said Jakobcic.
Grand Valley became the first Michigan university to receive gold status in 2013, and has consistently
maintained its gold status since.
With more than 900 participants in 40 countries, AASHE’s STARS program is one of the most widely
recognized frameworks in the world for publicly reporting comprehensive information.
"This rating means so much to us because it represents the work of countless individuals and
departments working together toward the same goal of a more sustainable future," said Jakobcic.
The self-reporting assessment includes bronze, silver, gold and platinum statuses. You can view Grand
Valley’s STARS report here.
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FVSU students visit GVSU campuses, West Michigan businesses
-- Follow-up to agreement that will help diversify talent pool
GRAND RAPIDS, Mich. — One month after Grand Valley State University and Fort Valley State University
announced an agreement to help diversify West Michigan's engineering and computing talent pool, 12
students from the Georgia university are in the area to learn more.
Leaders from the two universities signed an agreement April 8 that creates a pathway for FVSU students
to earn a bachelor’s degree from FVSU combined with a master's degree in engineering or computer
science at GVSU in as little as five years. FVSU is an Historically Black College/University (HBCU).
Paul Plotkowski, dean of GVSU's Padnos College of Engineering and Computing (PCEC), said the students
have a packed two-day schedule in Grand Rapids that includes meeting faculty members, current
graduate students and PCEC partners, and touring engineering and computing labs and facilities, along
with visiting popular spots in Grand Rapids.
Plotkowski said scheduling time with the college's corporate partners was key. Omar Hall, vice president
of sales at NN Inc., for example, started college at an HBCU before transferring to the University of
Michigan for its engineering program. Hall shared his career path with FVSU students and discussed how
finding support and using resources aids success.
"The interest from the community in this program is very important as it relates to talent recruitment
and diversifying the talent pool in West Michigan," Plotkowski said. "Our partners can explain to the
students how they will be supported by the university and area businesses if they participate in the
program."
B. Donta Truss, vice president for Enrollment Development and Educational Outreach, said the 12 FVSU
students were a mix of juniors and seniors; all, Truss said, were "highly qualified and prepared for the
academic rigor they will face at GVSU."
"Students from Fort Valley are interested in this program and the options Grand Valley can provide for
them," Truss said. "The fact that there are students not yet ready to graduate who are here in Grand
Rapids shows this will be a true pipeline program."
Truss added that the agreement with FVSU serves as a blueprint for Grand Valley's future recruitment
efforts with HBCUs. "Grand Valley will not compete with these amazing institutions but will collaborate
in order to further promote their mission of increasing the educational attainment of African American
students," he said.
Beginning as soon as the Fall 2021 semester, FVSU students can earn GVSU master's degrees in various
engineering disciplines, computer science, cybersecurity, or data science and analytics. FVSU students
will have access to scholarship and financial support, student support and retention services, Michigan
in-state tuition rates, and opportunities to visit GVSU before enrolling.
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ADVISORY: Nationwide initiative will address equity and innovation in higher education
Six institutions of higher education across the country have created a national alliance to address equity
and innovation for the future of higher education.
Presidents from the founding institutions of this initiative will provide details during a virtual news
conference May 13, 2021. The institutions are: Grand Valley State University in Michigan; Amarillo
College in Texas; Boise State University in Idaho; Fort Valley State University in Georgia; San José State
University in California; and Shippensburg University in Pennsylvania.
Members of the media are invited to attend a news conference held via Zoom on May 13, from
4-5 p.m. EDT. A link to the news conference is below.
Questions can be directed to:
Grand Valley State University -- Mary Eilleen Lyon, lyonme@gvsu.edu
Amarillo College -- Joe Wyatt, jvwyatt@actx.edu
Boise State University -- Mike Sharp, mikesharp@boisestate.edu
Fort Valley State University -- Mechell Clark McCrary, Mechell.McCrary@fvsu.edu
San José State University -- Robin McElhatton, robin.mcelhatton@sjsu.edu
Shippensburg University -- Ken Bach, KTBach@ship.edu
Link to news conference:
Time: May 13, 2021 04:00 PM America/Detroit
Join Zoom Meeting
https://gvsu-edu.zoom.us/j/93957803372?pwd=cG5OS3FabWZkOThaQUVDMCtXL0Zhdz09
Meeting ID: 939 5780 3372
Passcode: 558616
One tap mobile
+13126266799,,93957803372#,,,,*558616# US (Chicago)
+16465588656,,93957803372#,,,,*558616# US (New York)
Dial by your location
+1 312 626 6799 US (Chicago)
+1 646 558 8656 US (New York)
+1 301 715 8592 US (Washington DC)
+1 346 248 7799 US (Houston)
+1 669 900 9128 US (San Jose)
+1 253 215 8782 US (Tacoma)
Meeting ID: 939 5780 3372
Passcode: 558616
Find your local number: https://gvsu-edu.zoom.us/u/anYEKmf74
Join by Skype for Business
https://gvsu-edu.zoom.us/skype/93957803372
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Michigan Charter School Teacher, Administrator of the Year both from GVSU-authorized schools
GRAND RAPIDS, Mich. — Both the Michigan Charter School Teacher of the Year and the Michigan
Charter School Administrator of the Year are from charter schools authorized by Grand Valley State
University.
Jordan Dischinger-Smedes, an AP environmental science and human anatomy teacher at Grand River
Preparatory High School in Grand Rapids, was named the 2021 Michigan Charter School Teacher of the
Year by the Michigan Association of Public School Academies.
Kimberly Llorens, principal at University Preparatory Academy Elementary – Mark Murray in Detroit,
was named the 2021 Michigan Charter School Administrator of the Year.
Dischinger-Smedes and Llorens were selected from a pool of more than 700 nominations. This is just the
third time that both awards have gone to educators representing schools authorized by the same entity.
It occurred in 2019 and 2016, when both winners of those years also came from GVSU-authorized
schools.
Dischinger-Smedes has been teaching at Grand River Prep for seven years. During the COVID-19
pandemic, he redesigned his course, converting 99 required lessons into engaging 10- to 12-minute
YouTube videos that students watch outside of class, allowing them to focus on asking questions and
completing hands-on activities when learning in person.
“In addition to helping others, I was determined not to let the pandemic diminish my students’
opportunity to earn the college credit they had been working so hard for,” he said. “In some ways,
COVID gave me a sabbatical to rethink how I teach, and I’m really grateful for what has come from it.”
Llorens began her career in education in 1995, serving as one of the founding teachers within the UPrep
network and the founding principal for UPA Mark Murray 12 years ago. Under her leadership, the
school’s reading and math scores are consistently higher than almost every other school in Detroit.
“Our students need to understand that all the adults in our building were once like them. Our school’s
vision states that each member of our community – teacher, student, parent, principal – is called to
focus on leading and learning. This is how each of us lives out the mission,” she said.
MAPSA President Dan Quisenberry said: “Michigan’s charter school sector is home to some of the most
talented, creative and hard-working educators in the country, and Kim and Jordan represent the best of
the best. They’re both extraordinary educators in any year, but this year, they’ve taken things to another
level. We’re extremely proud of both of them.”

The pair will be honored at a ceremony later this spring or summer at the state Capitol.
To learn more about Grand Valley's Charter Schools Office, visit gvsu.edu/cso.
For more information on MAPSA, visit charterschools.org.
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REP4: National alliance of institutions, convened by GVSU, puts learners at the forefront of designing
paths to transform education
ALLENDALE, Mich. -- A national alliance of six colleges and universities formed to address equity and
access in higher education has been publicly launched, setting in motion on a larger stage a movement
that was seeded at Grand Valley, the convener and organizer of the initiative.
President Philomena V. Mantella was joined May 13 by leaders from the five partner institutions for a
virtual news conference to introduce REP4, an initiative that engages learners to craft solutions to the
pressing challenges of higher education.
The other five founding institutions are Amarillo College, Boise State University, Fort Valley State
University, San José State University and Shippensburg University. In total, the founders serve more than
100,000 students.
REP4 stands for Rapid Education Prototyping for Change, Learners, Community, Equity. One of the key,
and innovative, features of REP4 is including learners as lead designers of the education prototypes for
actionable solutions to improve outcomes and remove barriers. The best ideas will be scaled nationwide
through the alliance to maximize impact.
Mantella said during the news conference that REP4 places a strong emphasis on working within the
community to carry out this work. She said it was apparent early on that Grand Valley needed
collaborators, such as these institutions, to help realize the vision of having students design their
learning.
"The objective is simple: Accelerate innovation and at the same time, allow thousands of learners a
transformative experience where they embrace their power to set their course and have control of their
own learning journey," Mantella said.
The leaders from the other institutions all talked of their excitement to be part of REP4 and the value
they see in engaging learners to help chart a path forward that leads to more equitable access and
educational opportunities.
Mary A. Papazian, president of San José State University, emphasized during the news conference how
REP4 can be a tool in counteracting the marginalization that so many students experience in an
educational setting. Ensuring equity and inclusivity in education will "nurture the creativity and brilliance
of all learners."
"For decades we in higher education have been tinkering around the edges providing patchwork
programs and Band-Aid solutions. But our core educational systems continue to perpetuate inequity and
injustice," Papazian said. "We’re excited to partner with and learn from these incredible diverse

institutions with different histories and located in different parts of the country, but who share a mission
to really ensure that we bring about the kind of change we need."
Paul Jones, president of Fort Valley State University, a Historically Black College/University -- which also
recently entered an agreement to create a pathway for FVSU students to earn a bachelor's degree from
FVSU combined with a master's degree in engineering or computer science at GVSU in as little as five
years -- said REP4 helps underscore his institution's motto: "To empower the possible."
"As an HBCU and land grant institution, we’ve been doing this work for a long time," Jones said. "But I
think what's so important about this alliance is it allows us to expand this work."
Julian Sanders, a GVSU political science major and REP4 mentor who has been involved with its early
stages, said this opportunity for learners to help guide the educational system they use is invaluable.
"This is a huge deal for students. This is something that is new, this is something that is unique and I
think it really enhances their drive to want to learn," Sanders said.
The parameters for REP4 started taking shape in 2019 when Grand Valley hosted a first-of-its-kind
education summit that brought together education, business and other leaders from across the region
and nation. Subsequently, the learner summit seeded the initial concept while the NextEd Accelerator
houses the work at GVSU.
Chasity Bailey-Fakhoury, GVSU associate professor of educational foundations, said it is inspiring to
consider the potential innovation that comes from tapping students to craft solutions to a challenge that
lead to expanded access and equity.
"As faculty, what is exciting about REP4 to me is the power and the magic that takes place when student
voice is centered," Bailey-Fakhoury said.
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Six colleges and universities launch a national alliance with students designing education’s future
Student-designed innovations will be rapidly tested and scaled to address access, engagement and
equity gaps in higher education; Microsoft set to collaborate
GRAND RAPIDS, Mich. -- A national alliance of six colleges and universities, together with hundreds of
high school and community partners, announced the launch of REP4, an initiative to change the future
of education. Unique to the alliance, students will take the lead conducting “Rapid Education
Prototyping” to address the urgent challenges of access and completion to fully deliver on higher
education’s promise of social and economic mobility.
The six founding colleges and universities in the alliance collectively serve more than 100,000 students.
Grand Valley State University is the organizer and convener of the REP4 alliance. The five other founding
partners are: Amarillo College in Texas; Boise State University in Idaho; Fort Valley State University, an
HBCU in Georgia; San José State University in California; and Shippensburg University, part of the state
system in Pennsylvania.
The REP4 name underscores how student-led, Rapid Education Prototyping, will engage the voices of
learners in designing innovative, actionable solutions for pressing challenges. Learners will co-design
education prototypes, and the best ideas will be scaled nationwide through the alliance to maximize
impact.
American Council on Education (ACE) President Ted Mitchell called the alliance’s approach unique and
exciting. “Flipping the model from learners simply giving feedback to learners being designers of
education is a truly innovative idea,” Mitchell said. “It’s unprecedented to engage learners directly in the
designing experience, and REP4 can serve as a model for higher education nationwide.”
Microsoft will participate in the REP4 summit to support the alliance in reimagining student-centered
experiences, consistent with its recent whitepaper on student-centered learning in higher education.

Microsoft will help shape how technology, particularly data and AI, can empower personalized and
inclusive learning experiences.
Tackling the crisis in education
The REP4 alliance formed as a response to a growing number of challenges facing higher education: low
completion rates, lack of access and racial gaps.
According to the Association of American Colleges and Universities, citing a 2016 Pell Institute study, the
country has struggled to close a persistent gap related to income and degree attainment. From the
study: among students in the bottom socioeconomic quartile, 15 percent had earned a bachelor’s
degree within eight years of their expected high school graduation, compared with 22 percent in the
second quartile, 37 percent in the third quartile, and 60 percent in the top quartile.
COVID-19 has further exacerbated the crisis. A December 2020 McKinsey & Company study estimated
that “students of color could be six to 12 months behind, compared with four to eight months for white
students. While all students are suffering, those who came into the pandemic with the fewest academic
opportunities are on track to exit with the greatest learning loss.”
By employing this innovative approach of allowing learners to design solutions, REP4 will focus on
improving outcomes and eliminating these barriers.
“Our university’s mission has long included making education relevant, impactful and accessible for
students,” said Fort Valley State University President Paul Jones. “Collaborating with other like-minded
institutions across the nation will provide a tremendous opportunity to shift the paradigm of how we
approach learning, particularly for underrepresented communities.”
Grand Valley State University designed and held the first prototype last summer. “We are inspired by
young learners with keen perspectives on what their future can be,” said Grand Valley State President
Philomena V. Mantella. “These learners gave us ideas that will play a key role as we lead the national
conversation on a new vision for education. Their insights will help us create a model for an education
system designed for learners by learners.”
Jaime Casap, former chief education evangelist at Google, echoed the enthusiasm for REP4 and said
powerful change will come from leaders and learners harnessing their efforts for transformation. “I am
passionate about this bold and extraordinary effort to increase quality in education by focusing on
equity as the driving force for change,” Casap said. “This effort is defining an approach to transformative
change using openness, transparency and collaboration. The power for lasting impact for millions of
diverse students comes from working together. I couldn’t be more excited to roll up my sleeves and dive
into the work.”
Boise State University President Marlene Tromp: “Students have powerful insights about how to
improve their experience and innovate around education. Learning from them will help us, and all of
higher education, imagine new ways of moving forward together.”
Mary A. Papazian, president of San José State University, said REP4 aligns well with the university’s
mission. “Educating a diverse student population for professional success and civic engagement is part
of our core mission,” Papazian said. “Students need to feel ownership of their own learning, but often

traditional practices and requirements stifle their participation. We believe REP4 will empower students
to create a climate in which all students feel a sense of belonging.”
Shippensburg University President Laurie A. Carter: “REP4 is an important national network of likeminded institutions dedicated to social justice and social mobility. Shippensburg University is proud to
represent the Northeast with this vital link to reimagining the future of higher education with impactful
partners creating scalable programs.”
Amarillo College President Russell Lowery-Hart: “Higher education is at risk of irrelevance if we cannot
adapt and innovate for a shifting landscape in technology and workforce development. REP4 links
transformative institutions committed to reimagining learning. Amarillo College is honored to join this
work with the goal of creating 21st century skills students can take with them on new and better
transfer pathways.”
First prototype
Grand Valley’s six-week Learner Engagement Challenge held last summer brought together 25 area high
school students, along with GVSU students, to reimagine the future of learning to meet the changing
needs of the 21st century.
One of the learners shared how powerful the Learner Engagement Challenge experience was. "I didn’t
think I would make it as far as high school,” said Dionne Pinto-Guerra. “College feels like a goal that
everyone has, but not everyone can reach. It was amazing to participate in a program where you get to
change lives and change the system for the better.”
GVSU already implemented two ideas from the Learner Engagement Challenge. See more here.
Each of the founding six partners will hold its own regional summit for REP4, with Grand Valley State
University hosting the national convening August 5, 2021. The alliance is intended to grow over time and
other institutions are invited to become involved with REP4. See www.rep4.org for more information.
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GVSU veterans accelerator program receives $250,000 grant from Michigan Veterans Trust Fund to
expand program statewide
“Steel sharpens steel”: Veteran entrepreneur says program fosters trusting atmosphere for vets to
succeed
GRAND RAPIDS, Mich. — An accelerator program at Grand Valley State University that provides startup
education and support for veteran entrepreneurs in West Michigan will expand statewide thanks to a
grant from the Michigan Veterans Trust Fund (MVTF).
The two-year, $250,000 grant will allow Grand Valley’s Michigan Veteran Entrepreneur-Lab (MVE-Lab)
to expand to the greater Detroit region, central southern Michigan, Muskegon and the Upper Peninsula.
The grant is the first and largest gift of its kind from MVTF to support veteran entrepreneurs as they
prepare to launch a business.
Lindell Holm, MVTF director, said supporting MVE-Lab will help create a vibrant, thriving veteran
community throughout Michigan.
MVE-Lab is a three-month accelerator program offered through Grand Valley’s DeVos Center for
Entrepreneurship and Innovation in the Seidman College of Business.
“While the focus of the Veterans Trust Fund remains its Emergency Grant Program, we felt that this was
a strategic opportunity to begin investing in the larger veteran community,” Holm said. “Some of the
veteran entrepreneurs who come out of this program will grow their businesses and hire other veterans.
Opportunities such as the MVE-Lab are important to help improve the long-term economic health and
vitality of veterans in Michigan.”
GVSU President Philomena V. Mantella said the MVTF grant fills a need to reach veteran entrepreneurs
beyond West Michigan. “Because of the success of Grand Valley’s MVE-Lab, members of surrounding
communities have asked us to bring this program to their areas,” Mantella said. “We are so grateful for
the generous support from the Michigan Veterans Trust Fund that will allow us to do that and continue
to shape GVSU as the best place for serving veterans.”
CEI Director Shorouq Almallah said MVE-Lab connects veterans and military spouses with the larger
entrepreneurship ecosystem for training, mentoring and networking. The program concludes with a
Pitch Showcase, awarding at least $10,000 in prize money.
“We know some veteran entrepreneurs face several barriers, like limited income and business
experience, and access to high-quality training programs. This grant will allow us to expand across the
state so more veterans can realize their dream of starting a business,” Almallah said.

Since MVE-Lab launched in 2018, 92 participants have completed the program.
Andrew Weiss, founder and CEO of Battle Brothers Shaving Co., participated in the first MVE-Lab cohort.
Weiss won first place and $5,000 at the MVE-Lab Pitch Contest.
A sergeant in the Army and National Guard from 2005-2014, Weiss said MVE-Lab connected him with
business leaders and provided opportunities that opened doors for his business to grow.
"Early success for Battle Brothers came from the MVE-Lab's support and mentorship. Being connected
to local resources and business mentors helped me through some initial hurdles like finding funding and
warehousing, and connecting with the community,” Weiss said. “I have continued to grow my company
and team around me. In 2020, we had our best year in sales.”
Weiss said MVE-Lab fosters a safe, comfortable and trusting atmosphere for veterans.
“Coming out of the military I had 10 years of life experience but not 10 years of corporate experience.
You feel a little displaced as a veteran because you have so many transferable skills to the corporate
world, but it’s challenging,” he explained. “Veterans are open to other veterans offering constructive
criticism.
"Steel sharpens steel.”
For more information on MVE-Lab, visit gvsu.edu/mve
Michigan Veteran Entrepreneur-Lab (MVE-Lab) is a free 3-month entrepreneurship accelerator for
veterans and/or military spouses. It is designed to provide hands-on startup education for those seeking
to add $10,000 or more annual income to their household through small business activity.
Established in 1946 by the Michigan Legislature, the Michigan Veterans Trust Fund (MVTF) helps eligible
veterans through its Emergency Grant Program to overcome unforeseen situations causing a temporary
or short-term financial emergency or hardship. The MVTF, which has assisted nearly 650,000 veterans
and their families over its 75 years, is part of the Michigan Veterans Affairs Agency (MVAA). Veterans
can call the MVAA 24 hours a day, 7 days a week at 1-800-MICH-VET to learn more about the MVTF and
other benefits and resources available to them.
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GVSU to give surprise announcement about guaranteed admission at Detroit Achievement Academy
promotion ceremony
-- GVSU begins Pathway Program for DAA students
DETROIT — At their eighth-grade promotion ceremony, students at Detroit Achievement Academy will
learn they will have guaranteed admission to Grand Valley State University.
B. Donta Truss, GVSU vice president for Enrollment Development and Educational Outreach, will make
the surprise announcement June 3 at DAA's promotion ceremony on Belle Isle (details below).
NOTE-- Please keep news as a surprise until after ceremony; GVSU will send news release with link to
reaction video/photos shortly after event.
The Detroit Achievement Academy Pathway to GVSU is a pipeline program that will grant automatic
admission to GVSU for DAA students. Students must graduate from a Wayne County high school with
2.8 GPA and register for a GVSU Passport to attend college preparedness workshops.
This is DAA's first eighth grade promotion ceremony; the charter school -- authorized by GVSU -- opened
in 2013, founded and established by Kyle Smitley, executive director.
The pathway program aligns with the Grand Valley Pledge, which awards full undergraduate tuition
(renewable for four years) to students from six Michigan counties where the university has a physical
presence, including Wayne County. The free-tuition program is for students from families with incomes
less than $50,000.
“It is important to get our prospective learners in a pipeline on a college pathway as early as possible,”
Truss said. “We will provide early information to learners to assist in navigating the college process with
four years of preparation. This pathway program with DAA is pulling the veil back and telling students
the information they need.”
Details:
June 3 DAA 8th Grade Promotion Ceremony, 5-6:30 p.m.
Belle Isle, pavilion near Riverbank Road
• Truss will make the surprise announcement to students and their families at 6:20 p.m. and then sign
memorandum of understanding with DAA board president Lewis Butler.
• Media who plan to cover the announcement can check in on the day of the event with Elizabeth
Russell, GVSU Detroit Center.
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DNR experts band four healthy peregrine falcon chicks at nesting box on GVSU campus
GRAND RAPIDS, Mich. -- Department of Natural Resources wildlife experts on May 28 banded four
peregrine falcon chicks that hatched and are currently nesting in a special box attached to Grand Valley
State University's Eberhard Center on the Pew Grand Rapids Campus.
DNR wildlife biologist Nik Kalejs said all of the chicks, three males and a female, are healthy. Kalejs and
summer staff members Baylee Draper and Susanna Kailing banded the chicks as the angry, protective
parents screeched, circled and swooped overhead -- an intense circumstance considering peregrine
falcons have a swoop that can exceed 200 mph.
The chicks hatched over a few days at the beginning of May. Kalejs said the ideal time to band the birds
for tracking is about 21 to 25 days after hatching; before then, they are too fragile for the procedure.
And waiting too long after the 25-day threshold presents a different challenge.
"They grow fast and get pretty feisty pretty quickly," Kalejs said.
Grand Valley's webcams allow for monitoring of the nest and help make the university a key partner in
the tracking of the raptors, which are listed as endangered in Michigan and threatened at the federal
level, Kalejs said. The ability to pinpoint when chicks are hatched is crucial.
The urban setting of the nesting box -- first installed in 2009 but not used by falcons until 2017 -- also
helps with boosting peregrine falcon numbers in Michigan, Kalejs said. He added that the birds are
"tremendous travelers," with those born in this state ending up all over the Midwest.
He noted that he banded the male of this year's Grand Valley nesting pair when the peregrine falcon
was a hatchling in Port Sheldon near Lake Michigan.
Kalejs said it is fulfilling to work with the peregrine falcons, which he called a rare, special species in
Michigan.
"They are consummate hunters, spectacular fliers and uncompromisingly fierce," he said.
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Media tour scheduled for GVSU’s Daniel and Pamella DeVos Center for Interprofessional Health
Members of the media are invited to tour the newly opened Daniel and Pamella DeVos Center for
Interprofessional Health on the Health Campus of Grand Valley State University.
The five-story, 166,000-square-foot health center is the third and flagship building on the Health
Campus, joining the Cook-DeVos Center for Health Sciences and Raleigh J. Finkelstein Hall.
Grand Valley students are utilizing advanced simulation technology and interactive laboratories inside
the new health building. It also features a Dale Chihuly glass sculpture, a gift from Daniel and Pamella
DeVos, which highlights more than 400 works of art with contemporary glass artworks on every floor.
Tour Details:
June 16 from 11 a.m.-noon
• 333 Michigan St. on the Medical Mile in downtown Grand Rapids
• Face coverings are required when inside the building
• Information about the new health building will be provided
Those participating in the tour include:
• Maria Cimitile, provost and executive vice president for Academic and Student Affairs
• Katie Branch, director of simulation
• Matt McLogan, vice president for University Relations
• Karen Ingle, associate vice president for Facilities Planning
• Nathan Kemler, director of Galleries and Collections
Parking: Media should park in the upper level visitor’s parking area of DCIH, which can be accessed off
of Michigan Street. Turn LEFT upon entering and proceed to the upper level visitors parking. Take the
elevator to the 1st floor to meet in the lobby area.
RSVP to Dottie Barnes, University Communications, at barnesdo@gvsu.edu or 616-446-3981.
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GVSU named a 'Best for Vets' college by national outlet
ALLENDALE, Mich. — Grand Valley State University has been named a 2021 “Best for Vets” college by
the national news outlet Military Times.
Grand Valley joins 366 colleges and universities throughout the country that are included on the 2021
list. The rankings were based on survey responses from schools, as well as public data about colleges
and universities obtained from the Department of Education and Department of Veterans Affairs.
The survey included more than 70 questions about costs, programs, policies and services that impact
military-connected students.
President Philomena V. Mantella said the national ranking fits with Grand Valley’s commitment to be
the Midwest leader for veterans’ education — from the GVSU Veteran Promise which guarantees
admission for enlisted 2021 Michigan high school graduates to the Student Veterans Network to the
Michigan Veteran Entrepreneurship-Lab and the Peter Secchia Military and Veterans Program.
“We’ve been intentional about expanding resources, support and space for our student veterans,” said
Mantella. “These dedicated students enrich our campuses by bringing a variety of experiences to their
fellow students.”
Grand Valley has about 400 student veterans. Jill Wolfe, military and veteran resource manager, said
students choose Grand Valley because of its long-standing reputation as a military- and veteraninclusive university.
“We are known for our successful educational programs and support for student veterans,” Wolfe said.
“This national recognition will help us continue to expand Grand Valley's visibility, partnerships and
pipelines within the community and beyond.”
Military Times Best for Vets: Colleges is the largest and most comprehensive rankings of schools for
military service members and veterans. Learn more at https://colleges.militarytimes.com/
Grand Valley consistently receives national recognition for its commitment to veterans.
In U.S. News & World Report's 2021 Best Colleges rankings, Grand Valley is listed as a Best for Veterans
among Midwest universities. GVSU was also named a 2021-22 Military Friendly School; the Military
Friendly® ranking recognizes higher education institutions that provide the best opportunities for
veterans and their spouses.
Mantella was presented with the prestigious 2020 William Pearson Tolley Champion for Veterans in
Higher Education award from the Student Veterans of America. Mantella was honored for her “tireless
work on behalf of student veterans and military-affiliated students.” The award was given to a single
university president, chosen from more than 1,500 universities with SVA chapters.
Learn more about the many ways Grand Valley supports veterans at https://www.gvsu.edu/veterans/
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GVSU expands Health Campus with opening of the Daniel and Pamella DeVos Center for
Interprofessional Health
New building features one of the largest state-of-the-art simulation centers in the state; Chihuly glass
sculpture
GRAND RAPIDS, Mich. — Grand Valley State University students are utilizing advanced simulation
technology and interactive laboratories in the new Daniel and Pamella DeVos Center for
Interprofessional Health on GVSU’s Health Campus in downtown Grand Rapids.
The five-story, 166,000-square-foot health center at 333 Michigan St. on the Medical Mile opened in
May. It is the third and flagship building on the Health Campus, joining the Cook-DeVos Center for
Health Sciences and Raleigh J. Finkelstein Hall.
The DeVos Center for Interprofessional Health includes one of the largest interprofessional,
comprehensive, state-of-the-art simulation centers in Michigan.
The new health building is helping Grand Valley accommodate expanding programs in emerging and
growing fields at both the undergraduate and graduate level. Its 17 classrooms and 12 interactive
laboratories are equipped to create interprofessional team environments and encourage collaboration.
Daniel and Pamella DeVos were the lead donors for the project, with another 700 donors generously
providing more than $20 million to help make this building a reality. The State of Michigan provided $29
million for the $70 million project.
The DeVoses said the new center is filled with the latest technology and learning labs that will further
enhance the tremendous health care educational experience at Grand Valley.
“This building’s mission is focused on preparing future practitioners to work together – in partnership –
in a clinical setting for the benefit of the patient. The quality of care in our region depends on how we
prepare the health care professionals of tomorrow and we’re eager to have this facility play a role in
students reaching their full potential and patients receiving exemplary care in local health care
facilities.”
Grand Valley President Philomena V. Mantella said: “The completion of this building is the apex of Grand
Valley’s Health Campus expansion, further enabling the university’s leadership as the primary talent
pipeline for frontline health professionals and nurses in West Michigan and our state. The DeVos Center

for Interprofessional Health will allow cross-disciplinary innovation and collaboration that will keep
Grand Valley graduates at the forefront of their professions.”
State-of-the-science spaces in the building include electronic 3D modeling and imaging of the body and
its organs, plastinated specimens, a virtual anatomy table and classrooms with interactive walls and
floors.
“Our simulation spaces were designed to be forward thinking and relevant for the next 25 to 50 years,”
said Katie Branch, director of simulations. “The spaces have room to grow and the technology in them is
cutting-edge, so it will be relevant in the future.”
Branch said with the addition of 28,375 square feet of simulation space in the DeVos Center for
Interprofessional Health, Grand Valley now has a total of more than 67,800 square feet of simulation
space on the Health Campus.
“It’s pretty remarkable. And, it’s designed to be inclusive so all spaces can be used throughout our
academic disciplines,” she said.
Branch said the virtual anatomy table can be programmed to show not only normal anatomy but a long
list of pathological conditions. “Students are able to look at a wide spectrum of human ailments,” she
said. “Students can electronically dissect every layer of the skin and muscle down to the bone.”
Nursing student Doreen Siriboe-Achampong described the new technology as “absolutely phenomenal.”
“We don’t have to visualize scenarios; this new technology mirrors what happens in the clinical setting,”
said Siriboe-Achampong. “The new simulation will allow students to flourish.”
Alyssa Burke, a student in the Physician Assistant Studies program, said: “It’s exciting to have access to
interactive simulations that allow us to practice care in a variety of environments. It builds confidence.
The new building features a spectacular Dale Chihuly glass sculpture, a gift from Daniel and Pamella
DeVos.
The piece, entitled Laker Blue and Opaline Persian Chandelier, is representative of the artist’s Persian
series. The blown glass installation is approximately 114 x 342 x 84 and highlights more than 400 works
of art throughout the building with contemporary glass artworks on every floor.
The Kirkhof College of Nursing is housed in the building, bringing faculty and students together to
accommodate collaborative and interactive learning.
Grand Valley offers the most comprehensive array of health sciences programs in Michigan with 20
programs in nursing and health professions. More than 5,000 students are currently enrolled in healthrelated courses.
A dedication ceremony for the DeVos Center for Interprofessional Health is scheduled for November 3.
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Grand Valley boosts financial aid, designates more than $2 million to support students affected by
pandemic
GRAND RAPIDS, Mich. — Grand Valley State University Board of Trustees approved a $5.4 million
increase in financial aid, an 8 percent increase over last year.
The increase, approved at a June 25 meeting at the L. William Seidman Center on the Pew Grand Rapids
Campus, brings the total financial aid increase to more than $23 million during the last four years.
Grand Valley also designated an additional $2.25 million in institutional financial aid to support student
hardship needs as a result of COVID-19; this is the second year of a four-year commitment of the COVIDrelated aid.
Megan S. Rydecki, chair of the board, thanked President Philomena V. Mantella for her leadership
throughout the pandemic.
“We are grateful for the president’s leadership and vision, and how she rallied her team,” Rydecki said.
“Grand Valley students were able to continue their education, and we remain excited about the
strategic planning process and the future.”
Mantella thanked all in the campus community for their care of students and the university. “We are
planning and preparing for a robust Fall semester, as we get ready for students who will be joining us for
the first time, as well as those who will be returning,” Mantella said.
Trustees also approved a tuition increase of $158 per semester (2.4 percent), bringing per-semester
tuition to $6,780 for a full-time undergraduate Michigan resident. This places Grand Valley 10th among
Michigan’s 15 public universities for tuition rates.
With the boost in financial aid, the net tuition for resident undergraduates receiving institutional
financial aid is projected to decrease by $200. About 56 percent of students received institutional
financial aid last year.
Trustees also approved rates for room and board. The overall rate adjustment for housing and dining is
1.9 percent, an average increase per semester of $21 for housing and $75 for a primary dining plan. The
overall cost of attending Grand Valley remains the second lowest of all public universities in Michigan.
In other board action/discussion
• Trustees approved making the federal holiday honoring the January birthday of Dr. Martin Luther King
Jr. an official university holiday. President Philomena V. Mantella brought forward the recommendation
from the university's Network of Advisors for Racial Justice. This means faculty and staff members do
not have to report to work on January 17, 2022, or future MLK holidays. Since 2012, classes have been

canceled, allowing more students to commemorate King's life by participating in programs on campus or
volunteering in the community.
• The board approved the authorization of Lincoln-King Adams-Young Academy in Detroit, which is
scheduled to open in fall 2021.
• The board approved the restructure of the College of Education and the College of Community and
Public Service into one college. The new college has been named the College of Education and
Community Innovation. Students earning degrees in these colleges will not experience a disruption.
• The board approved the creation of the School of Interdisciplinary Health, combining three College of
Health Professions departments into one unit (Allied Health Sciences, Diagnostic and Treatment
Sciences, and Public Health).
• Trustees approved a request from the School of Computing, housed in the Padnos College of
Engineering and Computing, to drop "Information Systems" from its name. The shorter name aligns with
accrediting bodies and computing curriculum standards.
• Megan Rydecki was re-elected chair of the board; Susan Jandernoa was re-elected as vice chair.
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GVSU expert: Pace of West Michigan's industrial economy moderates
GRAND RAPIDS, Mich. — West Michigan's industrial economy continues to expand, although the pace
has moderated, according to Brian G. Long, director of Supply Management Research in the Seidman
College of Business.
Long's monthly business trends report showed new orders posted in June (+33) fell below the May index
of +40. The production index remained stable and the purchasing index eased in June to +38 from May
(+41). Long said, overall, purchasing officials continue to battle ongoing logistical problems, including
material shortages and rising prices.
"Although some industries have fully recovered from the pandemic shock, a significant number of firms
in our survey panel continue to experience spot shortages and shipment delays for a wide range of
industrial commodities with no immediate end in sight," Long said.
Michigan's unemployment rate was down to 5 percent in June from 5.1 percent in May (the latest
reporting month available), Long said, adding that surplus unemployment benefits end in all states in
September.
In West Michigan, the employment index in June was +25, down from the 10-year high of +40 in March
and steady from the May index of +24, Long said. "Again, the major segments of COVID-19
unemployment in West Michigan remain in the hospitality and service industries, not the industrial
firms," he said.
The Institute for Supply Management survey is a monthly survey of business conditions that includes 45
purchasing managers in the greater Grand Rapids area and 25 in Kalamazoo. The respondents are from
the region's major industrial manufacturers, distributors and industrial service organizations. It is
patterned after a nationwide survey conducted by the Institute for Supply Management. Each month,
the respondents are asked to rate eight factors as "same," "up" or "down."
For more information, contact Brian Long at (269) 870-0428.
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Grant allows GVSU to partner with hospital systems to help working nurses overcome barriers to
degrees
GRAND RAPIDS, Mich. — Grand Valley State University's Kirkhof College of Nursing received a $2.2
million federal grant to partner with two health care organizations to support working nurses from
underrepresented backgrounds who wish to obtain bachelor's or advanced nursing degrees.
KCON will partner with Spectrum Health and McLaren Health Care on the four-year project, which is
supported by a grant from the Health Resources and Services Administration (HRSA) of the U.S.
Department of Health and Human Services. Together, Spectrum and McLaren reach 14 counties in the
lower peninsula.
Janet Winter, associate dean for undergraduate nursing programs, said this unique academic/practice
partnership will provide access to degree programs to nurses from underrepresented backgrounds,
while offering wraparound support services to ensure academic and professional success.
Leaders of the two organizations would recruit nurses to enroll in the RN-BSN, master's of nursing, or
doctor of nursing practice programs. Winter said a total of 60 students will earn degrees throughout the
four years of the program, with the majority (38) in the RN-BSN program.
Lisa Zajac, director of clinical informatics at McLaren Health Care, said the program provides
opportunities for nurses from underrepresented backgrounds to overcome barriers that may have
prevented them from earning degrees.
"We actually have the opportunity to increase education and enhance practice at McLaren for three
degrees with this grant," Zajac said. "Research has shown that increasing the number of BSN-prepared
nurses at the bedside increases the quality of care, and it's similar with master's or DNP degrees."
Nurses from Spectrum/McLaren who want to enroll in this program will have to meet GVSU admission
requirements. Winter added that the RN-BSN program is a post-licensure program that is offered online
and, thus, does not take away seats or resources from traditional or accelerated second degree KCON
students.
The grant supports adding a part-time student services advisor to KCON's Office of Student Services and
a project manager.
Katherine Moran, associate dean for graduate nursing programs, said people interested in this program
will become nurse leaders in their communities.

"This grant program will help to increase diversity in the workforce by helping these individuals
overcome barriers to their education," Moran said. "They will have lots of support services available on
their path to becoming successful nurse leaders."
--This program is supported by the Health Resources and Services Administration (HRSA) of the U.S.
Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) as part of an award totaling $2,219,681 with 0%
financed with non-governmental sources. The contents are those of the author(s) and do not necessarily
represent the official views of, nor an endorsement, by HRSA, HHS, or the U.S. Government. For more
information, please visit HRSA.gov.
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GVSU researcher named to national committee to assess Everglades restoration
MUSKEGON, Mich. — A longtime researcher and professor of water resources, coastal restoration and
climate change at Grand Valley State University has been appointed to the National Academy of
Sciences committee to oversee Everglades restoration.
Alan Steinman, the Allen and Helen Hunting director of GVSU’s Annis Water Resources Institute, will
serve a two-year appointment.
Steinman and 14 other committee members from universities across the country, including
Pennsylvania State, Iowa State, Tulane, Yale, Virginia Tech and Southern California, will evaluate the
progress attached with the Comprehensive Everglades Research Plan and write a final report to be
submitted to Congress. Their findings will be published in a book.
Evaluating the progress of the research plan is a Congressional mandate that has taken place for the
past 16 years resulting in eight biennial reviews. Steinman said he has reviewed book chapters, but this
is his first time he’s been asked to serve on the national committee.
“Our findings do carry weight,” he said. “Congress will review it and there will be testimony afterward.
They will evaluate our findings and determine how to move forward.”
Steinman said restoration of the Everglades is extremely complex and will likely cost at least $16 billion.
The main areas of concern are the effects of nutrients, climate change and rising sea levels.
“There is way too much phosphorus coming from dairy and cattle farms into the Everglades,” said
Steinman. “The joke in south Florida is — the difference between a drought and flood is 24 hours. The
weather just changes so dramatically, and the landscape is so flat that water moves very slowly, making
the region very susceptible to both drought and flooding.”
Water flow is heavily managed with a controlled system of pumps, canals and gates, Steinman
explained. The overall goal of the restoration effort is to try, as much as possible given all the
development that has occurred in south Florida, to restore much of the landscape to the natural
hydrology while controlling nutrients and invasive species.
Steinman isn’t new to Everglades research. Before coming to Grand Valley in 2001, he spent nine years
as the director of restoration for Lake Okeechobee and its connecting estuaries. He addressed nutrient
problems and water level changes for the very large and shallow lake, which is referred to as the liquid
heart of the Everglades.

One of the emerging problems for the Everglades region is red tide, which is marine algae that release
toxins into the atmosphere and when blooming can make it hard to breathe. Steinman said one of the
reasons why the red tide has become much worse is because of all the nutrients coming out of Lake
Okeechobee being dumped into estuaries.
Steinman said there are some parallels between Everglades restoration and the Great Lakes. He has
written articles comparing the two and was asked to testify before Congress on the similarities.
“These two iconic freshwater systems have long been subjected to various stresses by people,” he said.
“Drinking water, navigation, manufacturing, and even recreation have been impaired in different ways.”
Despite differences in size, governance structure and impairments, Steinman said the needs associated
with large-scale ecosystem protection and restoration result in similar recommendations for the
preventive management of both: a robust monitoring network, early warning and detection systems and
effective enforcement of regulations.
“Preventive management falls into two categories: prevention before any impairment occurs and
prevention following degradation,” he said. “Even in systems as damaged as the Great Lakes and the
Florida Everglades, large regions remain unimpacted and relatively pristine, and it is critical that these
regions remain protected.”
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Students in national pitch competition to change education
Change is coming.
Members of the media are invited to the national convening of REP4, a new vision for education
designed by learners.
REP4, (Rapid Education Prototyping for Change, Learners, Community, Equity) invites high school
students from across the country to design the future of education. At the heart of this effort is a
commitment to equity and understanding the experiences of today's students, transforming higher
education to meet their needs.
High school students will pitch 12 ideas, two from each of six regional summits taking place this
summer. The ideas will be shared at the national convening being held virtually August 5, 2021.
Grand Valley State University in Allendale, Michigan, is leading the REP4 Alliance with five other
founding colleges and universities: Amarillo College, Boise State University, Fort Valley State University,
San José State University and Shippensburg University.
More information and a link to register for the event can be found at REP4.org.
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Finalists named for Lakeshore Innovator of the Year award
MUSKEGON, Mich. — Five groups or individuals have been selected as finalists for the 2021 Lakeshore
Innovator of the Year award, presented by Grand Valley State University’s Muskegon Innovation Hub.
The award celebrates and recognizes the most innovative ideas on the Lakeshore. The winner will be
announced at a ceremony July 29 from 5-7 p.m. at the Hub, located at 200 Viridian Dr. in Muskegon. The
program begins at 6 p.m.; the event is free and open to the public.
The keynote speaker is Jamiel Robinson, founder and CEO of Grand Rapids Area Black Business (GRABB),
and co-owner of several ventures including Motu Viget Spirits, Ambiance GR Kitchen and Lounge, and
Motu Lakeshore Wine Bar.
“All of the 2021 Lakeshore Innovator of the Year finalists epitomize the breadth and depth of the
creativity and innovation happening on the West Michigan Lakeshore,” said Kevin Ricco, director of the
Muskegon Innovation Hub.
Finalists for the Lakeshore Innovator of the Year are:
Zaneta Adams - WINC For All women veterans
In 2017, while president and founder for WINC for All Women Veterans, Zaneta Adams created the
Military Sisterhood Initiative, an online/app network platform for women veterans all over the country
and beyond to connect and help lower the rate of suicide among them. Adams took her idea and
partnered WINC with Challenge America to create a network that has over 5,000 women from all over
the world connecting with one another and sharing stories of survival. She was recognized as a
Department of Veteran Affairs Trailblazer in 2021 for her work in this area. Adams also founded the
women veterans recognition day held June 12 every year in Michigan.
Jill Batka and Curtis Chambers - Dynamic Conveyor Corporation
Curtis Chambers noted a lack of light-duty portable conveyors available to serve injection molders like
his Pliant Plastics Corporation. So, he designed a modular plastic conveyor loosely modeled after Legos.
DynaCon has grown under the leadership of Jill Batka, one of Chambers’ three daughters who own
Dynamic. Dynamic designed a new line of easy-to-clean conveyors specifically for food processing and
packaging. The DynaClean sanitary conveyor line has a simple design allowing easy access to internal
components. The DynaClean conveyors offer the food industry a line of plastic, custom conveyors that
are eco-friendly, easy to clean, and save time and money. A line of specialty conveyors was introduced
in early 2020.

Beth Beaman - Playhouse at White Lake
The Playhouse at White Lake has utilized inventive methods to remain connected and relevant over the
past year. In order to continue offering new content amid the pandemic, The Playhouse traded in its
live, in-person Summer Theatre Festival to become a three-camera movie production house. With only a
four-week turnaround, Managing Director Beth Beaman decided not to cancel the beloved summer
season, but rather, to pivot and engage with audiences virtually, all while putting displaced artists to
work. In addition, the White Lake Youth Theatre Council was formed to help support year-round arts
education programming at the Playhouse. The White Lake Youth Theatre Council aims to cultivate a
compassionate community, leadership and life skills through arts education at The Playhouse. This
program is open to all area high school students and hones inclusivity and business skills in the next
generation of arts leaders.
Michael Hyacinthe - Wimage, LLC
Michael Hyacinthe founded Wimage, LLC in 2014 after creating the Wimage app, an educational
application that allows kids to input words to create images and turn their ideas into a visual story.
Wimage stands for "words to images." The goal of Wimage is to move kids from being passive
consumers of digital content to being creative producers of content. Studies show low-income students
and students of color are more likely to be passive consumers, and students learn better when they use
technology to create their own content, rather than just consuming content. In cooperation with the
Kent District Library, Wimage, LLC also created an educational livestream show that engages children
through visual storytelling and vocabulary building, meeting the unique needs of students, educators
and parents during the pandemic.
Brent Raeth - CatchMark Technologies
CatchMark Technologies was founded in 2013 with the purpose of delivering professional technology
services to small and midsize businesses throughout West Michigan. The “CatchMark Gives Back”
program was created to encourage CatchMark teammates to use their skills, expertise and company
resources to improve the communities they are part of. In the last year, CatchMark has donated to
multiple high school sports programs, provided computers to local robotics teams, donated “Causeway
Cams” to the White Lake Chamber of Commerce, and provided free tech services to multiple churches
and struggling organizations. In August 2020, Montague Area Public Schools approached CatchMark
Technologies to help them find a solution to a viewership issue caused by COVID restrictions established
by MHSAA and the state of Michigan. The restrictions only allowed for two fans per player to watch any
athletic event live and in person. CatchMark offered to purchase equipment and help run a Livestream
at all home athletic events.

About the Muskegon Innovation Hub
The Muskegon Innovation Hub is a business innovation center that provides business incubation,
coworking space, funding assistance, events and programming. It is a key partner in the regional
innovation ecosystem, and supports startup businesses, entrepreneurs and corporate innovation teams.
For more information, visit gvsu.edu/mihub.
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Creator of online network for women veterans wins GVSU Lakeshore Innovator of the Year award
MUSKEGON, Mich. — The creator of an online network for women veterans to connect and lower the
rate of military suicide won the 2021 Lakeshore Innovator of the Year Award, presented by Grand Valley
State University's Muskegon Innovation Hub.
Zaneta Adams, president and founder of WINC: For All Women Veterans, was named the winner from
five finalists during a ceremony July 29 at The Hub.
In 2017, Adams created the Military Sisterhood Initiative, an online/app network platform for women
veterans all over the country. She took that idea and partnered WINC with Challenge America to create
a network that has more than 5,000 women from all over the world connecting with one another and
sharing stories of survival.
“WINC was founded to bring women together so we can connect with one another, honor women
veterans and encourage and empower them,” she said. “We want to restore women back to where they
were before service or even better than where they were.”
Adams said she is honored to receive the award and is committed to her job because of being a disabled
veteran herself. Adams was injured during a military training exercise in 2005 in South Carolina while
preparing to go to Iraq. Doctors said she would never walk again, but after two years of rehabilitation,
she proved them wrong.
“I was almost a statistic,” she told the crowd. “But, I decided against suicide because women veterans
pulled me out of that. And, as innovators, we second guess ourselves, but I had people around me to
push me and encourage me to keep going.”
Adams was recognized as a Department of Veteran Affairs Trailblazer in 2021 for her work. She also
founded the women veterans recognition day held June 12 every year in Michigan.
She pointed out there are more than 44,000 women veterans in Michigan and more than 2 million
nationwide.
The other award finalists were:
Jill Batka and Curtis Chambers - Dynamic Conveyor Corporation
Curtis Chambers noted a lack of light-duty portable conveyors available to serve injection molders like
his Pliant Plastics Corporation. So, he designed a modular plastic conveyor loosely modeled after Legos.
DynaCon has grown under the leadership of Jill Batka, one of Chambers’ three daughters who own

Dynamic. Dynamic designed a new line of easy-to-clean conveyors specifically for food processing and
packaging. The DynaClean sanitary conveyor line has a simple design allowing easy access to internal
components. The DynaClean conveyors offer the food industry a line of plastic, custom conveyors that
are eco-friendly, easy to clean, and save time and money. A line of specialty conveyors was introduced
in early 2020.
Beth Beaman - Playhouse at White Lake
The Playhouse at White Lake has utilized inventive methods to remain connected and relevant over the
past year. In order to continue offering new content amid the pandemic, The Playhouse traded in its
live, in-person Summer Theatre Festival to become a three-camera movie production house. With only a
four-week turnaround, Managing Director Beth Beaman decided not to cancel the beloved summer
season, but rather, to pivot and engage with audiences virtually, all while putting displaced artists to
work. In addition, the White Lake Youth Theatre Council was formed to help support year-round arts
education programming at the Playhouse. The White Lake Youth Theatre Council aims to cultivate a
compassionate community, leadership and life skills through arts education at The Playhouse. This
program is open to all area high school students and hones inclusivity and business skills in the next
generation of arts leaders.
Michael Hyacinthe - Wimage, LLC
Michael Hyacinthe founded Wimage, LLC in 2014 after creating the Wimage app, an educational
application that allows kids to input words to create images and turn their ideas into a visual story.
Wimage stands for "words to images." The goal of Wimage is to move kids from being passive
consumers of digital content to being creative producers of content. Studies show low-income students
and students of color are more likely to be passive consumers, and students learn better when they use
technology to create their own content, rather than just consuming content. In cooperation with the
Kent District Library, Wimage, LLC also created an educational livestream show that engages children
through visual storytelling and vocabulary building, meeting the unique needs of students, educators
and parents during the pandemic.
Brent Raeth - CatchMark Technologies
CatchMark Technologies was founded in 2013 with the purpose of delivering professional technology
services to small and midsize businesses throughout West Michigan. The “CatchMark Gives Back”
program was created to encourage CatchMark teammates to use their skills, expertise and company
resources to improve the communities they are part of. In the last year, CatchMark has donated to
multiple high school sports programs, provided computers to local robotics teams, donated “Causeway
Cams” to the White Lake Chamber of Commerce, and provided free tech services to multiple churches
and struggling organizations. In August 2020, Montague Area Public Schools approached CatchMark
Technologies to help them find a solution to a viewership issue caused by COVID restrictions established
by MHSAA and the state of Michigan. The restrictions only allowed for two fans per player to watch any
athletic event live and in person. CatchMark offered to purchase equipment and help run a Livestream
at all home athletic events.
About the Muskegon Innovation Hub
The Muskegon Innovation Hub is a business innovation center that provides business incubation,
coworking space, funding assistance, events and programming. It is a key partner in the regional
innovation ecosystem, and supports startup businesses, entrepreneurs and corporate innovation teams.
For more information, visit gvsu.edu/mihub.
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Students pitch ideas to change higher ed, college leaders listen: REP4
GRAND RAPIDS, Mich. -- Some high school students in Pennsylvania believe grit matters when applying
for college, and they figured out a way to measure it. They will get the chance on August 5 to pitch
higher education leaders on their idea to have college admission counselors look beyond transcripts and
other conventional, standardized evaluations when assessing readiness for college.
Their idea is to measure students' stamina and persistence when pursuing goals as another
characteristic indicating success in college. They call it a GRIT score, and they are proposing an app that
records daily activities and uses an algorithm to formulate a score that represents students' goals,
passions and time commitment. Admissions teams could use that score to more fully evaluate students'
potential for success.
The students joined hundreds of other high school learners, many who are underserved, to develop
their idea as part of REP4, a national alliance that stands for Rapid Education Prototyping. The alliance is
made up of six colleges and universities across the country seeking to address issues of equity, access
and other pressing concerns faced by many underserved students.
The GRIT score, and other ideas from high school students around the country, could be coming soon to
college campuses everywhere.
The innovative and central tenet of REP4 is mining fresh ideas from today's students on how to improve
equity in higher education, then actually putting the best ideas into practice at colleges and universities.
The first round of proposals to help shape the future of higher education will be presented Aug. 5 in a
virtual national event hosted by Grand Valley State University, the convener of REP4. The other five
founding institutions are Amarillo College, Boise State University, Fort Valley State University, San José
State University and Shippensburg University.
Leaders from those institutions will review live presentations of 12 proposals – including the GRIT score
– by the students who created them. The ideas emerged from recent regional summits for high school
students held by the alliance institutions.
Part of the selection process includes voting beginning Aug. 3. Students are encouraged to vote. To
see the Aug. 5 presentations and to vote, register here.
This national event is part of an ongoing initiative to encourage students to find solutions to barriers to
higher education.
Donte Martin, a student who participated in a regional summit through Shippensburg University, said
the experience created a family-like atmosphere on his REP4 team.

“We didn’t know each other, and we came together to create something beautiful,” Martin said. “We’re
here to make change, to speak up, so we can be heard for generations to come.”
The adult leads who worked with the high school students agree the benefits of the REP4 experience
will continue.
“REP4 has been an amazing experience allowing students to find and solve problems in a real-world and
innovative way,” said Dominique Brown, from Battle Creek Central High School in Michigan. “As a
teacher in special education, it gave me pride in the hard-work and passion my students put into the
summit, and it gave me a new confidence in leading students toward a better and more inclusive
future.”
Tomee Call from Mountain High in Kaysville, Utah, led a student cohort through the process at a regional
summit and said she was moved by how powerful the REP4 experience is.
“Students are working together learning lifelong skills,” said Call. “They are learning to think deeply,
analyze, problem solve, collaborate, reach goals, support, listen and communicate in new ways. This is a
true teamwork and leadership experience! I have seen students light up with excitement as they tackle
real problems and produce legitimate solutions. As an educator, this is invigorating to me, and it is
exactly what I want for my students – an amazing opportunity to come together from all over the nation
and work toward solutions that will benefit education, society and our futures.”
For more information, visit rep4.org.
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GVSU researchers work with health departments to test wastewater for COVID-19
ALLENDALE, Mich. — The Annis Water Resources Institute and the Cell and Molecular Biology
Department at Grand Valley State University are working with area health departments for the next two
years to test and detect genetic markers of the COVID-19 virus in wastewater.
The Michigan Department of Health and Human Services awarded the Kent County Health Department a
$3.3 million grant for wastewater testing, and the Ottawa County Department of Public Health a $1.7
million grant for wastewater testing in Ottawa and Muskegon counties.
Pei-Lan Tsou, associate professor of cell and molecular biology, and Sheila Blackman, professor of
biology and cell and molecular biology, are the primary investigators for processing results for Kent
County.
“This relationship with the Kent County Health Department provides a great opportunity for our
students to experience the practical use of the techniques they learn in our program,” said Blackman.
“This molecular monitoring of environmental samples, like wastewater, is an increasingly powerful tool
for disease surveillance and we, and our students, are excited to be providing this service to the health
department.”
Andrew Salisbury, supervising sanitarian at KCHD, said this type of testing can provide early-level
detections prior to clinical onset of symptoms. “It gives us potentially up to one week prior to a potential
outbreak or increase in cases because we can actually see the biomarkers in the wastewater,” Salisbury
said.
The Annis Water Resources Institute in Muskegon is working with the Ottawa County Department of
Public Health to test wastewater in Muskegon and Ottawa counties.
Rick Rediske, professor of water resources and principal investigator at AWRI, said samples from
wastewater facilities in both counties will be collected and then analyzed at AWRI twice a week. In the
fall, he said a series of samples will be taken from Grand Valley’s Allendale Campus and Muskegon
Community College.
“We’re going to be testing for the general coronavirus and also for different variants,” said Rediske. “We
can broadly screen populations, cities and communities with wastewater much easier and faster than
we can set up testing facilities with nasal swabs. It’s a less invasive and rapid test to look at populations
to see if there’s a problem.”
Rediske predicts there will be more wastewater surveillance in the future.

“It’s easy to collect the samples. The hard part is the testing methodology for these diseases,” he
explained. “Once we have the genetic markers, we don’t have to culture any of these viruses, all we do
is look for pieces of RNA or DNA depending on if it’s a bacteria or a virus. If we have those pieces, we can
expand a certain surveillance to other types of infections, like a new bird flu. It’s much easier now that
we have the technology and we’re familiar with the method.”
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VAGTC summit features national Petco speaker, global trade education
ALLENDALE, Mich. -- The head of international logistics for Petco is the featured speaker for the fourth
annual Van Andel Global Trade Center Summer Summit at Grand Valley State University.
Macrina Griffith, manager of International Logistics & Compliance at Petco, will discuss duty mitigation
strategies in times of uncertainty. The summit will take place August 11 from noon- 5 p.m. at the
Alumni Center on Grand Valley’s Allendale Campus. Register at vagtc.org.
“Macrina has helped Petco overcome the supply chain challenges of this past season and will highlight
what opportunities they are looking forward to in the future,” said Sonja Johnson, executive director of
VAGTC. “Macrina has participated in duty savings projects and has taken advantage of available
initiatives to U.S. companies that help eliminate or reduce U.S duties.”
Johnson said funds raised during the event help VAGTC to continue to support the global trade
community by providing GVSU students paid internships and jobs where they gain hands-on experience
working in global business.
Participants will have the opportunity to discuss several topics with industry experts, including:
• Logistics Trends & Strategies for Mitigation Risk
• Advanced Supply Chain Documentation
• What Brexit Means for Your Business
• Foreign-Trade Zones
• Duty Drawback
For more information, visit vagtc.org.
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GVSU names new vice president for University Development
GRAND RAPIDS, Mich. — Laura Aikens has been named Grand Valley State University's vice president for
University Development and executive director of the Grand Valley University Foundation.
President Philomena V. Mantella said Aikens brings rich fundraising experience and proven leadership
skills to the position. Aikens most recently served as senior vice president for CCS Fundraising, one of
the nation’s most prestigious fundraising consulting firms.
“Laura brings a unique blend of tactical and strategic experience to Grand Valley, and exposure to a
wide variety of fundraising models, cutting-edge practice and direct experience with philanthropic
communities locally and nationally," Mantella said. "She will provide an innovative and broad
perspective that will help us achieve our goals for students and our community.”
Aikens will join Grand Valley's senior leadership team September 13, taking over for Karen Loth, who
retired in June after 21 years at the university.
Aikens is a native of West Michigan who earned a bachelor's degree from Hope College and a master's
degree in social work from the University of Michigan. She spent 12 years with CCS Fundraising, working
with nonprofit and higher education clients, including Trinity University, University of Texas at Arlington,
Xavier University of Louisiana and the University of Windsor.
Prior to CCS, Aikens served in various development roles including at Ann Arbor-based nonprofits Saint
Joseph Mercy Health System, and the American Red Cross, Washtenaw County Chapter.
Aikens said she was attracted to the position because of Mantella's leadership and her strategic vision
for the university, and Grand Valley's commitment to diversity, inclusion and social mobility.
"The trajectory of the university points up and there is such tremendous opportunity within the
community for growth," Aikens said. "The value of higher education has come into question by some,
but the value proposition Grand Valley offers to students has a direct correlation to their future success.
I'm honored to be a part of this exciting university."
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High school students deliver pitches for improving higher education equity; now schools eye which
ideas to activate
GRAND RAPIDS, Mich. -- From early mentoring before entering college to addressing mental health and
food insecurity, high school students from across the country on August 5 virtually presented to higher
education and business leaders ways they believe will help all students thrive on campus.
They made their presentations during the national event for REP4, the alliance of six colleges and
universities across the country that launched in May to address the pressing concerns in higher
education faced by many underserved students.
REP4, which stands for Rapid Education Prototyping, puts the power of establishing equitable systems
for public higher education in the hands of learners. The movement has attracted interest from 54
countries and every state. Nearly 1,400 voters cast more than 8,200 votes for the proposals seen during
the national convening.
The next step is for experts at colleges and universities to work with the best ideas from the 12
proposals presented to determine where they're tested and how they progress.
"What we have become is a learning lab for the future, a place where thousands of ideas shaped by
diverse students come to life through their lived experience," said Grand Valley State University
President Philomena V. Mantella said during the event.
Grand Valley was the convener of REP4. The five other founding institutions are: Amarillo College, Boise
State University, Fort Valley State University, San José State University and Shippensburg University.
During their presentations, students described, sometimes from personal experiences, the challenges
with food insecurity, mental health, financial struggles and more that fueled their ideas for change.
Apps were a common thread through the ideas. One app suggestion was to help anonymously connect
students with peers and counselors during financial struggles. Another idea from students at
Shippensburg University was to use an app to help measure students' stamina and perseverance in what
they called a GRIT score.
Alivia Snyder said the idea of the GRIT score is to give schools a different way to see the students who
want to be there and who will work to succeed.
"Not all students are equal. We want them to be but they're not," Snyder said. "There are a lot of kids
who are really good at standardized testing and a lot of kids who aren't. However, sometimes the kids
who work really, really hard are those kids who don't do so well on tests. But they put the effort in,

they're doing the work, they're showing the perseverance and they're trying to make themselves
better."
Mentorship was also a common thread and is an important one for students, especially those from
diverse backgrounds who arrive on campus and see few people who look like them, said Jaime Casap,
former chief education evangelist at Google, an advisor to REP4 and one of the panelists at the August 5
event.
"Imposter syndrome is a huge issue when it comes to higher education," Casap said. "If we can connect
students who all feel alone … and then you add to that environmental factors and economic factors,
having someone there to hold their hand, someone there they can turn to -- a mentor is absolutely
critical to the higher education experience. I wish I had that when I was in school."
And as the REP4 movement continues, higher education leaders and other partners agree that keeping
students at the core of the effort is essential.
"At the core is the student, and that's where everybody's attention should be," said Mona Morales,
Microsoft U.S. higher education industry executive who is an advisor and served as an event panelist.
"This is unique. This isn't everywhere. This is really truly something special."
Paul Jones, president of Fort Valley State University, said continually finding ways to incorporate student
voices is key to the effort's success. "We have to be very courageous. This isn't the way we normally do
business. But it is the way we should be doing this work," he said.
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MEDIA AVAILABILITY: Experts in higher ed and students pushing change react to national pitch event
GRAND RAPIDS, Mich. -- The inaugural national event showcasing high school students pitching higher
education leaders is attracting interest from around the nation and the world.
The REP4 movement is garnering interest from people in 35 countries and every state with its National
Convening hosted virtually by Grand Valley State University on August 5.
MEDIA AVAILABILITY: Get the summary and reaction from the national convening at 3:30 p.m. EDT
through a Zoom media availability. Here is the information:
Join Zoom Meeting
https://gvsu-edu.zoom.us/j/91711719990?pwd=YzQwRGVyMVZlcFArRk1DT0JZY0NNUT09
Meeting ID: 917 1171 9990
Passcode: 314470
Find your local number: https://gvsu-edu.zoom.us/u/ahvDHlmGU
The university and college presidents of the REP4 alliance members, panelist and advisor Mona
Morales, Microsoft U.S. higher education industry executive, and students will be available to answer
media questions.
REP4 stands for Rapid Education Prototyping. It puts the power of establishing equitable systems for
public higher education in the hands of learners -- those with the most at stake in the future of
education. Leaders from the six schools in the REP4 alliance will hear 12 student presentations during
the national event. These 12 prototypes emerged from regional summits held this summer. The best
ideas from these high school students will be put into practice at schools nationwide.
Besides Grand Valley, the five other founding institutions of REP4 are: Amarillo College, Boise State
University, Fort Valley State University, San José State University and Shippensburg University.
One of the key advisors to REP4 and a moderator for the August 5 event is Jaime Casap, former chief
education evangelist at Google. He said this effort to help diversity, equity and inclusion in higher
education is critical to the future of the country.
"I believe this work will fundamentally transform the structures of higher education and provide
opportunities for students never thought possible in the past. I can't wait to see what these students
design and build, and I am lucky to be part of the effort," Casap said.
Students have recorded the ideas they plan to present. They offer insight into the challenges of today's
high school students as they prepare for their next step to higher education -- and changes they think
will help.

The proposals include:
• A GRIT score measuring students' stamina and perseverance that admissions teams can add to their
assessments when considering applications
• An app to help students meet necessities such as food and affordable living spaces, in collaboration
with businesses
• A way to help ease students' financial worries by offering an app that allows them to anonymously
connect with peers and counselors for advice and support
• An "Elevation Promise" that pairs customized, comprehensive career and college advising with paid
internships in the later stages of students' college career
These proposals and more can be viewed here.
You also are invited to register for the event to watch the presentations and the interactions with school
leaders, which you can do here. Or simply join the media availability at 3:30 EDT with the Zoom link
noted above.
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GVSU welcomes more than 5,200 Lakers to campus
ALLENDALE, Mich. — More than 5,200 Lakers will move into on-campus housing at Grand Valley State
University before classes begin August 30.
President Philomena V. Mantella greeted students, parents and supporters on both the Allendale and
Pew Grand Rapids campuses.
“It's great to see campus coming to life as students move into their living centers," Mantella said. "It's
such an exciting time to be at Grand Valley.”
The move-in schedule was staggered to reduce density, and volunteers with the GVSU Helping Hands
program assisted students with their belongings. The program is organized by Housing and Residence
Life and includes students, faculty, staff members, administrators and alumni.
Move-in continues through August 25; also on that day, Transitions, GVSU's orientation program for
new students, will begin.
The week concludes with Convocation, which will commemorate the start of the new academic year.
This year's ceremony will take place August 27 at 11:30 a.m. at Lubbers Stadium on the Allendale
Campus. A rain date is set for August 28 at 11:30 a.m. at the stadium.
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GVSU named among top employers in Michigan by Forbes
ALLENDALE, Mich. — Grand Valley State University was named by Forbes as one of the top 25 employers
— and among the top three in education — in Michigan.
Forbes released its list of America's Best-In-State Employers 2021 on August 24. Criteria for selection
includes survey responses of employee experiences such as working conditions, salary, potential for
growth, and diversity. See the entire Forbes list.
Only 75 Michigan companies with more than 500 employees were recognized. Mychal Coleman, chief
human resources officer, said the Forbes recognition positions Grand Valley for world-class distinction.
"It begins to establish Grand Valley’s brand as an 'employer of choice,' where applicants will have a
higher preference to seek employment with us," Coleman said. "For current employees, it increases
employee engagement, strengthens retention and confirms the culture."
Grand Valley employs 1,760 faculty and 2,050 staff members.
About GVSU: Grand Valley State University attracts nearly 24,000 students with high-quality programs
and state-of-the-art facilities. Grand Valley is a comprehensive university serving students from across
Michigan and dozens of other states and foreign countries. Grand Valley offers undergraduate and
graduate degree programs in 300+ areas of study from campuses in Allendale, Grand Rapids, and
Holland, and from regional centers in Battle Creek, Detroit, Muskegon, and Traverse City. The university
is dedicated to individual student achievement, going beyond the traditional classroom experience, with
research opportunities and business partnerships.
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GVSU receives federal grant to increase number of Kent, Muskegon county residents with college
degrees, help fill talent gap
ALLENDALE, Mich. — Grand Valley State University received a new $1.2 million federal grant to help
increase the number of adults in Kent and Muskegon counties who pursue post-secondary education or
vocational training.
The five-year grant from the U.S. Department of Education will open the GVSU Laker Educational
Opportunity Center, a TRIO program providing financial and academic assistance to adults who want to
enter or continue a postsecondary education program.
President Philomena V. Mantella said the center fits Grand Valley's mission of lifelong learning and
aligns with Gov. Gretchen Whitmer's goal of increasing the number of Michiganders who have college
degrees.
"The Laker Educational Opportunity Center will help adults in Kent and Muskegon counties break down
the barriers to their career success," Mantella said. "Its impact on West Michigan's economy will be
almost immediate as participants will fill jobs and increase the area's productivity."
Nykia Gaines, assistant vice president for federal TRIO programs, said 850 adults will be served annually
throughout the grant period. Ideal participants are 19 years old or older, from an underrepresented
population, and would be first in their families to attend college.
Three staff members will be hired to operate the center, Gaines said, adding it is expected to be
operational later this fall. "We have committed partners in Kent and Muskegon counties who will
support us as we recruit individuals and get the word out about the resources the Laker EOC will
provide," she said.
Services provided to individuals will include financial literacy training, assistance with postsecondary
admission and financial applications, career assessments and field trips to area businesses.
B. Donta Truss, vice president for Enrollment Development and Educational Outreach, said this is the
eighth TRIO program at Grand Valley. He said these eight programs create an astounding cadre of
support for first-generation students in West Michigan and demonstrates that Grand Valley is highly
focused on creating lifetime learning opportunities, empowered education and educational equity.
"The TRIO programs, starting in middle school, expand access to higher education for people who
thought it was unattainable," Truss said. "Staff hired for the Laker EOC will be trained to understand the
unique needs of adults and get them on a successful path. This program will be a vital pipeline to
opportunity, serving nontraditional adult students and displaced workers."

ECONOMIC IMPACT
In Kent County, 34 percent of residents age 25 and older have a bachelor's degree or higher; in
Muskegon County, that number is 20 percent, based on 2019 statistics. Leaders in economic
development and education said this program will help move the area forward out of the COVID-19
pandemic.
Ken James, director of inclusion for the Grand Rapids Chamber, said the Laker EOC also will help fill the
talent gap in Kent County.
"There is no question that the issue of the next decade is talent," James said. "We are thrilled to learn
GVSU has received federal funding to implement programming that will ultimately increase the talent
pool for Kent and Muskegon counties. We are confident this will have a long-term impact on how we
emerge from the pandemic as a region."
Dale Nesbary, president of Muskegon Community College, praised GVSU's leaders for their commitment
to creating opportunities for adults.
"Muskegon Community College and GVSU are committed to providing our region with needed talent,
particularly as we move forward from the COVID-19 pandemic," Nesbary said. "MCC is gratified that
Grand Valley has secured substantial federal funding to again lead in this regard."
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GVSU to resume community arts celebration with events throughout the year
ALLENDALE, Mich. -- Grand Valley State University is resuming its community arts celebration with a
revamped timetable that will feature free art-related events throughout the year.
The GVSU Arts Celebration, formerly known as the Fall Arts Celebration, in 2021-2022 is set to feature
art, music, poetry and an academic lecture in events that start August 27 with a GVSU Art Gallery
exhibition and finish with a lecture in April.
Organizers said that spreading the events throughout the year will allow more people to access them,
said Amorak Huey, chair of the GVSU Arts Celebration's steering committee. He noted that commitment
to wide community participation is important to the celebration.
Huey also said a central theme for this year's celebration is relevance and a reflection of the current
climate, one dominated by the COVID-19 pandemic. For example, the holiday concert will focus on
music from countries that are particularly affected by the pandemic.
"It seems like it's important for the events we have to feel timely and have contemporary urgency,"
Huey said.
Responses to those current issues are prominently displayed in the Art Gallery exhibition, "Honest and
Unrefined: Art Outside the Academy." It runs from August 27 to November 5 at the GVSU Art Gallery in
the Haas Center for Performing Arts on the Allendale Campus.
The exhibition is the culmination of a nearly five-year effort to collect pieces that reflect the work of
artists who ignore convention and tell their stories without the constraints of what others might think,
said Nathan Kemler, director of GVSU Galleries and Collections.
"These are true voices coming through very directly," Kemler said. "Art tells a story, and the story that
this kind of artwork tells is usually more immediate and unfiltered."
The rest of the celebration's schedule is below. For more information, visit the GVSU Arts Celebration
website.
Belated Birthday Party: Tesla String Quartet Performs Music by Beethoven
October 4, 2021, 7:30 p.m.
Cook-DeWitt Center
Allendale Campus

“Coming Together to Celebrate the Holidays,” featuring multiple choirs and orchestras
December 6, 2021, 7:30 p.m.
Fountain Street Church
24 Fountain St NE, Grand Rapids, MI 49503
Poetry Night: an evening with Danez Smith, Ericka “Kyd Kane” Thompson and Marcel “Fable the Poet”
Price, all of whom also perform their work
March 14, 2022, 7 p.m.
Eberhard Center, second floor
Pew Grand Rapids Campus
Lecture: Hanif Abdurraqib with Louis Moore, associate professor of history, to moderate an
interview/conversation. Abdurraqib is author of the book, "A Little Devil in America: Notes in Praise of
Black Performance."
April 5, 2022, 7 p.m.
Eberhard Center, second floor
Pew Grand Rapids Campus

MEDIA ADVISORY
Photo/Video Opportunity
Contact: Dottie Barnes, Grand Valley State University, barnesdo@gvsu.edu

Canine joins Grand Valley Police Department
Explosives dog to work first GVSU football game
A new member of the Grand Valley Police Department at Grand Valley State University is Koda, a K-9
explosives dog.
The 2-year-old black Labrador Retriever joined the force this summer and has been getting acclimated
to campus and meeting fellow Lakers.
GVPD Police Chief Brandon DeHaan said Koda will attend university gatherings like football games,
special events and large-scale student life events, offering additional safety mitigation measures for
GVSU campuses, and allowing for greater connection, engagement and relationships with the campus
community. Koda will work her first Laker football game at the home opener September 2.
Members of the media are invited to meet Koda at 2 p.m. on Wednesday, September 1, at Lubbers
Stadium on the Allendale Campus. RSVP to Dottie Barnes at barnesdo@gvsu.edu or 616-446-3981.
Kelsey Sietsema, GVPD canine and community police officer, attended a six-week training program with
Koda in May through Vapor Wake Canine company in Alabama.
The dog has been trained to detect explosives in bags or a building, and also has enhanced capabilities
to detect moving odors in the air to track and identify people. Koda is not an enforcement dog so she
will not be used on patrols or to apprehend criminals or in drug detection.
“We know Labs are family-style dogs that can help break the ice and offer a welcoming appearance,”
said DeHaan. “This will afford us an opportunity to share who we are and how we can help the
community.”
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GVSU named among top employers in Michigan by Forbes
ALLENDALE, Mich. — Grand Valley State University was named by Forbes as one of the top 25 employers
— and among the top three in education — in Michigan.
Forbes released its list of America's Best-In-State Employers 2021 on August 24. Criteria for selection
includes survey responses of employee experiences such as working conditions, salary, potential for
growth, and diversity. See the entire Forbes list.
Only 75 Michigan companies with more than 500 employees were recognized. Mychal Coleman, chief
human resources officer, said the Forbes recognition positions Grand Valley for world-class distinction.
"It begins to establish Grand Valley’s brand as an 'employer of choice,' where applicants will have a
higher preference to seek employment with us," Coleman said. "For current employees, it increases
employee engagement, strengthens retention and confirms the culture."
Grand Valley employs 1,760 faculty and 2,050 staff members.
About GVSU: Grand Valley State University attracts nearly 24,000 students with high-quality programs
and state-of-the-art facilities. Grand Valley is a comprehensive university serving students from across
Michigan and dozens of other states and foreign countries. Grand Valley offers undergraduate and
graduate degree programs in 300+ areas of study from campuses in Allendale, Grand Rapids, and
Holland, and from regional centers in Battle Creek, Detroit, Muskegon, and Traverse City. The university
is dedicated to individual student achievement, going beyond the traditional classroom experience, with
research opportunities and business partnerships.
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GVSU sees increase in first-year and diverse students
ALLENDALE, Mich. – In the second cycle of COVID-related enrollment figures, Grand Valley State
University made notable gains, despite the challenges. For first-time college students, the university saw
a slight increase in the total (3,894), but more significantly, within that group, Grand Valley attracted a
more diverse student body.
Among first-year students, the number of African American/Black students is up 80.2 percent; the
number of Asian students is up 27.5 percent; and the number of Hispanic/Latinx is up 31.1 percent. The
number of students who are the first in their families to attend college is up 9.2 percent. GVSU also saw
an increase in student veterans and military affiliate families of 5 percent and a 72 percent increase in
adult learners in its degree completion program (LEADS).
“We have made a concerted effort to show students and potential students the kind of quality and
personal attention they will receive when they enroll at GVSU, and that applies to traditional-age college
students as well as adult learners,” said B. Donta Truss, vice president for Enrollment Development and
Educational Outreach. “We all understand that students and their families have a lot to consider when
they are choosing a college. I am pleased our message is resonating with students from all backgrounds
and ages. We have a vibrant student body and great faculty to support them.”
President Philomena V. Mantella said: “I am proud of our success in attracting students to GVSU in the
face of unprecedented challenges, and I am heartened that our areas of focus, including increasing
diversity of our student body, are the areas of great gain. The university’s Strategic Enrollment
Management Plan has a laser-sharp focus on ensuring new students from minoritized backgrounds feel
welcomed and are valued at Grand Valley. It appears that our efforts are moving the needle in the right
direction.”
Total enrollment fell by 4 percent largely due to a decline in returning students. “We know the
pandemic has made pursuing education more difficult, so we are contacting those students to let them
know they have a place at Grand Valley,” Mantella said. “We will bring renewed focus to avoid
disruptions to their education during these turbulent times. We are extending our tradition of being
responsive and student centered as we battle to keep our community safe, while supporting continuity
of learning within the vibrant educational experience students receive at Grand Valley.”
Graduate student enrollment increased by 2.8 percent, demonstrating strong results in recruiting and
retaining students in business, health professions, engineering and computing. Newly enrolled
international students grew from 21 to 107 students. This burgeoning population of GVSU students
reflects the intensive efforts being made to ensure that Grand Valley becomes a leader in providing
educational services to international students.
Total enrollment for Fall semester 2021 is 22,406, of which 20,136 students are from all over Michigan;
1,870 are from other states, which includes a 6 percent increase for first-time college students; and 400
international students.
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GVSU named a Top Midwest University, Most Innovative by U.S. News & World Report
Grand Valley was recognized for engineering, business and teaching programs
ALLENDALE, Mich. — Grand Valley State University has again been named a top university in the
Midwest by U.S. News & World Report.
In the "2022 Best Colleges" rankings, Grand Valley is ranked third overall for Top Public Regional
Universities in the Midwest. Among regional universities in Michigan, GVSU is No. 1.
Grand Valley is also ranked among the Most Innovative Schools in the Midwest for making
improvements in curriculum, campus life, technologies or facilities.
Grand Valley is listed among the Best Undergraduate Engineering Programs, Best Undergraduate
Business Programs and Best Undergraduate Teaching Programs.
In addition, Grand Valley was named a Best Regional University (28th) in the Midwest and a Top
Performer on Social Mobility for enrolling and graduating large proportions of students awarded with
Pell Grants.
The rankings are based on 17 measures of academic quality, including peer assessment, graduation and
retention rates, student-faculty ratio, student loan debt, tuition and financial aid.
The full list of rankings is available online.
Grand Valley State University attracts more than 23,300 students with high-quality programs and stateof-the-art facilities. Grand Valley is a comprehensive university serving students from all across Michigan
and dozens of other states and foreign countries. Grand Valley offers 96 undergraduate and 46 graduate
degree programs and has campuses in Allendale, Grand Rapids and Holland. The university offers
programming and classes from outreach centers in Battle Creek, Detroit and Traverse City; the Robert B.
Annis Water Resources Institute and the Muskegon Innovation Hub are located in Muskegon. The
university is dedicated to individual student achievement, going beyond the traditional classroom
experience, with research opportunities and business partnerships.
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GVSU receives Gold Status for seventh consecutive year from the Michigan Veterans Affairs Agency
ALLENDALE, Mich. — Grand Valley State University has again achieved Gold Status, the highest ranking
from the Michigan Veterans Affairs Agency (MVAA) in its annual ranking of veteran-friendly schools.
Gold Status is awarded to higher education institutions that provide an inclusive and supportive
environment for military-connected students. GVSU has earned Gold Status each year since 2015.
Mathias Mapes-Pearson, president of Laker Vets, is one of about 400 student veterans attending Grand
Valley. Mapes-Pearson is a senior majoring in management information systems. He served as a
sergeant in the Marines from 2013-2018 where he was stationed in the U.S. and across the globe,
including Africa, the Ukraine, Spain and Afghanistan.
“Grand Valley is a big proponent for student veterans,” said Mapes-Pearson. “The many resources and
programs offered help student veterans make that crucial transition from military life to civilian life.
And, it’s pretty unique to have a leader like President Philomena V. Mantella consistently take the time
to meet with us to find out what resources we need.”
Grand Valley is committed to helping service members and their families successfully transition from
military service to graduation and beyond with several programs and initiatives.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The GVSU Veteran Promise: GVSU is the first university in the country to guarantee enrollment to
high school seniors who serve.
Student Veterans Network: Provides support for veterans, active service members and dependents
in successfully progressing to degree completion and moving on to post-military careers.
Michigan Veteran Entrepreneurship-Lab: Gives veterans and military families the skills, knowledge
and opportunities they need to develop and launch a business.
Peter Secchia Military and Veterans Program: Expands student support and programming and
provides career support, including the transition from military to civilian careers.
Two dedicated veterans' lounges: The Laker Military Resource Center is located on the Allendale
Campus and a second meeting space is located on the Health Campus in downtown Grand Rapids.
LEADS for Vets accelerated bachelor’s program: A fast-paced, online program designed specifically
for career veterans who are looking to jump-start their second careers.
PAVE Peer Mentoring Program: Each “new” veteran is assigned an established student veteran who
serves as an advisor and a listening ear.

Grand Valley consistently receives national recognition for its commitment to veterans.
In U.S. News & World Report's 2021 Best Colleges rankings, Grand Valley is listed as a Best for Veterans
among Midwest universities. GVSU was also named a 2021-22 Military Friendly School; the Military
Friendly® ranking recognizes higher education institutions that provide the best opportunities for
veterans and their spouses.
Learn more about the many ways Grand Valley supports veterans at https://www.gvsu.edu/veterans
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GVSU expert: West Michigan economic recovery slows
GRAND RAPIDS, Mich. — Although still positive, the recovery for the West Michigan industrial economy
has slowed considerably in recent weeks, according to Brian G. Long, director of Supply Management
Research in the Seidman College of Business at Grand Valley State University.
Long said the slowdown is expected at this stage of an economic recovery because of pent-up demand.
Long said the worldwide chip shortage is hampering auto production for almost every nameplate in the
world. Dealer lots are predominately empty and Long said it may be 2022 before supply catches up with
demand.
Highlights from Long’s economic report:
•
•
•

•

•

New orders, the index of business improvement, came in at +14 – typical of the recovery from most
recessions once the initial pent-up demand has been satisfied.
The on-going chip shortage has washed backward into the automotive supply chain, causing
slowdowns or temporary stoppages in production. The production index tapered to +11.
Staffing continues to be a major problem for many firms, even though some have raised their
starting wage and offered signing bonuses. Many economists are concerned about a wage-price
spiral.
Despite the Covid Delta Variant, the JPM international survey posted at 54.1, only a little below the
all-time high of 56 set in May. The supply chains of the world continue to show no sign of returning
to normal.
The employment index remained positive at +19, but would be stronger if there were people to hire.
With some of the generous unemployment benefits coming off line, there is speculation that the
employment situation will improve in coming months.

The Institute for Supply Management survey is a monthly survey of business conditions that includes 45
purchasing managers in the greater Grand Rapids area and 25 in Kalamazoo. The respondents are from
the region's major industrial manufacturers, distributors and industrial service organizations. It is
patterned after a nationwide survey conducted by the Institute for Supply Management. Each month,
the respondents are asked to rate eight factors as "same," "up" or "down."
For more information, contact Brian Long at (269) 870-0428.
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GVSU again ranked ‘Best Bang for the Buck’ by national college guide
ALLENDALE, Mich. — Grand Valley State University has again been named a "Best Bang for the Buck"
among Midwest institutions by Washington Monthly in its 2021 college rankings guide. GVSU has
received this designation each year since 2015.
The formula for the ranking includes the number of first-generation students, Pell grant recipients and
graduates who earned marketable degrees at affordable prices.
Washington Monthly also ranked Grand Valley among “Best Master’s Universities” across the nation and
as a “Best College for Student Voting.” Criteria among master's degree-granting institutions included
rankings of social mobility, research and community and national service. Earning a spot on the honor
roll for Best College for Student Voting means an institution has action plans to increase voter
registration and voter turnout among students.
Washington Monthly rates institutions of higher learning on the degree to which they recruit and
graduate students of modest means, produce the scholarship and scholars that drive economic growth
and human flourishing, and encourage students to be active citizens and serve their country.
View all results of Washington Monthly’s College Guide online.
Grand Valley State University attracts more than 23,300 students with high-quality programs and stateof-the-art facilities. Grand Valley is a comprehensive university serving students from all across Michigan
and dozens of other states and foreign countries. Grand Valley offers 96 undergraduate and 46 graduate
degree programs and has campuses in Allendale, Grand Rapids and Holland. The university offers
programming and classes from outreach centers in Battle Creek, Detroit and Traverse City; the Robert B.
Annis Water Resources Institute and the Muskegon Innovation Hub are located in Muskegon. The
university is dedicated to individual student achievement, going beyond the traditional classroom
experience, with research opportunities and business partnerships.
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GVSU leaders sign second agreement in HBCU pipeline progam
-- Students at Saint Augustine’s University can earn computing, engineering master’s degrees at GVSU
ALLENDALE, Mich. — Leaders at Grand Valley State University signed a second agreement with a
Historically Black College/University, giving students at Saint Augustine’s University in North Carolina
opportunities to earn master's degrees in advanced computing or engineering fields in as little as five
years.
Representatives from GVSU and SAU met September 20 in North Carolina to sign the agreement. In
April, Grand Valley and Fort Valley State University, in Georgia, signed a similar agreement and created a
pipeline consortium to recruit other HBCUs (Historically Black Colleges/Universities) and HSIs (Hispanic
Serving Institutions).
GVSU President Philomena V. Mantella said the consortium aligns with the university's strategic plan to
attract a more diverse student population and also responds to the needs of West Michigan employers.
"We are so pleased to welcome students from Saint Augustine’s to Grand Valley soon," Mantella said.
"They are set up for success by having a strong STEM educational foundation. At GVSU, they will find
support and resources to continue their education and then begin their careers."
SAU President Christine Johnson McPhail said the university was proud to partner with GVSU. “This
collaboration aligns with our vision to reimagine SAU as a premier, learning-centered, private HBCU that
emphasizes academic excellence; student success; and workforce, economic, and community
engagement with a particular focus on STEM education and careers," McPhail said.
B. Donta Truss, GVSU vice president for Enrollment Development and Educational Outreach, said this
agreement gives students from SAU opportunities to find meaningful careers in fields like cybersecurity,
applied computer science or biomedical engineering, for example.
"Grand Valley is not competing with the rich tradition of HBCUs," Truss said. "This is a collaboration to
give Black and African/American students who come from SAU or a similar institution the resources and
support they need to earn competitive jobs in disciplines not offered at their colleges."
SAU students can enroll at Grand Valley beginning in the Fall 2022 semester. There are six FVSU
students currently enrolled at GVSU.
Paul Plotkowski, dean of the Padnos College of Engineering and Computing at GVSU, said the continuum
of support provided to FVSU students from faculty and staff members at both institutions has helped
ease their transition to Grand Valley. And he expects similar support for SAU students.

"The FVSU students have naturally reached out to their existing advisors in Georgia, as well as new
advisors, for help as they navigate the differences between institutions, academic programs and
expectations," Plotkowski said. "One student is now a resident advisor at a GVSU living center, and I
think they have all enjoyed this recent stretch of Michigan's warmer weather."
SAU students will have access to scholarship and financial support, student support and retention
services, Michigan in-state tuition rates, and opportunities to visit GVSU before enrolling.
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New classical concert series curated by GVSU faculty member showcases piano-based chamber music
on campus and throughout West Michigan
ALLENDALE, Mich. -- A new classical concert series curated by a Grand Valley State University piano
faculty member will present chamber music in venues both on campus and at locations throughout
West Michigan.
The inaugural GV Piano Chamber Series will showcase more than a dozen musicians, including several
GVSU faculty members, in a series of free, open-to-the-public concerts. The performances start
September 20 at the Haas Center for Performing Arts on GVSU's Allendale Campus and extend into
2022.
The series will feature the totality of German composer Johannes Brahms' chamber music work written
for piano and other instruments, segmented into six programs, said Sookkyung Cho, the associate
professor of piano for GVSU who curated the series. Besides the on-campus location, the off-campus
concert venues include locations in Grand Rapids as well as along the lakeshore.
Cho will be joined by musicians playing violin, viola, cello, clarinet and horn. These acclaimed musicians
have vast experience performing at venues across the globe; many also are current members of, or have
appeared, with symphony orchestras in West Michigan.
BrahmsFest, as the series is called, is an opportunity to present piano-based chamber music on some of
the most beautiful pianos in the West Michigan area, Cho said.
"This will give us a rare opportunity to explore one composer's musical world throughout the year, and
Brahms' chamber works are some of the most beautiful music ever written," Cho said. "The timing also
just seemed perfect to me -- chamber music is all about coming together, being in harmony with one
another, and conversing with each other.
"Most of all, I would just love for audiences to indulge in and enjoy beautiful music."
Find out more about the series and schedule by visiting the GV Piano Chamber Series website.
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Grand Valley hosting conservative, progressive pundits for two-day summit
GRAND RAPIDS, Mich. — GVSU’s Hauenstein Center for Presidential Studies welcomes a trio of speakers
representing a cross-section of political views for the 11th annual Progressive/Conservative Summit on
October 1-2.
The Hauenstein Center is partnering with the Gerald R. Ford Presidential Foundation and the Progressive
Women’s Alliance to host the summit, which begins at 7 p.m. Friday, October 1, at the DeVos Center,
Loosemore Auditorium on Grand Valley’s Pew Campus.
The program will feature four keynote addresses with libertarian, conservative and liberal speakers; panel
discussions; a luncheon workshop and networking opportunities.
Discussions will focus on the future of conservatism and liberalism, civil engagement amongst political
parties, and how the nation can unite on issues.
“Where we are culturally and politically, it’s so easy to tune out one another for our own echo chambers,”
said Jakob Bigard, program manager of Hauenstein’s Common Ground initiative, which aims to prepare the
next generation of leaders to work with people of different backgrounds and beliefs.
“It’s too easy to fall back into those echo chambers. We don’t see enough opportunities to search for
collaboration, and it’s important to include opportunities for people to engage.”
This year’s speakers include:
•

•

•

Jane Coaston was a former senior politics reporter for Vox before joining The New York Times in
September 2020 as host of its opinion podcast, “The Argument.” Her work has appeared on MSNBC,
CNN, NPR, the National Review, ESPN The Magazine, and the Washington Post.
David French is senior editor at The Dispatch and a columnist for Time. He is also a former senior writer
for the National Review and a former senior fellow at the National Review Institute. He is a New York
Times bestselling author, and his most recent book, “Divided We Fall: America’s Secession Threat and
How to Restore Our Nation,” was published in September 2020.
Matthew Yglesias is one of the co-founders of Vox, and its senior correspondent covering politics and
economic policy and host of the website’s “The Weeds” podcast. Before launching Vox, Yglesias was a
columnist for Slate and blogged for Think Progress, The Atlantic, TPM, and The American Prospect. He is
the author of three books, most recently “One Billion Americans: The Case for Thinking Bigger,” was
published in September 2020.

Bigard called the conference unique as it’s unusual for an institution of higher education to invite speakers of
opposing viewpoints to respectfully discuss topics in an open format.
“We actively try to unite progressives and conservatives to have intellectual conversations and highlight the
importance of engaging in civil discussions,” said Bigard.
For more information or to register for the event, visit the Hauenstein Center’s website.
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GVSU expanding K-12 tutoring program to provide wider student support, boost tutor availability
ALLENDALE, Mich. -- Grand Valley State University is expanding its successful K-12 tutoring program to
enhance student support and the availability of tutors.
GVSU's K-12 Connect, which began in March 2020 in response to learning loss during the pandemic, will
continue to offer the free program piloted last year, "Homework Help," to K-12 families throughout the state
of Michigan.
Volunteer tutors, primarily Grand Valley students, connect with K-12 students who have provided online their
grade level and the subject where they need support, said Amirah Vosburgh, project lead for K-12 Connect.
The program resonated quickly with students and educators. Over the last year, more than 2,400 K-12
students participated in more than 15,000 tutoring sessions, Vosburgh said.
Two additional programs will allow K-12 districts to contract with GVSU to provide guaranteed support for
students through paid tutors. They are:
•
•

"Homework Help Plus," which matches GVSU tutors with students to provide support specific to the
needs of each school. Tutoring can take place day or night.
"Targeted Reading Tutoring" provides K-8 students with skill-based reading instruction in one-on-one
learning environments. Tutoring can take place day or night.

The programs, which are open to all district schools, charter schools, private schools and community-based
organizations, are set to start operating October 4, though services can start at any time during the year.
Tutoring will be offered virtually and in person when feasible.
A key part of growing this resource for K-12 students is adjusting programs based on feedback. Vosburgh said
one example is that officials learned during last year's pilot program that despite the flexibility it offered,
drop-in tutoring for high school students was not successful. That has led to training this year that
emphasizes the need to build relationships with students to foster the right learning environment, she said.
"We’re really looking for community input and feedback as we continue to evolve and grow a program that
supports students who need it most,” Vosburgh said.
Leaders foresee working with the entire community, offering training to parents, older siblings and child care
workers to support kids' reading growth, said Steven Hodas, executive director of the GV NextEd Accelerator,
which houses K-12 Connect.
"The goal is to improve people's lives. How do we develop programs that best fill needs?" Hodas said.
For more information, including on how to participate, visit the K-12 Connect website.
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Conference at GVSU for Latino youth focuses on building college-going culture
ALLENDALE, Mich. — Grand Valley State University will host more than 1,000 Latino youth from across
Michigan at a conference next spring sponsored by a consortium of higher education admissions
officers.
The ALSAME (Advocates for Latino Student Advancement in Michigan Education) Conference will be
May 6 in the Fieldhouse on the Allendale Campus. Grand Valley hosted the 2019 conference, which was
attended by more than 600 youth.
GVSU Admissions counselors Michael Guerra and Elizabeth Arangure-Martinez are co-chairs. Guerra said
a college fair accompanies the conference, and industry leaders in health care and technology will staff
tables to engage with students.
"We hope to empower, excite and better prepare our Michigan Latino students for higher education,"
Guerra said. "Students will leave the conference with knowledge of emerging career fields, and will have
networked with colleges and universities, gaining skills to become competitive applicants and with an
understanding of the importance of attending college."
Vanessa Reynolds, admissions counselor from Wayne State University, is co-board chair of ALSAME's
executive board. Reynolds said she has attended many similar conferences and is consistently struck by
the reaction from students.
"I am always touched by the reaction of students when they walk into an auditorium and see a room full
of students that look like them, many of them first-generation students, who are lost and in search of
guidance," Reynolds said. "We want to help make college a reality for them by connecting them with the
right folks and providing them with resources."
B. Donta Truss, GVSU vice president for Enrollment Development and Educational Outreach, said he
appreciates the trust ALSAME board members have in Grand Valley to host an outstanding and
impactful conference.
"ALSAME has sponsored college fairs for Latino students and its volunteers disseminate information and
resources — this work is vital to increasing the numbers of Latino students who go on to college," Truss
said. "We are thrilled to host 1,000 students on campus next spring. They will learn about the collegegoing culture and understand the resources available that will set them up for success."
Updates for the conference will be posted online at alsame.org.
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Former GVSU president to be inducted into Michigan Military and Veterans Hall of Honor
ALLENDALE, Mich. - A former president of Grand Valley State University will be honored for his military
service and leadership.
President Emeritus Thomas J. Haas, who served as president of GVSU from 2006-2019, will be inducted
into the Michigan Military and Veterans Hall of Honor November 19.
A ceremony will be held for 2021 inductees at the Michigan History Museum in Lansing. Haas was
selected because of his longtime service in the Coast Guard and his leadership at Grand Valley, said Bill
MacDhubhain, MMVHOH board member.
Haas graduated with honors from the Coast Guard Academy in 1973 and served two years aboard the
U.S. Coast Guard Cutter, Acacia, in Port Huron. He spent most of his 23 years of service as a chemistry
professor and a member of the Permanent Commissioned Teaching Staff at the academy in Connecticut,
where he was promoted to lieutenant and then captain.
Haas is an internationally recognized expert in hazardous material transportation, strategic planning and
higher education leadership. He worked with the United Nations to establish protocols for the safe
shipment of cargos in and out of U.S. and international ports.
His expertise in chemistry and hazmat cleanup resulted in being detailed as part of the Coast Guard
team that responded to the Exxon Valdez oil spill. He retired from the Coast Guard in 1996 but returned
to the academy as a civilian for a five-year appointment as chief academic officer.
Haas was Grand Valley’s fourth president; he led the university through a steady period of managed
growth and success. Under his leadership, the Health Campus and engineering programs were expanded
and the Detroit Center was opened. Haas also helped position Grand Valley as a leader in sustainability,
with silver, gold and platinum designations for buildings.
Grand Valley consistently receives national attention for its commitment to veterans. With the
establishment of the GVSU Veteran Promise, Grand Valley became the first university in the country to
guarantee enrollment to high school seniors who serve in the military.
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Shatner's unfiltered, emotional reaction to space flight offers fresh perspective on how humans react,
according to GVSU researcher
ALLENDALE, Mich. -- Actor William Shatner's emotional reaction to his brief ride into space on October
13, 2021, was a fascinating, unfiltered response that gives new insight into how experiencing space
affects humans, according to a Grand Valley State University cultural anthropologist.
Deana Weibel, who specializes in studying space exploration and religion, has conducted interviews with
people who traveled to space to get their impressions on the experience.
The immediate, unfettered reaction from Shatner is a new element to observe, she said. His thoughts
were not filtered through memory as they would be for an interview conducted later. And he also is not
steeped in the cautious NASA culture, where those going to space are trained to communicate in a
straightforward way.
"This is an outpouring of an instant reaction without time passing; it's really fresh. I'm glad it's recorded
because it's going to be influential," Weibel said. "I know I'm going to make reference to this."
The experiences of people traveling into space through private companies and as paying customers may
present another channel of research on how people react to seeing space because they can be more
open, Weibel said.
Weibel was struck by how profoundly the 90-year-old Shatner was affected, noting that while there was
an air of celebration with those around him as he exited the capsule, Shatner appeared to want to
reflect.
"William Shatner didn’t want to pop the champagne and jump up and down," Weibel said. "He just had
his mind blown."
She said she has encountered the cautious NASA culture when she interviewed active astronauts as part
of her research on religion and space. They were hesitant to go far afield, even knowing personal details
would be omitted.
"People have to be really careful about what they say," Weibel said. "There's an awareness among
active astronauts that they may lose their next flight if they say something questionable."
But Shatner freely and emotionally encapsulated his experience, describing his awe. And his references
to the life on the blue of Earth along with the black of space, pondering if the latter was death, had
religious overtones even if he didn't talk specifically about religion, Weibel said.
She also noted that his words immediately after the flight indicated he experienced what author Frank
White coined as the "overview effect." She described it as a profound emotional response to seeing
Earth from space and realizing its fragility; some astronauts have experienced it, while others haven't.

"It's recognizing the reality of living on this sphere suspended in space that hits you in a way that was so
abstract before," Weibel said.
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Enrollment in a GVSU accelerated degree program increases by more than 70 percent
ALLENDALE, Mich. —Enrollment in a unique, accelerated degree completion program for adult learners
offered by Grand Valley State University rose 72 percent over last year.
LEADS was announced in February 2020 by President Philomena V. Mantella, who was joined at the
event by Gov. Gretchen Whitmer. The flexible and customizable degree program allows students to
shape their bachelor's degree and earn a certificate in a high-demand area (leadership, applied data
analytics, project management or intercultural competence and communication). Students also can
choose to enroll in a certificate program only.
Campus leaders said the increase in student enrollment (127 in fall 2020, 219 in 2021) signifies the need
for such a program, and points to the trust students have in Grand Valley to help them achieve career
goals.
Simone Jonaitis, executive director of the Center for Adult and Continuing Studies, said she is pleased,
but not surprised, that enrollment grew over the program's inaugural year.
"Adult learners seeking to complete bachelor's degrees for career advancement in their professions
need a format that addresses the multiple demands on their time," Jonaitis said. "The LEADS program
offers a high-quality experience learners expect in a format that acknowledges their needs."
Amber Belmont, of Wyoming, said she enrolled in the program after learning about its flexibility and fast
pace. Belmont is a financial aid specialist at Grace Christian University in Grand Rapids.
"My education path has been a long journey," said Belmont, who earned an associate degree from
Grand Rapids Community College. "I knew I didn't want to sit in a traditional classroom."
The six-week classes work well and Belmont said, even with remote classes, the students have formed a
community. "I share a lot of classes with the same students and it's nice to have that community to lean
on," she said.
Learn more about the accelerated degree program online at gvsu.edu/complete.
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GVSU expert: West Michigan economic recovery continues to flatten
GRAND RAPIDS, Mich. — Pent-up supply demand has been satisfied causing the West Michigan
economic recovery to continue to flatten, said Brian G. Long, director of Supply Management Research
in the Seidman College of Business at Grand Valley State University.
“Our index of business improvement came in at +8,” said Long. “The pent-up demand has been satisfied,
but supply chain constraints are holding back further progress.”
There is no end in sight for the on-going computer chip shortage, said Long, and automotive customers,
dealers and manufacturers are all growing increasingly frustrated.
“The auto industry continues to be stymied by the shortage of computer chips, resulting in reduced
production schedules affecting local auto suppliers. Some experts believe this crisis could extend for
another full year,” he said.
Employers continue to experience a shortage of workers. Long said there are a record number of job
postings in West Michigan and across the country. “We have to get people who dropped out of the
workforce back to work,” he said.
Highlights of Long’s September report:
•
•

•
•

The Index of Employment remained positive, and rose to +27 from +19. It would be stronger if there
were more people to hire.
Bad news for the widely publicized chip shortage. There is no end in sight for the chip shortage. Tech
companies are reluctant to add capacity for the types of chips needed for automotive. Because of
the chip shortage, auto sales have fallen to levels last seen in the Great Recession.
The production index has turned slightly negative (-1) for the first time in 14 months.
To attract new employees, about a third of all firms have raised their starting wage. Others are
offering signing bonuses to avoid getting locked in to higher wages. Some economists are concerned
we could be developing a wage-price spiral leading to cost-push inflation.

The Institute for Supply Management survey is a monthly survey of business conditions that includes 45
purchasing managers in the greater Grand Rapids area and 25 in Kalamazoo. The respondents are from
the region's major industrial manufacturers, distributors and industrial service organizations. It is
patterned after a nationwide survey conducted by the Institute for Supply Management. Each month,
the respondents are asked to rate eight factors as "same," "up" or "down."
For more information, contact Brian Long at (269) 870-0428.
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GVSU announces gift to transform lives of talented first-generation students
ALLENDALE, Mich. -- Grand Valley State University President Philomena V. Mantella announced a gift to
create a scholarship program designed to give access and a full-ride scholarship to underserved students
who participate in a unique summer program and national pitch event.
A $2 million gift to the university by an anonymous national foundation will build a scholarship program
around students identified through REP4.org, an initiative GVSU founded. The T4 Scholarship program
will assist students who demonstrate passion for education, are the first in their family to go to college
and have limited means. The donor was inspired by GVSU and its commitment through REP4 to identify
promising students in a unique way.
The inaugural T4 Scholars have been chosen from among the 130 high school students who participated
in the Midwest Learner Design Summit held at GVSU this past summer. At the summit, students from
underserved communities were guided through an experience of building confidence, skills and
networks of support. Empowered and challenged, they worked in teams to shape ideas for improving
education in areas that present barriers for them and so many other learners. They offered exciting new
directions around vital issues, including food insecurity, mental health, financial literacy and building
community. They pitched them at the REP4 national convening held in August.
Ten of the most dedicated students from REP4 will now receive the T4 Scholarship beginning in Fall
semester 2022 at GVSU. All of their tuition and expenses will be covered for four years.
“The generous gift provides an amazing opportunity, and it’s just the beginning,” said Mantella. “We can
now invest in more students who have enormous potential but might otherwise be overlooked when
applying to colleges. We are able to consider students holistically and do early work that helps them
discover their strengths and what challenges them. We can provide new opportunities to support their
growth. I am confident these diverse students will be among our next generation of leaders.”
The donor has elected to remain anonymous so others with a passion for lifting up first-generation
college students, or those living in or right on the edge of poverty, can see their names on a T4
scholarship, which can transform students’ lives and those around them.
“We want others to join us,” he said. “There are so many gifted students being left behind, and I could
have been one of them if someone had not seen my strengths and encouraged me to pursue my
education.”
The donor wants the focus to be on the power of education and smoothing the path for talented
students. B. Donta Truss, vice president for Enrollment Development at GVSU, said the T4 Scholarship
will be a game changer for recipients.

“We understand the roadblocks that can prevent students from coming to college, particularly firstgeneration students,” said B. Donta Truss, vice president for Enrollment Development at GVSU.
“Attracting students through the dynamic Learner Design Summit, coupled with the opportunity for the
T4 scholarships, goes a long way to removing barriers to applying and getting into a college and then
paying for it. These opportunities are setting the stage for lifelong success.”
The first cohort of T4 Scholars at Grand Valley will be announced next month.
Grand Valley State University is a public university in Michigan. It attracts more than 22,400 students
with high-quality programs and state-of-the-art facilities. Grand Valley is a comprehensive university
serving students from all across Michigan and dozens of other states and foreign countries. Grand Valley
offers 96 undergraduate and 46 graduate degree programs and has campuses in Allendale, Grand Rapids
and Holland. The university offers programming and classes from outreach centers in Battle Creek,
Detroit and Traverse City; the Robert B. Annis Water Resources Institute and the Muskegon Innovation
Hub are located in Muskegon. The university is dedicated to individual student achievement, going
beyond the traditional classroom experience, with research opportunities and business partnerships.
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GVSU to celebrate dedication of new health building on Medical Mile
GRAND RAPIDS, Mich. — About 400 community members are expected at a November 3 dedication
ceremony for Grand Valley State University’s new health building in downtown Grand Rapids.
The Daniel and Pamella DeVos Center for Interprofessional Health (DCIH) is the third and flagship
building on Grand Valley’s Health Campus, joining the Cook-DeVos Center for Health Sciences and
Raleigh J. Finkelstein Hall.
The dedication ceremony will be held November 3 at 6 p.m. at the DeVos Center for Interprofessional
Health, located at 333 Michigan St. Remarks begin at 6:15 p.m. in Room 102/104. Self-guided tours
will run from 7-9 p.m.
A platform and mult box will be available for media. Parking is available on site in the GVSU ramp off
Michigan Street or Lafayette Street. Larger trucks can park for free in the pay-to-park spaces at the
Cook-DeVos Center for Health Sciences.
Speakers at the dedication ceremony include Grand Valley President Philomena V. Mantella; Daniel and
Pamella DeVos; Rep. David LaGrand, D-Grand Rapids; and GVSU students, among others.
The DeVos Center for Interprofessional Health, which opened in May, includes one of the largest
interprofessional, comprehensive, state-of-the-art simulation centers in Michigan. Highlights include
electronic 3D modeling and imaging of the body and its organs, plastinated specimens, a virtual anatomy
table, and classrooms with interactive walls and floors.
The five-story, 166,000-square-foot building is helping Grand Valley accommodate expanding programs
in emerging and growing fields at both the undergraduate and graduate level. Its 17 classrooms and 12
interactive laboratories are equipped to create interprofessional team environments and encourage
collaboration.
Daniel and Pamella DeVos were the lead donors for the center, with another 700 donors providing more
than $20 million to help make the building a reality. The State of Michigan provided $29 million for the
$70 million project.
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GVSU expert: West Michigan economy slightly better but still flat
GRAND RAPIDS, Mich. — In West Michigan and across the country, supply chain problems have resulted
in longer lead times, missed deliveries, higher prices and sometimes exorbitant expediting charges, said
Brian G. Long, director of Supply Management Research in the Seidman College of Business at Grand
Valley State University.
Long surveyed local business leaders and his findings below are based on data collected during the last
two weeks of October.
“What seems most worrisome to some of our survey participants is that there is still no end in sight for
our supply chain problems. Although these supply chain gremlins are inhibiting the West Michigan
economy, modest economic growth continues,” Long said.
Most automotive manufacturers are extremely frustrated by the fact they cannot build or ship most of
their cars because of a shortage of $15 worth of computer chips, Long said.
“Throughout the chip crunch, automakers have prioritized output of large pickups, some of the
industry's most profitable vehicles,” he said. “Ford and Ram are among automakers offering zero
percent financing for 72 months on large pickups. At the same time, competition in the segment is
increasing with a redesigned Toyota Tundra and the industry's first electric pickup, the Rivian R1T, on
the horizon.”
Addressing inflation, Long said the Federal Reserve is still sticking with its theory that the current
inflation is “transitory.”
“They won’t say how long before we can expect to ‘transition’ out of the high inflation we are currently
experiencing,” he said.
Highlights of Long’s October report:
• The Index of Employment remained positive at +24, down from +27.
• New orders, or the Index of Business Improvement, rose to +15 from +8.
• The Production Index, or output, rebounded sharply to +19, up from -1.
• The Index of Purchases eased to +8 from +14.
The Institute for Supply Management survey is a monthly survey of business conditions that includes 45
purchasing managers in the greater Grand Rapids area and 25 in Kalamazoo. The respondents are from
the region's major industrial manufacturers, distributors and industrial service organizations. It is
patterned after a nationwide survey conducted by the Institute for Supply Management. Each month,
the respondents are asked to rate eight factors as "same," "up" or "down."
For more information, contact Brian Long at (269) 870-0428.
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GVSU’s DeVos Center for Interprofessional Health will help meet changing needs of health care
industry
GRAND RAPIDS, Mich. — Grand Valley State University's new Daniel and Pamella DeVos Center for
Interprofessional Health (DCIH) is addressing the ever-changing needs of health care education, said
President Philomena V. Mantella during a dedication ceremony for the new health building.
About 400 community members and donors attended the November 3 event to celebrate DCIH, which
opened in May on Grand Valley’s Health Campus on Medical Mile in downtown Grand Rapids.
Mantella said the dedication was a celebration of GVSU’s partnership with the community and the state.
“Because of your support, we can better prepare our students, increase the number of graduates and
keep up with the many programmatic needs of the health care systems,” Mantella said.
In addition to supporting health majors, Mantella said students from health-adjacent programs such as
social work, criminal justice, biomedical engineering, and hospitality and tourism management will also
learn and collaborate in the new health building.
“There is also expansive space for our industry partners to work with computer science graduate
students and faculty in the GVSU Applied Computing Institute,” said Mantella. “And, there is new space
to support student veterans in The Peter Secchia Family Military and Veterans Lounge.”
Daniel and Pamella DeVos were the lead donors for the center, with another 700 donors providing more
than $20 million. The State of Michigan provided $29 million for the $70 million project.
Dan DeVos thanked donors who supported the facility, saying it will have a significant impact on Grand
Valley students and the quality of care for the broader community.
“We felt drawn to the opportunity to help Grand Valley bring even more high-caliber talent to the
region,” he said. “We were also captivated by the idea of interprofessional training that prepares
students to work in patient-centered teams, which is clearly the future of health care.”
Pamella DeVos said it was a privilege to serve on the art advisory committee for the center. “From the
beginning, Dan and I have supported and taken interest in many aspects of this new building, from the
advanced learning technology to the beautiful art which has been installed throughout the hallways and
classrooms,” she said. “We intentionally selected pieces we believed would resonate with students and
provide them with inspiration in their learning journeys.”

DCIH includes one of the largest interprofessional, comprehensive, state-of-the-art simulation centers in
Michigan. Highlights include electronic 3D modeling and imaging of the body and its organs, plastinated
specimens, a virtual anatomy table and classrooms with interactive walls and floors.
Katie Branch, director of Simulation, said since DCIH opened, GVSU has received calls for tours from
institutions throughout the country. She said students from more than 20 health-related academic
disciplines come to the simulation spaces to perfect their clinical, therapeutic, communication and
physical assessment skills.
“It took the foresight and input of GVSU leadership, faculty, staff, community members, donors and
especially students to create a facility that inspires curiosity and fosters innovation,” Branch said.
Zoie Hulst, a senior in the physician assistant studies program, said DCIH provides an environment to
create interprofessional relationships with a diverse group of future medical professionals. She said she
is learning the most in the simulation center.
“Everything about these simulations is real, right down to my adrenaline,” said Hulst. “Simulation
provides the space to work through my adrenaline and work on my critical thinking skills in extremely
high-stake cases without someone’s life on the line.”
DCIH has 17 classrooms and 12 interactive laboratories equipped to create interprofessional team
environments and encourage collaboration.
Nursing student Jared Gordon said it’s clear students were kept in mind during the designing of the
health building.
“The simulation labs give us a safe but realistic environment to test our knowledge and skills in
situations we will encounter as nurses,” he said. “The soundproof study rooms and giant whiteboards
are great for mapping out important concepts, and I love reserving them with my nursing friends before
a big exam.”
More than 400 works of art are on display inside DCIH, with contemporary glass artworks on every floor.
The highlight of these works is a piece by world-renowned artist Dale Chihuly. The glass piece, entitled
Laker Blue and Opaline Persian Chandelier, is representative of the artist’s Persian series.
Nathan Kemler, director of Galleries and Collections at GVSU, said community, empathy and innovation
were some of the central themes identified for artwork in the building.
“It was important to talk about health from a holistic perspective. From the Flint water crisis and teen
homelessness to gender identity and systemic racism, these stories provide important perspectives that
help our learners grow in empathy and understanding of mental and physical health,” he said.
DCIH is the third and flagship building on the Health Campus, joining the Cook-DeVos Center for Health
Sciences and Raleigh J. Finkelstein Hall.
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Panelists at GVSU Secchia Lecture: Businesses that offer flexibility, connectivity among employees will
thrive
GRAND RAPIDS, Mich. — Panelists at a Grand Valley State University Seidman College of Business event
November 11 said, as pandemic restrictions continue to cause shifts at traditional workplaces,
businesses and corporations that intentionally create a sense of belonging will thrive, as will their
employees.
Leaders from three corporations spoke at the L. William Seidman Center during a Peter F. Secchia
Breakfast Lecture, "The Future of Work." They were Jordan Aldrich, director of corporate human
resources for Meijer; Ryan Anderson, vice president of global research and insights for Herman Miller;
and Jennifer Tyler, director of integrated business planning for Dematic. The event was moderated by
Benjamin Walsh, associate professor of management at GVSU.
Panelists discussed the balance of offering choices for working remotely yet ensuring employees feel
connected to their teams and organizations. Anderson joked that trying to build connectivity within
work teams while employees are not in person was like having a long-distance relationship.
He also said the disruption of traditional work and any tension between employers and employees is
amplified by today's polarizing political climate. "There's such a disconnect in our country today, a
polarization," Anderson said. "Organizations that create a high degree of belonging among employees
will foster better communities and will thrive."
Tyler began working for Dematic two months ago after working for Steelcase in a similar capacity. She
said it's difficult beginning a new job when most work is completed remotely, adding the shift to flexible
work conditions did not begin at the start of the COVID-19 pandemic.
"This is a trajectory that didn't start with the pandemic. I have had global teams and you have to work
remotely," Tyler said. "Those challenges for me, to try to bond with employees, build a sense of team
and belonging, started before the pandemic. There is a need for human connection."
Aldrich said corporate office employees at Meijer remain mostly remote. Best practices they found
helpful to connect, she said, include utilizing chat functions on Microsoft Teams or other programs,
decreasing the number of daily video meetings and improving onboarding procedures for new
employees.
"We are also creating more informal social connections as a team, not necessarily always meeting to talk
about business. It's important to bring your unique self to work," Aldrich said.
The Secchia Lecture marked the first since its benefactor, Peter Secchia, died last year.

Diana Lawson, dean of the Seidman College of Business, said the series was established by the Secchia
family in 2006 to invite business leaders to discuss current topics with students, faculty and staff
members and community members.
Lawson called the series unique. "It showcases the strength of our partnerships and works as an added
advantage for our students to supplement what they are learning in the classroom," she said. "The
Secchia family has provided ongoing support for us to continue this important series."
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GVSU honors veterans, announces new initiatives
GRAND RAPIDS, Mich. — Students, faculty and staff members who served or are currently serving in the
U.S. Armed Forces or National Guard were honored November 11 at the Eleventh Annual Veterans Day
Breakfast, hosted by President Philomena V. Mantella.
During the event, held at the Eberhard Center on the Pew Grand Rapids Campus, Mantella thanked
veterans for their service and sacrifice. She said traditional higher education has failed the nation’s
veterans.
“Only one out of 10 of our nation’s veterans who are in education are in institutions at the level of
Grand Valley,” said Mantella. “They are coming to us with resources from their service and incredible
leadership, and higher education needs to be shocked into action as it relates to our nation’s veterans.”
Mantella said Grand Valley will continue to generate ideas, new support systems, broader networks and
more resources in order to be a model for others. “The first thing we did after announcing the Veteran
Promise (pre-approved admission to GVSU) was to share it because we’re calling others to the work.
That’s why we’re doing it and we’re proud to be leading,” she said.
Jill Hinton Wolfe, military and veterans resource manager at Grand Valley, announced new initiatives to
support military-connected families at GVSU. Wolfe is working with the Seidman College of Business to
hire a veteran programming coordinator for the Michigan Veteran Entrepreneurship-Lab. There are
efforts to establish a veterans leadership initiative, child care grants for student veteran parents, and
“Green Zone” training for faculty and staff.
“Green Zone training will help us do a deep dive on what it really means to be veteran inclusive,” said
Wolfe. “We want veterans to be part of the larger community here at Grand Valley and to get the value
that comes from that.”
Student veteran Enrique Leon, an Army veteran who is majoring in criminal justice, said being a part of
Grand Valley has helped him transition to civilian life, further his education and feel at home.
“Every time I needed help, I could always count on the people at Grand Valley,” said Leon. “Jill
encouraged me to stay when I wanted to quit school.”
First Sergeant Matt Eversmann, co-author of “The Battle of Mogadishu” and “Walk in My Combat
Boots,” was the keynote speaker.

In October 1993, Eversmann led a group of Army Rangers in a U.N. peacekeeping operation in Somalia.
He was trapped, outnumbered and marked for death, Eversmann’s survival and heroism earned him a
Bronze Star Medal with valor service. He’s since been immortalized in the film "Black Hawk Down."
He said when it comes to supporting veterans, Grand Valley is different from other organizations he’s
seen around the country. “I see deeds, not words. They do, they deliver, they put it all on the table and
that is something that will resonate across the country,” he said.
Eversmann said every day is Veterans Day. “We need to take care of each other every single day,” he
said. “Why do we need to do that? Everyone who serves puts the needs of others first. It’s in our DNA.
We are very courageous; we do our job when we are scared. We’re dutiful and fulfill our obligations.”
Eversmann also will share his military story at an event tonight sponsored by the Hauenstein Center for
Presidential Studies.
Grand Valley has received national recognition for its commitment to veterans, offering several
programs of support.
Grand Valley is committed to be the Midwest leader for veterans’ education — from the GVSU Veteran
Promise, which guarantees admission for enlisted 2021 Michigan high school graduates, to the Student
Veterans Network to the Michigan Veteran Entrepreneurship-Lab and the Peter Secchia Military and
Veterans Program.
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Rebuilding networks, social capital key for nonprofit organizations
ALLENDALE, Mich. — Charities and nonprofit organizations will need to develop stronger ties with their
supporters because of the COVID-19 pandemic, according to a Grand Valley professor.
The pandemic challenged charities and nonprofit organizations in an unprecedented fashion, forcing
them to strategize virtual ways in connecting with donors online, said Salvatore Alaimo, associate
professor of nonprofit management, within the School of Public, Nonprofit, and Health Administration.
However, Alaimo said charitable organizations rely on the social capital of networking, relationships,
trust and reciprocity that they build and maintain with supporters.
“This social capital feeds into whether people donate, whether they decide to volunteer their precious,
expendable time or whether they want to serve on the board of your organization,” said Alaimo.
The holiday season usually means an increase in donations to charities and nonprofits, and after nearly
two years of pandemic restrictions limiting in-person gatherings and events, this season is even more
important.
Giving USA’s 2021 annual report stated Americans responded by donating more than $471 billion to
charities and nonprofits in 2020, a 5.1 percent increase over 2019. Foundation giving also increased to
more than $16 billion in 2020, a 19 percent increase over 2019.
According to the Urban Institute, about 1.5 million charitable organizations function in the United
States. While charitable giving has increased, Alaimo believes they will face long-term ramifications due
to the challenging times.
“For nonprofits, it’s going to be an adjustment of priorities,” said Alaimo. “Staff leadership and boards of
directors will have to go back to basics. Who’s the audience they are trying to reach, who are the
stakeholders, and how do they maintain relationships if we’re being kept separate from each other.”
More than 80 percent of nonprofits have budgets less than $500,000, so they faced challenges even
before the pandemic, said Alaimo.
In-person events are integral to forming connections between supporters and the nonprofit, said
Alaimo. But, with the pandemic limiting in-person functions, charities resorted to a myriad of virtual
events.
Auctions, fun runs and even golf outings moved online, making those all-important connections difficult
to maintain. For all the good technology did to ease the logistics of fundraising, it still created
separations between organizations and supporters, said Alaimo.

“As I remind my students, just because we are electronically networked does not mean we are good at
networking,” said Alaimo. “Now that COVID has come along, the isolation factor of technology is
amplified. My concern is all of that is going to put a dent into social capital, and that’s not going to bode
well for nonprofits.”
When it comes to selecting nonprofits that are reputable and allocate money efficiently, Alaimo said
there are several websites and databases to help such as GuideStar, Charity Navigator or the Better
Business Bureau.
WalletHub released its list of best charitable organizations for 2022.
“The nonprofits that best form long-term relationships are going to be more fiscally viable and
sustainable,” said Alaimo.
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GVSU to celebrate December Class of 2021 with in-person Commencement
ALLENDALE, Mich. — Julian Sanders will graduate from Grand Valley State University this weekend
having kept a promise to his grandmother by persevering through the unique adversity he and his peers
have faced as they completed their degree.
His grandmother’s last words to him were telling him to stay in school, and Sanders will be leaving GVSU
with more than a diploma; he is leaving with countless experiences, lessons and connections that take
on even more meaning with the challenges from the COVID-19 pandemic.
“I really had to embrace the importance of remaining resilient in the face of adversity,” Sanders said. “It
allowed me to take advantage of the opportunity to be present with my family and be thankful for the
things that I have.”
Sanders is one of about 1,400 GVSU students who are scheduled to graduate. Grand Valley will hold inperson Commencement ceremonies Friday and Saturday in the Fieldhouse Arena on Allendale Campus,
where students will walk across stage in person once again to receive their diplomas.
Sanders, who will receive a degree in political science, transferred to GVSU two years ago, but two years
was enough for him to get involved with countless organizations such as Student senate, Debate Team,
Law Society, Black Male Scholars, Hauenstein Center for Presidential Studies, Alpha Phi Alpha fraternity
and become a Cook Leadership Academy Fellowship candidate while working as a student ambassador
to the Office of the President.
Being such an involved student, Sanders said he is used to a fast-paced life and values human
connection. When the pandemic caused him to move home from college, he was forced to adjust to
what felt like a life put on pause.
Looking back on his more than four years as a college student, Sanders said he could never have
imagined the unexpected turns his path would take. To his freshman-year self he says “No pressure.
College comes with its own challenges, but it’s a marathon not a sprint.”
“We become our worst enemies when we put so much pressure on ourselves to be successful because
there are going to be times when you’re going to fail, there are going to be times when you don’t have
the answer, and that’s OK,” he said. “Don’t force yourself to be someone you’re not ready to be just yet.
You have time.”
As he goes on to law school, he carries with him more than his academic knowledge. The lessons he has
learned so far go beyond the classroom. On a personal level, he has learned the importance of
remaining connected to his support system and his faith. On a professional level he has learned the
importance of taking his time in making decisions and appreciating his failures.

Now at the finish line, Sanders is ready to walk across the stage and celebrate with his family members
who will be attending the ceremony on Friday night.
All graduates and up to four supporters are invited to attend their corresponding Commencement
ceremony.
Ceremony details are listed below:
Friday, December 10, at 7 p.m.
• College of Liberal Arts and Sciences
• Brooks College of Interdisciplinary Studies
• Saturday, December 11, at 10 a.m.
• Seidman College of Business
• College of Education and Community Innovation
Saturday, December 11, at 3 p.m.
• Seymour and Esther Padnos College of Engineering and Computing
• College of Health Professions
• Kirkhof College of Nursing
President Philomena V. Mantella will give the Commencement address and the ceremony will also
include remarks from Chris Plouff, interim provost and executive vice president for academic and
student affairs, Felix Ngassa, chair of University Academic Senate, as well as academic deans and faculty
members.
Everyone is encouraged to fill out their self-assessment prior to arrival.
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GVSU names inaugural vice president for Student Affairs
ALLENDALE, Mich. — President Philomena V. Mantella announced the university has appointed Jennifer
Hall-Jones as Grand Valley’s first vice president for Student Affairs. Hall-Jones is currently the interim
vice president for Student Affairs at Ohio University.
Hall-Jones was chosen from a national pool of candidates and was one of the four candidates who
visited campus for public interviews in November. Mantella said Hall-Jones rose to the top because of
her deep experience in student affairs and her proven focus on students’ well-being.
“Jenny has extensive experience working at all levels of student affairs,” Mantella said. “She has risen
through the ranks at her current university, which gives her incredible depth. She is committed to
inclusion and is an advocate for students, in keeping with our mission. Jenny is the ideal person to
position our Student Affairs division to handle the challenges and complexities of campus life today and
into the future.”
Hall-Jones has spent her academic and professional career at Ohio University in Athens. She earned her
Ph.D. in higher education administration, a master’s degree in education and a bachelor of arts degree
in sociology/criminology. She has spent 25 years working in higher education beginning in residence life,
moving through the dean’s office, eventually becoming senior associate vice president for Student
Affairs and dean of students. She has been interim vice president for Student Affairs since last year.
Hall-Jones said she felt at home when on the GVSU campus and meeting with community members.
“My visit to campus showed me that Grand Valley has an incredible dedication to students and to
colleagues,” Hall-Jones said. “I was impressed by the questions asked of me at the community interview.
They were around strategy and student well-being. Everyone asked about how we are going to support
students. That told me a great deal about what motivates the people at GVSU. I saw great camaraderie
with the team here. I see tremendous opportunity to both be mentored and to use my skill-set to help
students and the division of Student Affairs to thrive.”
Mantella said the Student Affairs vice presidency will elevate student voices to the senior leadership
team in a unique way. She believes a vibrant Student Affairs division is critical, given the breadth and
student-centered ethos of GVSU in these complex times.
Hall-Jones will begin her position at GVSU in February.

Grand Valley State University attracts more than 22,400 students with high-quality programs and stateof-the-art facilities. Grand Valley is a comprehensive university serving students from Michigan, the
United States and foreign countries. Grand Valley offers 96 undergraduate and 46 graduate degree
programs and has campuses in Allendale, Grand Rapids and Holland. The university offers programming
and classes from outreach centers in Battle Creek, Detroit and Traverse City and the Robert B. Annis
Water Resources Institute and the Muskegon Innovation Hub located in Muskegon. The university is
dedicated to individual student achievement, going beyond the traditional classroom experience with
research opportunities and business partnerships
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Cadets at GVSU's Police Academy receive training in mediation beyond the state's requirements
ALLENDALE, Mich. — A unique partnership between the Grand Valley State University Police Academy
and the nonprofit Dispute Resolution Center of West Michigan is providing cadets with additional
training beyond the state requirements in effective communication skills with the public.
With law enforcement agencies receiving scrutiny for their use of force, sometimes with tragic
consequences, the GVSU Police Academy is training its cadets with skills in mediation and conflict
resolution to diffuse situations, said Williamson Wallace, director of Criminal Justice Training.
“When you look at the majority of what the officer does, it’s going out there trying to diffuse things and
give people resources,” said Wallace, a former law enforcement officer. “If they’re unable to
communicate effectively in these situations, then sometimes the situations tend to escalate.
“We want to give the cadets all the tools necessary so they can properly handle situations so they’re not
put in a position where they have to use force.”
Jennifer Marson-Reed, assistant professor in the School of Criminology, Criminal Justice and Legal
Studies, said the Michigan Commission on Law Enforcement Standards requires police academies to
provide eight hours of training in interpersonal communications.
The Grand Valley program provides 40 hours — 30 in the classroom and 10 online.
The Dispute Resolution Center of West Michigan developed the curriculum, applying its experience with
conflict resolution in legal situations and molding curriculum suited to law enforcement, said MarsonReed.
“What the Dispute Resolution Center has done is entirely unique,” she said. “They’ve created a hybrid
model and tailored the training to specific situations that law enforcement will see.”
Based on his research, Wallace said the GVSU Police Academy is the only one in the nation with this
level and coursework of training, addressing mediation and restorative practices.
“You’re dealing with humans, and you need to understand what motivates people, how to effectively
communicate with individuals, and understand human nature,” said Wallace.
“In my experience, nine times out of 10, people just want to be heard. If we can resolve this situation, in
the long term, we’re not coming back, and there’s not going to be a repeat 911 call.”
Marson-Reed said she hopes the skills cadets are receiving can influence other police academies and law
enforcement agencies to implement the training.

“My hope is that 10 years from now this type of training is being added to every police academy in the
country to help repair fractured relationships between law enforcement and the community,” said
Marson-Reed.
Learn more about the GVSU Police Academy online at gvsu.edu/academy.
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Grand Valley welcomes pundits for annual progressive/conservative summit
GRAND RAPIDS, Mich. — GVSU’s Hauenstein Center for Presidential Studies welcomes a trio of speakers
representing a cross-section of political views for the 11th annual Progressive/Conservative Summit on
October 1-2.
The Hauenstein Center is partnering with the Gerald R. Ford Presidential Foundation and the Progressive
Women’s Alliance to host the summit, which begins at 7 p.m. Friday, October 1, at the DeVos Center,
Loosemore Auditorium on Grand Valley’s Pew Campus.
The program will feature four keynote addresses with libertarian, conservative and liberal speakers;
panel discussions; a luncheon workshop and networking opportunities.
Discussions will focus on the future of conservatism and liberalism, civil engagement amongst political
parties, and how the nation can unite on issues.
“Where we are culturally and politically, it’s so easy to tune out one another for our own echo
chambers,” said Jakob Bigard, program manager of Hauenstein’s Common Ground initiative, which aims
to prepare the next generation of leaders to work with people of different backgrounds and beliefs.
“It’s too easy to fall back into those echo chambers. We don’t see enough opportunities to search for
collaboration, and it’s important to include opportunities for people to engage.”
This year’s speakers include:
•

Jane Coaston was a former senior politics reporter for Vox before joining The New York Times in
September 2020 as host of its opinion podcast, “The Argument.” Her work has appeared on MSNBC,
CNN, NPR, the National Review, ESPN The Magazine, and the Washington Post.

•

David French is senior editor at The Dispatch and a columnist for Time. He is also a former senior
writer for the National Review and a former senior fellow at the National Review Institute. He is a
New York Times bestselling author, and his most recent book, “Divided We Fall: America’s Secession
Threat and How to Restore Our Nation,” was published in September 2020.

•

Matthew Yglesias is one of the co-founders of Vox, and its senior correspondent covering politics
and economic policy and host of the website’s “The Weeds” podcast. Before launching Vox, Yglesias
was a columnist for Slate and blogged for Think Progress, The Atlantic, TPM, and The American
Prospect. He is the author of three books, most recently “One Billion Americans: The Case for
Thinking Bigger,” was published in September 2020.

Bigard called the conference unique as it’s unusual for an institution of higher education to invite
speakers of opposing viewpoints to respectfully discuss topics in an open format.

“We actively try to unite progressives and conservatives to have intellectual conversations and highlight
the importance of engaging in civil discussions,” said Bigard.
For more information or to register for the event, visit the Hauenstein Center’s website.
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Grand Valley commemorates 20th anniversary of September 11 attacks
ALLENDALE, Mich. — The Grand Valley community which united 20 years ago to heal from the tragic
events of September 11, 2021, united again on the 20th anniversary of that fateful day to commemorate
those who died and honor the first responders and veterans who sacrificed in response.
For faculty and staff, the day’s unimaginable events and the nation’s response, still reverberate decades
later. For Grand Valley students, it is a day preserved in history books for many were too young to
understand the ramifications that followed.
Grand Valley’s Student Senate partnered with multiple student groups to place 2,977 flags — each one
honoring an American killed in the attacks — across the lawn adjacent to the Kirkhof Center.
“This annual event to memorialize those who lost their lives and honor the first-responders in the 9/11
attacks shows profound respect and also the fabric that holds us together as a nation and a campus
community,” said GVSU President Philomena V. Mantella.
“Many of the students who are leading us in these campus events weren’t alive or were infants when
the attacks happened. Yet, they are showing they understand the significance of the events and the
obligation they have to remember and to honor those who give their lives or serve in the military to
protect our freedom.”
While many students may not have been alive at the time, their service on campus recognized the
magnitude of the day.
“On the twentieth anniversary of the September 11 attacks, we continue to recognize and reflect on the
magnitude this event had on our nation and our fellow citizens,” said Eldon Pearson, vice president of
public relations for Student Senate.
“We continue to stand in solidarity with the families of the victims, the families of the lost emergency
and military personnel, and those injured in the attacks.”
The anniversary coincided with Grand Valley’s first football game of the 2021 season and first since
November 2019. COVID-19 restrictions forced the cancellation of the 2020 season, marking Saturday’s
game against Colorado State-Pueblo as its first in more than 650 days.
In preparation for the game, the Athletics Department distributed thousands of red, white and blue Tshirts to students for Stars and Stripes Night.
Before kickoff, the Grand Valley chapter of Laker Vets gathered for a tailgate to honor and thank those
who served in the armed forces. Sitting at a table of friends, behavioral neuroscience major and Army
veteran Nia Ford was in the fifth grade in 2001 and recollected how her teachers remained quiet and
composed through the day.

“It’s definitely a part of our culture now,” said Ford, who enlisted in 2009. “I remember it being real for
us.
“When I enlisted, I wasn’t too much aware of the political culture at the time, but they did tell us we
joined in a time of war. Looking back as an adult, I realized how much had changed.”
Later in the day, other Student Senate members set up a station near Lubbers stadium for students and
others to write thank you letters to veterans. President Mantella also stopped by to write her letter of
support.
“9/11 was something that we always saw through pictures and videos growing up,” said Faith Kidd, a
political science major and vice president for educational affairs with Student Senate. “We were always
taught to remember that because it completely shifted the trajectory of everything. It impacted
everybody.
“For me, it’s a familiarity, but it’s not that I was there to fully experience it. The most important thing is
thanking and recognizing those who were there, recognizing that lives were lost, and improving
situations so that doesn’t happen again.”
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GVSU video helping hospitality, tourism industry with workforce shortages
GRAND RAPIDS, Mich. — The Department of Hospitality and Tourism Management at Grand Valley State
University hopes a video it conceived can help spur students toward an industry that was among the
hardest hit during the lockdown stages of the pandemic.
The department partnered with the Detroit Metro Convention & Visitors Bureau and its VisitDetroit.com
campaign to showcase the industry’s resiliency through the pandemic and focus on the tremendous
growth awaiting it, said Patty Janes, professor of HTM marketing and research.
“We called the branding concept, ‘There’s Never Been a Better Time,’ because that’s how we feel,” said
Janes. “It is true. There is no better time to be in this industry. It’s repurposed. It’s growing. People
realize it’s more important to them than ever.”
Janes and Kristen Jack, HTM program director and assistant professor, were on hand with HTM students
in Detroit for the video’s premiere during the Pure Michigan Governor’s Conference on Tourism in
November.
The promotion drew widespread praise and gratitude from industry leaders in attendance and across
the state. The HTM department also made the video available free of charge to Michigan’s tourism
boards to help with their talent recruiting efforts.
While the pandemic had varying effects on the state’s hospitality and tourism markets, no one is
immune from the labor force shortage, said Dave Beachnau, senior vice president of sales, services and
sports with the Detroit Metro Convention & Visitors Bureau.
“People at a young age are not understanding what opportunities exist in hospitality and tourism
management,” said Beachnau. “That’s why it’s important to create this campaign to let students know
that there are long-term career opportunities, and we can fill the pipeline for the future.”
The video’s genesis materialized from HTM faculty discussing ways to heighten the department’s brand
and marketing strategies. At first, discussion focused on the department’s role in the Detroit market,
said Janes.

Then COVID-19 hit.
As hotels, restaurants, attractions and venues tried everything to stay afloat, the HTM department
recognized where it could help, talking with industry leaders in the metro Detroit region via focus
groups, said Janes.
She discovered one recurring theme among those leaders. Despite job fairs and wage increases, the lack
of staffing was holding the industry back.
“Everybody had to revisit their business model and think about why and how we do things,” said Janes.
There are signs tourism visitor levels are bouncing back, said Jack, but there is still work to be done to
fully return to pre-pandemic levels.
“The industry is getting better. The summer numbers looked fantastic,” said Jack. “A lot of the leisure
market is fully back, but it’s the business traveler, it’s the meeting groups where hotels are still
struggling. That business traveler is your bread-and-butter, Monday through Friday in a hotel. It’s getting
everybody else back beyond that leisure market that I think is where the issue still is.”
The video is no panacea, but Janes and Jack hope it is a step in generating professional and economic
interest in an industry still recovering from the pandemic.
“Ultimately, everyone will create a stronger, more resilient industry as a result of the pandemic
experience,” said Janes.
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GVSU remembers philanthropist and supporter Esther Padnos
ALLENDALE, Mich. – Grand Valley State University joins West Michigan in mourning the death of Esther
Padnos, who died December 19.
Padnos was a committed supporter of education and the environment. She was preceded in death by
her husband, Seymour K. Padnos.
Esther and Seymour were longtime Grand Valley supporters whose generosity created a major impact
on the university community and in West Michigan. Together, they played a key role in the development
and expansion of Grand Valley’s sciences, mathematics and engineering programs, helping to greatly
boost the regional talent pipeline in these professions.
In 1996, to honor the couple's commitment to creating an environment where students and faculty can
reach their full potential in these fields, Grand Valley dedicated the Seymour and Esther Padnos Hall of
Science on the Allendale Campus. Their generosity and leadership were also recognized with the naming
of the Seymour and Esther Padnos College of Engineering and Computing.
“Esther’s loyal support for Grand Valley students for more than 30 years has changed the lives of
thousands of students," said President Philomena V. Mantella. "She will be remembered as a significant
part of our history, with a legacy that will stretch far into the future. She will be missed.”
Esther was passionate about addressing the national shortage of nurses and its impact on health care in
the region. In 2007, to help students overcome financial barriers to completing their degrees, Esther and
her husband established the Esther R. Padnos Nursing Scholarship to support and inspire students in the
accelerated nursing program.
“Esther’s gentle and compassionate nature, and her sincere interest in helping students and others in
West Michigan, have marked her as one of the area’s philanthropic leaders. We will always remember
her with gratitude,” said Arend D. Lubbers, president emeritus.
Both Esther and Seymour received honorary doctorates of humane letters from Grand Valley in 1996. In
2011, they received the Grand Steward award at the annual Enrichment Dinner for their significant
leadership, service and financial support of Grand Valley and its students.

